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F’TDINNBU (BF-12}
Approved for use through 115M014. OMB 06111-0035

US. Patent and Trademark Office; U S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under ihe Papamrk Reduclion Act of 19%. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it disoiays a valet 0MB mntrol number.

POWER 5F ATTORNEY "3‘0 PROSECUTE APPLECATEONS BEFORE THE USPTO  
i hereby‘in the ' _
under 37 CFR 3.?3gci.

s i hereby appoint: ' . ' _.
Practitioners associated with Customer Number: :

340i 8
 

 I - Practitioi'ier(s} named below (if more than ten patient oractitiorieri; are to be named, then a customer number must be used):
Registration

 
Q As attorneyts} or agentts‘ to represent the undersigned before the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in connection with
= any and all patent applications asaigned only in the undersigned according to the USPTO assignment records or assignments documents

attached to this ionTi in accordance with 3? CFR 3.?3Ioi. t

  

 
  
  
 

 

Piease change the corresdondence address for the asaptication identified in the attached statement under 3? CFR 333(6) to:

The address associated with Customer Number: 3401 8

Address

 

 
 

0R  

 

City

 . Country
L...................

l Tetenhone

 

 

 

 
291 E Sandpainie Avenue. Sift Floor
Santa Ana. Caiitorriia 92707 

A copy of this form. together with a statement. under 3‘! CF?! 3.3?{5} {-Fm'rri DIANE!!! or ivaierit} is dida be I H
Fiied in each appiicatinn in which this form is used. The statement under 31' CFR 3.73Ic] may be completed by one of

.. Erie practitioners appointed in this form, and must identify the apoiicatiori inwi‘aich this Power of Attorney is to be filed. ..

SIGNATURE of Assigns-2e of Racers!

 

   
 

 

 

{J
(I my Black
 

  This (inflection of inici‘n'tdtior‘i is required By 3? CFR "p. 1.32 and 1.33. . attar-i is required in obtain or retain a benefit by the punk-c. w. ..i. {and
try the USPTU to process} an {imitation Confidentiaiity Is governed by 35 1.2.5.5. 122 and 3'? CFR 1.11 and H4. Thrs cdlioctiorr is estimated to take 3 minutes
In mmpiete, inciuding gathenng, preparing, and submitting rim oompiated appiication form it: the USFTD Time Will vary depending Upon the iiidiwduai C359. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete lhi's fan-n andfor suggestions for reducing this burden. snouii‘i be sent to. the Chief inmrmalmn Officer.
U 3 Patent arid Trademark Orfice. U S. Department of Commerce. 9.0. Box 14-50. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 DO NOT SEND FEES OR CGMPLETED
FORMS TG THIS ABDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. PO. Box tit-5i}. Alexandria. VA 22313-145fl.

i.‘ you need assistance in completing the form. cell 1-800-PTO—9193 and select option 2.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 

Filing Date: 

Title of Invention: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

 

First Named Inventormpplica nt Name: Pa ul D. Arl ing

Gary R‘ JarOSikIGIdeS Negronqmunoz

Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155U59 

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC1'I1(a) 

Sub-Total in

Descrlptlon Fee (“l9 Quantlty Amount USDlS} 

Basic Filing:

1 500 ‘ 600Utility Search Fee

Utility Examination Fee '1 ‘ 

Pages: 

claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition:

 
Patent-AppeaIs-a nd-lnterference: 
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Post—Allowa nce-and-Post-Issuance:
 

Extension-of-‘I’i me: 
Miscellaneous:
 

Total in USD (3) 1600
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 14948927
 

International Application Number:
 

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

First Named InventorlApplicant Name: Paul D. Arling

Customer N um her: 34018
 

Filer: Gary R.Jarosileladys Negron-Munoz
 

Filer Authorized By: Gary R.Jarosik

Receipt Date: 23—Nov—201 5
 

Filing Date:
 

Time Stamp: 15:11:32

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 1‘! Ha}

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was SUCcessfully received in RAM $1600

RAM confirmation Number 1690
 

Deposit Account 502428

Authorized User JAROSIK, GARY R

 
 

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:
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File Listing: 

Document . . . File Size(Bytes)f Multi
Number Document Descriptlon File Name Message Digest Pa rt fizip 

103748
UtilityTranSlTlittaLB'l230_155U

Transmittal of New Appllcat'on 59de |fa IW‘IIHJ')? IM 1:1 i ill: WHHIIDhJEIlI M511
Ll-Ir'nbi.
 

Warnings:

Information: 

1064519 I no
lll 1| Harrison-Hi Ifflo‘llfiiiflpfitnlll‘nfi I?

MM
Application Data Sheet A0131 230_155u59.pdf

Warnings:

Information: 

132201

Spec‘81230_155U59.pdf I'hI‘i 'P in lMl—iLlaarflflarvtlldfi fd Wl'II'mii'i
be”
 

Multipart DescriptioanDF files in .zip description

 

 

Document Description Start End

Specification 1 27'

Claims 28 30

Warnings: 

Info rmation:

Drawings-only black and white line
drawings Drawmgsjii 230_155U59.pdf In!“ m-zmsm mum‘l‘iun-h Mdbauod

infill}

Warnings: 

Info rmation:

Oath or Declaration filed Declara1i0n_81230_i 55U59.pd' 583 I206.MIKIHiIi-LIKMWIIIISL LJMHI'I'HIIIE-
fi'lbLIH

Warnings: 

Info"nation:

1665693
Assignee showing of ownership per 3?

CFH 3'73 Stat?3c__81230__155u59.pdf ill'Uh‘rllIUIIEJJfiifld Hillel HI“ )3 JI‘It -'
‘IHB
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Warnings: 

Information:

869663

Power of Attorney U Elexecuted POApdf in Lm‘ {a'3lllxHLfillfiE‘EIatlulrlllfiqiikc {Li/U
”.1111 I

 

Fee Worksheet (5306] fee-infopdf
II | i1 I J' iB’It‘vanlan it d80<lw9 i-la‘irlmrflac

MU |

Warnings:

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 4731019

 

 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents.

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Ca rd, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date {see 37 CFR

1.531bi-{di and MPEP 506], a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54] will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOI903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Apelication Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIROII 05) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national secu rity, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTDI‘AtAHS (OT—12)
Approved for use through 01i31t2014. 0MB 0651-0032

0.5. Patent and Trademark Office. US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa uenflurk Reduction Act of 1995. no 0 [Sons are re-uil'ed ID res- and to a colIBClIon of intorrnatlon unless it dis-la 5 a Valid OMB control number.

UTILITY 81233155089

PATENT APPLICATION Paui D- Ariing

TRANS M ITTAL SYSIEM nor; are rHcc FOR crewman P-PIJLIEMCE con mm

(Duty fornew nonprow'srbnal appir'calions under 3? OFF? 1.53mi) Filed via EFS_Web

Commissioner for Patents
APPLICATION ELEMENTS ADDRESS To; p_0_ Box 1450

See MPEP chapter 500 conceming utility patent application contents. A'exandria VA 2231 3.1450

11:} Fee Transmittal Form- ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION PARTS[PTOJSBH 3’ or equivaierit]

2. {:3 Applicant; claims small entIty status. 9. El Assignment papers‘SeeJ UFR .2 1 [cover sheet adocumentrjs].. l .

3.“ Specification. [Total Pages 3- Name Omfisignee UNEVERSAL atacmowrcsmc.Both the claims and abstract must start on a new page{For information on the preterred arrangement see MPEP § 608.0119);

4E5} Drawing(s).(35 use 113) [Total-Sheets in ]

5. Inventor's Oath or Declaration. [Total Sheets 5 ] 1.11 {a 37 CFR 3-73I'3l Statement. E Power af Attorney.(thawing substitute statements under 37 CFR 1.64 and assignmens aem'rig as an -_

oarlr omeciamrion under 3? CFR 1 63(9).) (When there ‘5 an assignee)
a. I NEWIY executed (original or GDP!” 11. B English Translation Document.
o. A copyr from a prior application (37 CFR 1.63td)) (”New”)

‘5- APP'iCEfiO“ Data Sheet. '3‘” ”a“ “9"” 12. D Information Disclosure Statement.
See 3? CFR 1.?6 iF'TDI'AIAI'ld or equivalent) [PTOrSEfiJB or F‘T071449}

DCopies of citations attached

7. El cD-ROI'II‘I or CD-R. 13. {:3 Preliminary Amendment.in duplicate. la rue table or Computer Program (Apps-riots}

D Landscape Table on CD

 

 

 

14. {:1 Return Receipt Postcard.ropes s 503; (Should be speciflcelty itemized)

8. Nucleotide andlor Amino Acid Sequence Submission. 15 :1 Certified Copy of Priority Documenfls}.
(if applicable, items a. — c. are required) titlomrgn priority is when.)a Computer Readable Form [CRFJ

b. I: Specification Sequence Listing on: 16, a Nonpublication Request.Under 35 U.S.C. 122tb)(23(B)(i}. Applicant must attach form PTOlSBrJfi or

i. I:I (ID-ROM or CD—R (2 copies); or equwatenl.

ii' El Paper 11.0mm ELECTRONIC FEE crtcumnon SHEET
 

c. I: Statements verifying identity of above copies  

*Note: 11) Benefit ctaIms under 3? CFR 1. “F8 and foreign priority claims under 1.55 must be included in an Appitcation Data Sheet (AIDS)
(2) For eppiications fried under 35 USS. 1.11. the application must contain an. ADS specifying the applicant it the aceticani is an

assignoc, person to whom the inventor is under an obiigation to assign. or person who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary
interest in the matter See 3? CFR 1 doth}.

18. CDRRESPDN DENCE ADDRESS

{23 The address associated With Customer Number: 0R [3 Correspondence address below 

 

I State Zip Code
Telephone Email

I'Gary R. Jarostk! W November 23, 3015
Name A Registration No.
FrinUT 9 Gary R- Jat'GSlk Attorne tAont 35305

This collection of inton'nation is required by 3? CFR 1.53tb). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTD to process) an application. Confidentiality is govemed by 35 USE. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1 14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to
complete. including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application term to the USF'TD. Time WIII vary depending upon the Individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you requtro to complete this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer.
US Patentand Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PD Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES 0R COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO: Commissioner for Parents. PO. Box 1‘50. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

tfynu need assistance in completing the form. call f-BOfl-PTQQ‘IQQ and select option 2,
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PTO/AlA/14 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01l31l2014. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

_ _ Attorney Docket Number 81230.155U89
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 _ .

Application Number

 
 

Title of Invention SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL  
The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and included in a paper filed application.

  
 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2 

Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to

I:I 37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.) 

Inventor Information:

Inventor 1

Legal Name

 

 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

 
Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Irvine StatelProvince CA Country of Residence I I US 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

 

 

 

 

Address 1

Address 2

32 Prairie Grass

Postal Code US

 

 

 

 

  

Inventor 2

Legal Name

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Ramzi Ammari

Residence Information (Select One) © US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Newport Coast StatelProvince CA Country of Residence I US 

 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

 

 

   
 

Address 1 6 Seyne

Address 2

City I Newport Coast StatelProvince CA
Postal Code I 92657 I Country I I US
Inventor 3

Legal Name

Prefix— Middle Name Family Name Suffix 
Arsham Hatambeiki

Residence Information (Select One) (9 US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

 

  
EFS Web 2.2.3
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PTO/AIAI14 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01l31l2014. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Attorney Docket Number 81230.155USQ 

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 _ _
Application Number   

Title of Invention SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL  
City Irvine StatelProvince CA Country ofResidencei US

 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

 

 

  
 

Address 1 2429 WaterMarke Place

Address 2

City I Irvine StatelProvince CA
Postal Code I 90630 I Country I I US
 

Inventor 4

Legal Name

 

  
 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Graham Williams

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Corona Del Mar StatelProvince CA Country of Residence i US

 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

 

Address 1 606 Marguerite Avenue

Address 2

City Corona Del Mar I State/Province I CA

Postal Code 92625 Country I US 

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be

generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add 

Correspondence Information:

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a). 

  An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.
 
 

  

 

  

Customer Number 34018

Email Address chiipmail@gtlaw.com

Application Information:

Title of the Invention SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

Attorney Docket Number 81230.155U89 Small Entity Status Claimed |:|

Application Type Nonprovisional 
 

  

 

Subject Matter Utility

Suggested Class (if any)_ubClass (if any)
Suggested Technology Center (if any)

Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any) 13 Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)

EFS Web 2.2.3
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PTO/AIAI14 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01l31l2014. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Attorney Docket Number 81230.155USQ 

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76  Application Number 

Title of Invention SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL
  

Publication Information:

Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1 .219)

  

  
 

Request Not to Publish. I hereby request that the attached application not be published under

El 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the
subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires

publication at eighteen months after filing.

  
Representative Information: 

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer
Number will be used for the Representative Information during processing.
 

 

Please Select One: @ Customer Number 0 US Patent Practitioner 0 Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9) 

Customer Number 34018

  
 

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:

This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120. 121, or 365(c) or indicate

National Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the
specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Continuation of 13933877 2013-07-02

Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

13933877 Continuation of 13657176 2012—10—22

Prior Application Status Expired

Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Prior Application Status Expired

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form

by selecting the Add button. Add

  
Foreign Priority Information:

EFS Web 2.2.3
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PTO/AIAI14 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01l31l2014. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

_ _ Attorney Docket Number 81230.155USQ
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number   
Title of Invention SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL  
This section allows for the applicant to claim benefit of foreign priority and to identify any prior foreign application for which priority is
not claimed. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b)
and 37 CFR 1.55(a).

Application Number Filing Date (WYY'MM'DD) Priority Claimed

0 Yes (9 No

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Add button. Add

  

   
Authorization to Permit Access:

|:| Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices 

If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO),
the Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application
is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checked ifthe applicant
does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO, or other intellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority
to the instant patent application is filed to have access to the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect
to: 1) the instant patent application—as—filed; 2) any foreign application to which the Instant patent application
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)—(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of
37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the Instant patent application; and 3) any US. application—as—filed from which benefit Is
sought in the instant patent application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c), access may be provided to information concerning the date of filing this Authorization.
  
Applicant Information:
 

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office. 

EFS Web 2.2.3
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PTO/AIAI14 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01l31l2014. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

_ _ Attorney Docket Number 81230.155USQ
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 

Application Number   
Title of Invention SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL
  

Applicant 1

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
The information to be provided in this section is the name and address of the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and address of the assignee, person to whom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. If the applicant is an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign, or person who otherwise shows sufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or more joint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

 

@ Assignee ‘ 0 Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 

0 Person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign. ‘0 Person who shows sufficient proprietary interest 
If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is:

Name of the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor :

If the Assignee is an Organization check here.

Organization Name Universal Electronics Inc.

Mailing Address Information:

 

 

Address 1 201 East Sandpointe Avenue 

Address 2 8th Floor

  
  
  

City Santa Ana CA

92707

StateIPrOVI n ce

Phone Number Fax Number

Country

Email Address

 
Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

Signature:

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and
certifications

 

 

Signature lGaryR.Jarosik/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2015-11-23

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

 

  
 

EFS Web 2.2.3
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PTO/AIAI14 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01l31l2014. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

_ _ Attorney Docket Number 81230.155USQ
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

 

Application Number   
Title of Invention SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL    

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web 2.2.3
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93—579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is
used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration ofthe patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1.

Privacy Act Statement

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed underthe Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine
whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of
the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the
USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

RELATED APPLICATION INFORMATION

This application claims the benefit of and is a continuation of U.S. Application No.

13/933,877, filed on July 2, 20] 3, which applieation claims the benefit of and is a

continuation ofU.S. Application No. 13/657,176, filed on October 22, 2012, which

application claims the benefit ofUS. Provisional Application No. 61/552,857, filed October

28, 2011, and U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/680,876, filed August 8, 2012, the

disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

This application is also related to U.S. Patent Application No. 12/621,277, filed on

November 18, 2009 and entitled “System and Method for Reconfiguration of an

Entertainment System Controlling Device," which in turn is a continuation-in-part of U.S.

Patent Application No. 12/569,121 (now U.S. Patent 8.243.207), filed on September 29, 2009

and entitled “System and Method for Activity Based Configuration of an Entertainment

System," the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

This application is also related to U.S. Patent Application No. 13E198,072, filed on

August 4. 20] l and entitled “System and Method for Configuring the Remote Control

Functionality of a Portable Device,” the disclosure ofwhich is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.

This application is also related to U.S. Patent Application No. 13/240,604, filed on

September 22, 201 1 and entitled “System and Method For Configuring Controlling Device

Functionality,” the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
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BACKGROUND

Controlling devices, for example remote controls, for use in issuing commands to

entertainment and other appliances, and the features and functionality provided by such

controlling devices are well known in the art. In order to facilitate such functionality, various

communication protocols, command formats, and interface methods have been implemented

by appliance manufacturers to enable operational control of entertainment and other

appliances, also as well known in the art. In particular, the recent proliferation of wireless

and wired communication and/or digital interconnection methods such as WiFi, Bluctooth,

HDMI, etc., amongst and between appliances has resulted in a corresponding proliferation of

such communication protocols and command formats. While many of these newer methods

may offer improved performance and/or reliability when compared to previous control

protocols, appliance manufacturer adoption of such newer methods remains inconsistent and

fragmented. This, together with the large installed base of prior generation appliances, may

cause confusion, mis-opcration, or other problems when a user or manufacturer of a

controlling device, such as a remote control, attempts to take advantage of the enhanced

features and functionalities of these new control methods.

SUMMARY OF THE lNVENTION

This invention relates generally to enhanced methods for appliance control via use of

a controlling device, such as a remote control, smart phone, tablet computer, etc., and in

particular to methods for taking advantage of improved appliance control communication

methods and/or command formats in a reliable manner which is largely transparent to a user

anda’or seamlessly integrated with legacy appliance control technology.
'3a.
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To this end, the instant invention comprises a modular hardware and software

solution, hereafier referred to as a Universal Control Engine (UCE), which is adapted to

provide device control across a variety of available control methodologies and

communication media, such as for example various infrared (IR) remote control protocols:

Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) as may be implemented over a wired HDM] connection;

intemet protocol (1P). wired or wireless; RF4C E wireless: Bluetooth (BT) wireless personal

area network(s'); UPnP protocol utilizing wired USB connections; or any other available

standard or proprietary appliance command methodology. Since each individual control

paradigm may have its own strengths and weaknesses. the UCE may be adapted to combine

various control methods in order to realize the best control option for each individual

command for each individual device.

The UCE itself may be adapted to receive commands from a controlling device, for

example a conventional remote control or a remote centrol app resident on a smart device

such as a phone or tablet, ete., utilizing any convenient protocol and command structure (IR.

RF4CE, BTfl proprietary RF, etc.) As will become apparent, the controlling device may

range from a very simple unidirectional IR device to a fully functional WiFi enabled smart

phone or the like. The UCE may receive command requests from such a controlling device

and apply the optimum methodology to propagate the command function(s) to each intended

target appliance, such as for example a TV, AV receiver, DVD player, etc. In this manner

the UCE may enable a single controlling device to command the operation of all appliances

in a home theater system while coordinating available methods of controlling each particular

appliance in order to select the best and most reliable method for issuing each command to

each given device. By way of example without limitation, a UCE may utilize IR commands
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to power on an AV receiver appliance while CEC commands or another method may be used

to select inputs or power down the same AV receiver appliance; or CEC commands may be

used to power on and select inputs on a TV appliance while 1R commands may be used to

control the volume on the same TV appliance.

As will become apparent, a UCE may comprise modular hardware and sofiware

which may be embodied in a standalone device suitable for use in an existing home theater

equipment configuration, or may be incorporated into any one of the appliances such as a

STB, TV, AV receiver, HDMI switch etc. Further, when incorporated into an appliance,

UCE functionality may be provisioned as a separate hardware module or may be

incorporated together with other hardware functionality, e_g., as part of an HDMI interface

[C or chip set. etc.

A better understanding of the objects. advantages, features, properties and

relationships of the invention will be obtained from the following detailed description and

accompanying drawings which set forth illustrative embodiments and which are indicative of

the various ways in which the principles of the invention may be employed.

BRIEF DESCRJPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a better understanding ofthe various aspects of the invention, reference may be

had to preferred embodiments shown in the attached drawings in which:

Figures l and 2 illustrate exemplary systems in which a standalone UEC device may

be utilized to command operation of several appliances;

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate exemplary systems in which UEC functionality may be

incorporated into an appliance which is part of a home entertainment system;

4
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Figure 5 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary UEC device:

Figure 6 illustrates a graphical representation of an exemplary UCE-based control

environment;

Figure 7' illustrates an exemplary preferred command matrix for use in a UCE—based

control environment. for example as illustrated in Figure 6;

Figure 8 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary smart device which may support

a remote control app and a setup method for use in configuring a UCE;

Figure 9 illustrates an exemplary series of steps which may be performed in order to

set up and configure an exemplary UCE;

Figure 10 illustrates an exemplary series of steps which may be performed in order to

define to a UCE an appliance configuration which corresponds to a user activity;

Figure 11 illustrates exemplary activity configuration matrices such as may be

defined during the steps of Figure l0;

Figure 12 illustrates an exemplary current appliance state matrix which may be

maintained by a UCE For use in determining the commands necessary to invoke one of the

states defined by the matrix of Figure l .I;

Figure 13 illustrates an exemplary series of steps which may be performed by a UCE

in issuing a function command to an appliance; and

Figure l4 illustrates an exemplary series of steps which may be performed by a UCE

in establishing appliance states matching a desired activity defined in one of the matrices of

Figure 11.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

With reference to Figure 1, there is illustrated an exemplary system in which a UCE

device 100 may be used to issue commands to control various controllable appliances, such

as a television 106, a cable set top box combined with a digital video recorder (“STB/DVR")

110, a DVD player 108, and an AV receiver 120. While illustrated in the context ofa

television 106, STB/DVR 1 10, a DVD player 108, and an AV receiver 120, it is to be

understood that controllable appliances may include, but need not be limited to, televisions,

VCRS. DVRs, DVD players. cable or satellite converter set-top boxes (“STBS”), amplifiers,

CD players, game consoles, home lighting, drapery, fans, HVAC systems, thermostats,

personal computers, etc. In the illustrative example of Figure 1, appliance commands may be

issued by UCE 100 in response to infrared (“IR”) request signals 116 received from a remote

control device 102, radio frequency (”RF”) request signals 1 18 received from an app 124

resident on a smart device 104. or any other device from which UCE 100 may be adapted to

receive requests, using any appropriate communication method. As illustrated, transmission

of the requested appliance commands from the UCE to appliances 106,108,] 12,120 may take

the form of wireless 1R signals I 14 or CEC commands issued over a wired HDMl interface

1 12. as appropriate to the capabilities of the particular appliance to which each command

may be directed. In particular, in the exemplary system illustrated. AV receiver 120 may not

support HDMI inputs, being connected to audio source appliances 108,] 10 Via, for example

S/PDIF interfaces 122. Accordingly UCE 100 may be constrained to transmit all commands

destined for AV receiver 120 exclusively as IR signals, while commands destined for the

other appliances 106 through I 10 may take the form of either CEC or IR signals as
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appropriate for each command. By way of example without limitation, certain TV

manufacturers may elect not to support volume adjustment via CEC. If the illustrative TV

106 is of such manufacture, UCE 100 may relay volume adjustment requests to TV 106 as IR

signals 1 14, while other requests such as power enfoff or input selections may be relayed in

the form ofCEC‘ commands over HDMI connection I 12.

It will however be appreciated that while illustrated in the context of IR, RF, and

wired CEC signal transmissions, in general, transmissions to and from UCE device 100 may

take the form of any convenient IR, RF, hardwired, point-to—point, or networked protocol, as

necessary for a patticular embodiment. Further. while wireless communications 1 16. 118.

etc., between exemplary devices are illustrated herein as direct links, it should be appreciated

that in some instances such communication may take place via a local area network or

personal area network, and as such may involve various intermediary devices such as routers.

bridges, access points, etc. Since these items are not necessaly for an understanding of the

instant invention. they are omitted from this and subsequent Figures for the sake of clarity.

Since smart device remote control apps such as that contemplated in the illustrative

device 104 are well known, for the sake of brevity the operation, features, and functions

thereof will not be described in detail herein. Nevertheless, if' a more complete

understanding of the nature of such apps is desired, the interested reader may turn to. for

example, the before mentioned US. Patent Application No. 12/406,601 or LLS. Patent

Application No. l3i329,940, entitled “Graphical User Interface and Data Transfer Methods

in a Controlling Device," both of common ownership and incorporated herein by reference in

their entirety.
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Turning now to Figure 2, in a further illustrative embodiment, UCE l00 may receive

wireless request signals from a remote control 200 and/or an app resident on a tablet

computer 202. As before, command transmissions to appliances 106.108,] 10 may take the

form of wired CEC commands or wireless [R commands. However, in this example remote

control 200 may be in bi—dircctional communication 208 with UCE 100 and accordingly the

UCE may delegate the transmission of IR commands 210 to the remote control device 200.

i.e., use remote control 200 as a relay device for these commands determined to be best

executed via [R transmissions. As also generally illustrated in Figure 2, a setup app 214

executing on a smart device such as tablet computer 202 may be utilized in conjunction with

an Internet (212,204) accessible server 206 and associated database 207 to initially configure

UCE 100 for operation with the specific group of' appliances to be controlled, i.e._. to

communicate to UCE 100 a matching cormnand code set and capability profile for each

partiCUIar appliance to be controlled, For example based on type, manufacture, model

number. etc., as will be described in greater detail hereafter.

With reference to Figure 3, in a yet Further illustrative embodiment UCE Functionality

100‘ may be embedded in an appliance, for example STB/DVR 310. In this example, remote

control 102 and/or smart device 104 may transmit wireless request signals directly to

STBIDVR 310 for action by the built-in UCE function 100’, which actions may. as before.

comprise CEC command transmissions via HDMI connection l 12 or IR command

transmissions l 14, originating in this instance from an IR blaster provisioned to the

STB/DVR appliance 310. In this configuration, a set up application resident in STB/DVR

310 may be utilized to configure UEC 100‘, using for example an Internet connection 304

accessible through a cable modem andfor cable distribution system headend.
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[n the fiirther illustrative embodiment of Figure 4, UCE fimetionality 100’ may be

embedded in an AV receiver 420 which may serve as an HDMI switch between various

content sources such as a STB/DVR I 10 or a DVD player |08 and a rendering device such as

TV 106. In addition to HDMJ inputs, AV receiver 420 may also support various other input

formats, for example analog inputs such as the illustrative 404 from CD player 408'.

composite or component video; SKPDIF coaxial or fiberoptic; etc. In this embodiment,

request signals 406 may be directed to AV receiver 420, for example fi'om remote control

402, for action by UCE function 100‘. As before, reSulting appliance commands may be

transmitted using CEC signals transrnitted over HDMI connections 112. or via IR signals 1 l4

transmitted from an associated IR blaster. As appropriate for a particular embodiment, initial

configuration of UCE 100’ to match the equipment to be controlled may be performed by an

Internet-connected app resident in AV receiver 420, or by an app resident in tablet computer

202 or other smart device, as mentioned previously in conjunctiOn with Figure 2.

As will be appreciated, various other configurations are also possible without

departing from the underlying UCE concept, for example UC E Function 100' may be

incorporated into an Internet-capable TV, an HDMI switch, a game console, etc.; appliance

command set and capability database 207 may be located at a cable system headend, may be

stored locally (in all or in part), which local storage may take the form of internal memory

within the UCE itselfor in an appliance such as a TV, STB or AV receiver, or may take the

form of a memory stick or the like attachable to a smart device or appliance; etc.

With reference to Figure 5, an exemplary UCE device 100 (whether stand alone or an

appliance supporting UCE functionality) may include, as needed for a particular application,

a processor 500 coupled to a memory 502 which memory may comprise a combination of
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ROM memory, RAM memory, and/or non-volatile readfwrite memory and may take the form

of'a chip, a hard disk, a magnetic disk, an optical disk, a memory stick, etc., or any

combination thereof. It will also be appreciated that some or all of the illustrated memory

may be physically incorporated within the same 1C chip as the processor 500 (a so called

“microcontroller"_) and, as such, it is shown separately in Fig. 5 only for the sake of clarity.

Interface hardware provisioned as part of the exemplary UCE platform may include IR

receiver circuitry 504 and [R transmitter circuitry 506; an HDMI interface 508; a WiFi

transceiver and interface 510; an Ethernet interface 512; and any other wired or wireless L’O

interface(s) 514 as appropriate for a particular embodiment, by way of example without

limitation Bluetooth, RF4CE, USB, Zigbee, Zensys, XIOflnsteon, HomePlug, HomePNA,

etc. The electronic components comprising the exemplary UC E device 100 may be powered

by an external power source 516. In the case of a standalone UCE device such as illustrated

in Figures 1 or 2, this may comprise for example a compact AC adapter “wall wart,"whi1c

integrated UCE devices such as illustrated in Figures 3 or 4 may draw operating power from

the appliance into which they are integrated. It will also be appreciated that in the latter case,

in certain embodiments processor 500 and!or memory 502 andfor certain portions of interface

hardware items 504 through 514 may be shared with other functionalities of the host

appliance.

As will be understood by those skilled in the art. some or all ofthc memory 502 may

include executable instructions that are intended to be executed by the processor 500 to

control the operation ofthe UCE device 100 (collectively, the UCE programming) as well as

data which serves to define the necessary control protocols and command values for use in

transmitting command signals to controllable appliances (collectively, the command data).

10
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[n this manner, the processor 500 may be programmed to control the various electronic

components within the exemplary UCE device 100, e.g., to monitor the communication

means 504.5 ID for incoming request messages from controlling devices, to cause the

transmission of appliance command signals, etc. To cause the UCE device 100 to perform an

action. the UCE device 100 may be adapted to be responsive to events, such as a received

request message from remote control 102 or smart device 104, changes in connected

appliance status reported over HDMI interface 508” WiFi interface 510‘ or Ethernet interface

512, etc. in response to an event, appropriate instructions within the UCE programming may

be executed. For example. when a command request is received from a smart phone l04. the

UCE device 100 may retrieve from the command data stored in memory 502 a preferred

command transmission medium (cg, 1R. CEC over HDMI, IP over WiFi. etc.) and a

corresponding command value and control protocol to be used in transmitting that command

to an intended target appliance, c.g., TV 106. in a format recognizable by that appliance to

thereby control one or more functional operations of that appliance. By way of fitrther

example, the status of connected appliances, cg, powered or not powered, currently selected

input, playing or paused, etc., as may be discerned from interfaces 508 through 514. may be

monitored and/or tabulated by the UCE programming in order to facilitate adjustment of

appliance settings to match user-defined activity profiles. e.g. “Watch TV”, “View a movie".

etc.

An overview of an exemplary UCE control environment is presented in Figure 6. The

UCE programming of an exemplary UCE device 100 may comprise a universal control

engine core 650 together with a series of scalable software modules 652 through 660, each

module supporting a particular appliance command protocol or method and provisioned as

11
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appropriate for a particular embodiment. By way of example, the illustrative embodiment of

Figure 6 may include an intemet protocol (IP) module 652, a CEC over HDMI module 654, a

Bluetooth module 656, an IR module 660, and other modulcs(s) 658, as appropriate for the

particular application. The appliances to be controlled may include an IP enabled AV

receiver 620, an IP enabled STB/DVR 610, TV 106, DVD player 108, and CD player 408.

As illustrated, certain of these devices may be interconnected via HDMI 112 and/or Ethernet

670 interfaces. { In this regard, it should be appreciated that the illustrative interconnections

I 12 and 670 of Figure 6 are intended to depict logical topography only, and accordingly

details of exact physical cabling structure and/or the presence of any necessary switches.

routers, hubs, repeaters, interconnections, etc_, are omitted for the sake of clarity.)

The preferred methodflprotocollmcdium for issuance of commands to the exemplary

appliances of Figure 6 may vary by both appliance and by the function to be performed. By

way ot‘examplc, volume control and analog input selection commands 622 targeted to AV

receiver 620 may be required to be issued via IR transmissions. while power on/off and

HDMI input selection Functionality commands 624 may be better communicated via CEC

commands and advanced functionality commands 626 such as sound field configuration may

be best communicated via an Ethernet connection. In a similar manner, the various

operational functions of the other appliances may best commanded via a mixture of

mediums, methods. and protocols, as illustrated. As will be appreciated. in some instances a

particular appliance may support receipt of an operational command via more than one path,

for example the power on/off function of AV receiver 620 may be available not only as a

CEC command, but also via an IR command. In such instances, the UCE preferred

command format may be that which has been determined to offer the greatest reliability, for
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example in the above instance the CEC command may be preferred since this form of

command is not dependent on line—of—sight and also permits confirmation that the action has

been performed by the target appliance.

In order to determine the optimum method for each configured appliance type and

command. the exemplary UCE core program 650 may be provisioned with a preferred

command matrix 700. as illustrated in Figure 7. Exemplary preferred command matrix 700

may comprise a series of data cells or elements, cg. cells 712, each corresponding to a

specific command 702 and a specific one of the appliances to be controlled 704. The data

content of such a cell or element may comprise identification of a form of

command/transmission to be used and a pointer to the required data value and formatting

information for the specific command. By way of example, the data element 712

corresponding to the “Input 2” command 706 for the configured TV appliance 708, may

comprise an indicator that a CEC command is to be used. i.c., an indicator of the

transmission device that is to be used to communicate the command to the intended target

appliance, together with a pointer to the appropriate command data value and HDMl-CEC

bus address; while data element 714 corresponding to the same command function for the

configured AV receiver 710 may comprise an indicator that an IR command is to be used.

together with a pointer to appropriate command data and formatting information within an IR

code library stored elsewhere in UCE memory 502 . In certain embodiments one or more

secondary command matrices 716 may also be provisioned, allowing for the use of alternate

command methods in the event it is determined by the UCE programming that a preferred

command was unsuccessful. Command matrix 700 may also contain null entries. for

example 7 l 8, where a particular function is not available on or not supported by a specific
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appliance. In an exemplary embodiment, command matrix 700 may be created and loaded

into the memory 502 of UCE 100 during an initialization and set-up process, as will now be

described in filrther detail.

In order to perform initial configuration of a UCE device, a setup application may be

provided. .In some embodiments, such a set up application may take the form of

programming to be executed on any convenient device with a suitable user interface and

capable of establishing communication with the UCE, such as without limitation a smart

phone, tablet computer, personal computer, set top box, TV, etc., as appropriate for a

particular embodiment. In other embodiments such a set up application may be incorporated

into the UCE programming itself, utilizing for example a connected TV screen and an

associated controlling device as the user interface. Regardless of the exact form and location

ofthe programming and user interface means, the series of steps which may be performed by

a UCE set up application when configuring a UCE device for operation with a specific set of

appliances remains similar. Accordingly, it will be appreciated that the methods comprising

the illustrative UCE set up application presented below in conjunction with Figures 8 and 9

may be generally applied, mutatis mutandis, to various alternative set up application

embodiments.

With reference to Figure 8, as known in the art a tablet computer such as the

exemplary device 202 of Figure 2 may complise, as needed for a particular application. a

processor 800 memory 802 which memory may comprise a combination of ROM memory,

RAM memory, and/or non—volatile read/write memory and may take the form of a chip, a

hard disk, a magnetic disk, an optical disk, a memory stick, etc., or any combination thereof.

In some embodiments, provision may also be made for attachment of external memory 804

I4
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which may take the form of‘ an SD card, memory stick, or the like. Hardware provisioned as

part of an exemplary tablet computer platform may include an LCD touchscreen 810 with

associated display driver 806 and touch interface 808; hard keys 812 such as for example a

power enfofi‘ key; a USB port 816: WiFi transceiver and interface 818; a Bluetooth

transceiver and interface 820; a camera 822; and various other features 824 as appropriate for

a particular embodiment, for example an accelerometer. GPS, ambient light sensor, near field

communicator; etc. The electronic components comprising the exemplary tablet computer

device 202 may be powered by a battery-based internal power source 814, rechargeable for

example via USB interface 816.

Memory 802 may include executable instructions that are intended to be executed by

the processor 800 to control the operation of the tablet computer device 202 and to

implement various functionalities such as Web browsing, game playing, video streaming, etc.

As is known in the art, programming comprising additional functionalities (referred to as

“‘apps”) may be downloaded into tablet computer 202 via, for example. WiFi interface 818.

USB 816, external memory 804. or any other convenient method. As discussed previously,

one such app may comprise a remote control app, for example as that described in co-

pending U.S. Patent Application No. l3/329,940 of like assignee and incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety, which app may be for use in commanding the operation of

appliances 106. 108, 110 andfor l20 via UCE device 100. In order to initially configure

UCE device 100 to match the appliances to be controlled and to establish an appropriate

command matrix. tablet computer 202 may also be provisioned with a setup app 214, either

as part of a remote control app or as separately downloadable item.
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With reference now to Figure 9 such a setup app. upon being invoked at step 902 may

initially request that the user place all of the appliances to be controlled into a known state.

e.g., powered on, in order to enable the appliance detection andr’or testing steps which follow.

Next. at step 904 the setup app may determine the identity of those appliances which are

CBC—enabled. This may be accomplished by communicating a request to the associated

UCE, which at step 906 which may cause the UCE programing to scan connected HDM]

devices for appliances which are CBC-enabled and/or identifiable via interaction over the

HDMI interface, for example as described in co~pending US. Patent Application No.

13/198,072, of like assignee and incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. and

communicate such appliance identities to the setup application. Thereafter. at step 904 the

setup application may determine if additional non-C EC appliances are connected to the UC E

device via the HDMI interface. This may be accomplished by requesting the UCE

pregrarnrning to scan for any Further HDMI connections at step 9|0 and communicate the

findings back to the setup application. Though not illustrated. it will be appreciated that

where appropriate for a particular embodiment the UCE programming may conduct similar

scans to in order to discover appliances connected via Ethernet, USB, Bluetooth, RF4CE.

WiFi etc., where such interfaces may be provisioned to a UCE.

Thereafter, at step 912 the setup application may display a listing of detected

appliances {both identified and not yet identified) to the user. At step 914, the user may be

prompted to enter appliance identifying information for those HDMI or otherwise connected

appliances which were detected but not identified, as well as identifying information

regarding any additional appliances which may form part of the system to be controlled but

are not discoverable as described above (for example appliances such as AV receiver l20 or
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CD player 408 which may be responsive only to unidirectional IR commands). Without

limitation, such identifying information may take the form of user-entered data such as an

appliance type, brand and model number, or a setup code from a listing in a user guide, or

may take the form of scanned or electronic information such as a digital picture of the

appliance itselfor ofa bar code, QR code, or the like associated with appliance; near field

acquisition of RFID tag data; etc.; or any combination thereof as appropriate for a particular

embodiment.

Once appropriate identifying information has been acquired, at step 916 the setup app

may communicate that information to a database server. for example server 206, for

performance of step 918, comprising identification of and retrieval of command codeset and

capability data corresponding to the identified appliances from a database 207, and provision

ofthis data to the setup application for processing and ultimate transfer to the UCE device.

As will be appreciated, the transferred codcsct data may comprise complete command data

values and formatting information, may comprise pointers to command data values and

formatting information already stored in the memories 502 and/or 803804 of the UCE or the

device upon which the setup application is currently resident, or a combination thereof.

Where necessary, for example when database 207 may contain alternate codcsets for an

identified appliance, or where uncertainty exists regarding a particular appliance model

number, etc., at steps 920, 922, and 9314 various control paradigms and/or command data sets

may be tested against the appliances to be controlled. Such testing may take the form of

soliciting user response to effects observable commands, monitoring of HDMI interface

Status changes as described for example in US. Patent Application No. 13/240,604, of like

assignec and incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, or any other method as
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convenient for a particular application. Once appropriate codesets have been fully

determined, at steps 926,928 and 930 a suitable preferred command matrix, for example as

illustrated in Figure 7, may be constructed and stored into the memory 502 of exemplary

UCE device 100, the matrix being constructed by considering the communication capabilities

and functionalities of the devices identified via the above-described processes.

In order to select the optimum command method for each function of each configured

appliance any suitable method may be utilized, for example a system—wide prioritization of

command media and methods by desirability (eg. apply 1P, CBC, R in descending order);

appliance-specific command maps by brand andfor model; function-specific preference

and/or priority maps (eg. all volume function commands via IR where available); etc.; or any

combination thereof. The exact selection of command method priorities or mapping may

take into account factors such connection reliability. eg. wired versus wireless. bidirectional

versus unidirectional communication. etc.; speed of command transmission or execution;

internal priorities within an appliance. cg. received IP received packets processed before

CEC packets, ete; type of protocol support (e.g. error correction versus error detection;

ack/nak, etc); or any other factors which may applied in order to achieve optimum

performance of a particular embodiment.

As will be appreciated. the construction of said preferred command matrix may be

performed at the database server or within the setup application. or a combination thereof,

depending on the particular embodiment. Once a preferred command matrix has been

finalized and stored in the UCE device. at step 932 a series of desired appliance

configurations associated with specific user activities may be configured and stored into the

UCE device, as will be now be described.
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Upon completion and storage of aprefcrred command matrix, an exemplary setup

application may subsequently guide a user through a series of steps in order to establish the

desired appliance configurations for a series of possible activities. With reference to Figure

10. at step 1002, the user may be presented with a list of possible activities, e.g.. “Watch

TV", “Watch a movie", “Listen to music". etc. In some embodiments, the user may also be

able to edit activity titles and/or create additional user defined activities. At step 1004 a user

may select a particular activity for configuration, for example “Watch TV”. At step 1006.

the user may be prompted to identify the content source for the activity being configured, for

example cable STB/DVR 1 10 for the exemplary “Watch TV” activity. Such a prompt may

take the form of a listing of eligible appliances as determined during the foregoing appliance

set up steps; explicit user entry of an appliance type; etc. Next, at steps 1008 the user may be

prompted in a similar manner to select video and audio rendering appliances for use in this

activity, for example TV 106 and AVR receiver 120 respectively. Depending upon the

system topography and the interfaces in use (i.e. HDMUC‘EC. 1P, analog. etc.) the set up

application in concert with UCE programming may be able to ascertain which input port of

each rendering appliance is attached to the content source appliance identified for this

activity and/or if any intermediate switching appliance is in use (for example AV receiver

420 of the system illustrated in Figure 4). Where such information is obtainable, the set up

application may automatically create all or part of an appropriate rendering device input

selection for the activity being configured. If not. at steps 1008 and 1010, the user may be

additionally requested to identify the applicable content route(s) to the rendering appliances,

e.g., input port numbers. presence of intermediate switches, etc. During or upon conclusion

of steps H104 through 1010, the set up application may construct an activity matrix, for
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example as illustrated in Figure l 1. By way of'examplc, activity matrix I 100 for a “Watch

TV" activity may comprise a series of cells, for example 1 1 10 or I 1 12, each corresponding

to a desired configuration ofa particular state 1 l06 or function 1 l08 of'a specific appliance

1104 during the specified activity. By way of example, cell 11 10 may indicate that the input

ofAV receiver [20 is to be set to “S/PDIFZ”, while cells 1 l 12 and l .l 14 may indicate that

transport function commands (e_g., “play”, “pause”, “fast forward“ etc.) are to be directed to

STB/DVR l 10 and not to DVD l 14. In this regard, it will be appreciated that while in some

embodiments the assignment of functions such as, for example, volume control, to specific

appliances during a particular activity may be performed within an individual controlling

device, i.e., the controlling device may determine the appliance to which volume control

commands are to be directed, in a preferred embodiment this assignment may be performed

within the UCE. thereby ensuring consistency across each activity when multiple controlling

devices are present in an environment, for example devices HE and 104 of the environment

illustrated in Figure 1.

Returning now to Figure If), at steps 1014 and 10l6 the newly-constructed activity

matrix ] 100 may be tested by causing the UC E programming, utilizing preferred command

matrix 700, to issue the commands necessary to place the identified appliances into the

desired state and thereafter receiving verification at step 1018 that the desired activity was

successfully initiated. It will be appreciated that such verification may comprise, for

example. detection and reporting of HDMI or other content streams and/or appliance status

by UCE programming by directly monitoring CEC status or by using methods such as

described for example in U.S. Patent Application No. 131940.604; solicitation ofuser input

continuing correct operation; monitoring for presence or absence of analog input signals;
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recording of appliance status or error messages; etc; or any combination thereof as

appropriate for a particular embodiment.

[ftesting is unsuccessful. at step 1018 the set up application may return to step 1002

to allow reconfiguration of that activity and/or definition of alternative activities. If testing

was successful. at steps 1020 and 1022 the completed activity matrix, for example 1 100 as

illustrated in Figure 11. may be transferred to the UCE 100 for storage in UCE memory 502.

Thereafter, at step 1024 the user may be offered the opportunity to return to step 1002 to

define additional activity configurations. for example ] 101.1102 as illustrated in Figure 11,

or to exit the activity configuration process.

With reference now to Figure 13, the series of steps performed by the UCE

programming in order to convey a function command to an appliance in accordance with a

command request 1300 received from a controlling device such as remote control 102 or 200.

smart device 104 or 202, etc.. or in accordance with an internally generated requirement

resulting fi‘om receipt of an activity request (as will be described hereafter) may initially

comprise retrieval from a preferred command matrix that data element which corresponds to

the requested command and target appliance. By way of specific example. receipt of a “TV

power on” request from remote control 102 or the like at a UEC provisioned with the

preferred command matrices illustrated in Figure 7 may cause retrieval of data element 720,

indicating that the command is to be communicated to the TV appliance, e.g., television 106.

using an HDMI CEC command. At step 1304. the UCE programming may determine if the

retrieved value constitutes a null element. If so, the referenced appliance does not support

the requested command and accordingly at step 1314 an error message may be generated and

the process thereafter terminated. As will be appreciated. the exact nature of such an error

7]a.
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message may depend upon the particular embodiment and/or the requesting controlling

device: for example, if the request originated from a controlling device which is in

bidirectional communication with the UCE the error may be communicated back to the

requesting device for action, i.e., display to the user, illuminate a LED, activate a buzzer, etc.

as appropriate. Alternatively, in those embodiments where a UCE is incorporated into an

appliance, that appliance’s front panel display may be utilized.

If the retrieved preferred command matrix element data is valid, at step I306 the UCE

may communicate the corresponding function command to the target appliance using the

indicated command value and transmission method, e.g., for the exemplary data element 720

this may comprise issuing a CEC “power on" command to CEC logical device address zero

(TV) via the UCE HDMI interface 508. Once the command has been issued, at step 1308 the

UCE programming may determine if the communication interface and protocol used in

issuing the command provides fer any confirmation mechanism, i.c., explicit

acknowledgement of receipt, monitoring of HDMI status on an interface. detection of a

media stream or HDCP handshake, etc. lfnot, for example the command was issued using a

unidirectional IR signal. and no other confirmation means such as power or input signal

monitoring is available, the UCE programming may simply assume that the command was

successful and processing is complete. If however confirmation means exists, at step 1310

the UCE programming may wait to determine if the command was successfully executed.

Once positive confirmation is received, processing is complete. If no confirmation or a

negative confirmation is received, at step 1312 the UCE programming may determine if an

alternative method is available to communicate the command to the target appliance.

Returning to the specific example presented above this may comprise accessing a secondary
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command matrix 716 in order to determine if an alternative communication method is

3

available for the specific function, e.g., “TV power on.’ If an alternative does exist, at step

1316 the substitute command value and transmission method may be retrieved and

processing may return to step 1306 to initiate an alternative attempt. Returning again to the

specific example, if the CEC “power on” command corresponding to data element 7'20 of

matrix 700 issued to TV 106 cannot be confirmed, an IR “power on” command encoded

according to SIRC'S {Sony Infrared Control System) in correspondence with the equivalent

data element in secondary matrix 716 may be attempted as a substitute.

In addition to relaying individual command requests as described above, an

exemplary UCE may also support activity selection, whereby receipt of a single user request

from a controlling device may cause a series of commands to be issued to various appliances

in order to configure a system appropriately for a particular user activity, such as for

example, watching television. To this end a set of matrices defining desired equipment states

suitable to various activities, for example as illustrated at 1100 through 1 102 of Figure 11.

may be stored in UCE memory 502 for access by UCE programming when executing such a

request. As illustrated in Figure 12, in some embodiments the programming of an exemplary

UCE may maintain an additional matrix 1200 representative of the current state of the

controlled appliances. arranged for example by appliance 1202 and by operational state 1204.

By way of example, data elements 1206 and 1208 in the illustrative table 1200 may indicate

that TV 106 is currently powered on (1208) with HDMI port number 2 selected as the input

([206). The data contents ofthe elements in such a table may be maintained in any

convenient manner as appropriate to a particular embodiment, for example without limitation

retrieval ofHDer’CEC status; monitoring input media streams andfor HDCP status;
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measuring power consumption; construction of a simulated appliance state such as described

for example in U.S. Patent 6,784,805; etc.; or any combination thereof. In the case of certain

appliances, such as for example AV receiver 120 which may be controllable only Via

unidirectional IR, the current state of the appliance may not be discernible. In Such cases, a

null data element l210 maybe entered into exemplaly matrix 1200 to indicate that this

appliance may require configurion using discrete commands only and/or user interaction. As

will be appreciated, in some embodiments the data contents of the illustrative table may be

maintained in memory 502 on an ongoing basis by UCE programming, while in other

embodiments this data may be gathered “on the fly” at the time the activity request is being

processed. Combinations of these methods may also be used, for example “on the fly"

gathering for appliances connected via an HDMI bus combined with maintenance of a

simulated state for appliances controlled via IR signals.

In order to configure a group of" appliances for a desired activity, UCE programming

may compare a desired state matrix, for example 1 100, to a current state matrix, for example

1200, element by element, issuing commands as necessary to bring appliances to the desired

state. By way of example, an exemplary series of steps which may be performed by the

programming of a UCE in order to effect a “Watch TV” activity configuration will now be

presented in conjunction with Figure 14. For the purposes of this example, the reader may

also wish to reference the equipment configuration of Figure l and the activity and current

state matrices l 100 and 1200 ofFigures 1] and 12.

Upon receipt ofa “Watch TV" request 1400, at step 1402 the exemplary UCE

programming may access an applicable appliance state matrix 1100. Next, at step 1404 it

may be determined by the UCE programming whether the present “power” state of TV 106
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as indicated by current state matrix 1200 matches the desired state stored in the

corresponding data element of matrix 1 100. If the states match, processing may continue at

step 1408. If the states do not match, at step 1406 a “power on” command may be

communicated to TV 106. As will be appreciated from the earlier discussion in conjunction

with Figure 13 and inspection of exemplary preferred command matrix 700, in the illustrative

system communication of the “power on" command to TV 106 may comprise a CEC

command issued over HDM] connection 1 12. Next, at step 1408 a “mute” command may be

communicated to TV 106, since element 11 16 of illustrative matrix 1100 indicates that

TV 106 is not the primary audio rendering appliance. In accordance with preferred command

matrix 700, communication ofthe “mute” command to TV 106 may comprise an IR

transrnission 1 l4. Thereafter, at steps 1410,1412 the active input of TV 106 may be set to

“HDM11"via a CEC command, and at steps 1414,1416 a CEC‘ “power on" command may be

communicated to STBFDVR I 10 if that appliance is not already powered on. At step 1418,

the exemplary UCE programming may set an internal status to indicate that future transport

command requests (cg, play, pause, FF, etc.) should be routed to STB/DVR 1 10, as

indicated by element 1112 of matrix 1100. Thereafter, at steps 1420,1422 a CEC “power

off” command may be communicated to STB/DVR 108 if that appliance is not already

powered off. Thereafter, at steps 1424 and 1426 “power on” and "input S/PDIFB”

commands may be communicated to AV receiver 120 Via 1R signals. As will be appreciated,

it may not be possible to determine the current status of AV receiver 120, as indicated for

example by elements [210 and 1220 of matrix 1200, and accordingly so—callcd ”discrete,” or

explicit, function commands may be issued which may establish the desired status regardless

of the current state of the appliance. Finally, at step 1428 the exemplary UCE programming
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may set an internal status to indicate that filiUl'C volume control command requests (cg.

volume Lip/down, mute) should be routed to AV receiver 120, as indicated by element 1118

of matrix I 100, whercafter processing ofthc activity request is complete.

=k 2|: at: a at:

While various concepts have been described in detail, it will be appreciated by those

skilled in the art that various modifications and alternatives to those concepts could be

developed in light of the overall teachings of the disclosure. For example, in an alternate

embodiment of UCE functionality, in place of a preferred command matrix such as

illustrated in Figure 7. the programming of an exemplary UCE may utilize a command

prioritization list, for example a prioritization list “1P, CEC , IR” may cause the UCE

programming to first determine if the requested command can be issued using Internet

Protocol. only if not, then determine if the requested command can be issued using a CEC

command over the HDMI interface, and only if not. then attempt to issue the requested

command via an infrared signal. Such a prioritization reflects an exemplary preference of

using bi—directional communication protocols over uni-directional communication protocols

over line of sight communication protocols, e.g., IR, when supported by the intended target

appliance.

Further. while described in the context of functional modules and illustrated using

block diagram format, it is to be understood that, unless otherwise stated to the contrary. one

or more of the described functions and/or features may be integrated in a single physical

device and/or a software module, or one or more functions and/or features may be

implemented in separate physical devices or software modules. It will also be appreciated

that a detailed discussion of the actual implementation of each module is not necessary for an
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enabling understanding of the invention. Rather. the actual implementation of such modules

would be well within the routine skill of an engineer, given the disclosure herein ofthe

attributes. functionality. and inter—relationship of the various Functional modules in the

system. Therefore. a person skilled in the art. applying ordinary skill. will be able to practice

the invention set forth in the claims without undue experimentation. It will be additionally

appreciated that the particular concepts disclosed are meant to be illustrative only and not

limiting as to the scope of the invention which is to be given the Full breadth of the appended

claims and any equivalents thereof.

All patents cited within this document are hereby incorporated by reference in their

entirety.
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What is claimed is:

l. A universal control engine. comprising:

a processing device; and

a memory device having stored thereon instructions executable by the processing

device, the instructions, when executed by the processing device. causing the universal

control engine to respond to a detected presence of an intended target appliance within a

logical topography of controllable appliances which includes the universal control engine by

using an identity associated with the intended target appliance to create a listing comprised of

at least a first communication method and a second communication method different than the

first communication method for use in controlling each of at least a first functional operation

and a second functional operation of the intended target appliance and to respond to a

received request from a controlling device intended to cause the intended target appliance to

perform a one of the first and second fiJnctional operations by causing a one of the first and

second communication methods in the listing of communication methods that has been

associated with the requested one of the first and second functional operations to be used to

transmit to the intended target appliance a command for controlling the requested one of the

first and second functional operations of the intended target appliance.

2. The universal control engine as recited in claim 1, wherein the instructions cause the

universal control engine to respond to the request by causing a highest prioritized one of the

first and second communication methods in the listing of communication methods that has

been associated with the requested one of the first and second functional operations to be
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used to transmit to the intended target appliance a command for controlling the requested one

of the first and second functional operations of the intended target appliance.

3. The universal control engine as recited in claim 1. wherein the instructions cause the

universal control engine to initiate a detection of the presence of the intended target appliance

within the logical topography of controllable appliances.

4. The universal control engine as recited in claim 1. wherein data obtained fi'om a

communication exchanged via use of a Bluetooth communication protocol is used by the

universal control engine to detect the presence of the intended target appliance within the

logical topography of controllable appliances.

5. The universal centrol engine as recited in claim 1. wherein the instruction cause the

universal control engine to cause a prompt to be displayed in a display associated with the

universal control engine in response to a detected presence of the intended target appliance

within a logical topography of controllable appliances, the prompt requesting a user to

provide data indicative of the identity associated with the intended target appliance.

6. The universal control engine as recited in claim 2. wherein the instructions cause the

universal control engine to use at least one characteristic associated with each of the plurality

ofcomrnunication methods in the listing to prioritize the first and second communication

methods in the listing.
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7. The universal control engine as recited in claim 1, wherein the instructions cause the

universal control engine to initiate an interrogation of the intended target appliance to

determine which of a plurality of communication methods are supported by the appliance for

use in receiving a command for controlling at least one of the first and second functional

operations and using results obtained from the interrogation to create the listing.

8. The universal control engine as recited in claim 1, wherein the instructions cause the

universal control engine to initiate a transmission of a test communication for controlling at

least one of the first and second functional operations of the intended target appliance via use

of at least one test communication method and to cause the universal control engine to omit

the at least one test communication method From the listing of communication methods for

use in controlling the at least one of the first and second plurality of functional operations of

the intended target appliance when the at least one test communication method fails to elicit a

performance by the intended target appliance of the at least one of the first and second

Functional operations.
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ABSTRACT

A device receives a request from a controlling device, such as a remote control, smart

phone. or the like, where the request is intended to have one or more target devices perform

one or more functional operations. The device responds to the request by applying the

optimum methodology to propagate one or more commands to each intended target appliance

to cause each intended target appliance to perform the intended one or more functional

operations.
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PATENT ASSIGNMENT AND DECLARATION

For good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, we.

Paul D. Arling of 32 Prairie Grass, Irvine, California 92603; Ramzi Ammari of 6 Seyne,

Newport Coast, California 92657; Arsham Hatambeiki of 2429 Waterivlarke Place,

Irvine, California 90630; and Graham Williams of 606 Marguerite Avenue, Corona Del

Mar, California 92625; hereby sell and assign to Universal Electronics Inc.,

(“Assignee”), a Delaware corporation, having its principal place of business at 201
East Sandpointe Avenue, 8‘h Floor, Santa Ana, California 92707, USA, its successors,
assigns, nominees, or other legal representatives, the entire right, title, and interest in
and to the invention in SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE

CONTROL, invented by Us, which has been assigned application number 135333.877,

and the application for United States patent therefor, the declaration, and all original and

reissued patents granted therefor, and all divisions and continuations thereof, including

the subject—matter of any and all claims which may be obtained in every such patent,

and the right to apply for and obtain patents and Utility Model Registrations which may

be granted thereon in such foreign countries, and authorize and request the

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks of the United States. and any official of any

other country or countries foreign to the United States whose duty it is to issue patents
on applications as aforesaid, to issue said Letters Patent or Utility Model Registration to

the said Assignee, its successor, assigns, nominees, or other legal representatives, as

assignee of the entire interest herein assigned. We covenant that we have not

executed and will not execute any agreement in conflict herewith and agree that we will

communicate to said Assignee, its successors, assigns, nominees, or other legal

representatives, all facts known to us respecting said invention, whenever requested,

and testify in any legal proceedings, sign all lawful papers, execute all divisional,

continuing, and reissue applications, make all rightful oaths, and do all lawful acts

requisite for the application for such divisional, continuing, or reissue applications, or the

procuring thereof, and that if and when said Assignee, its successors, assigns,

nominees, or other legal representatives desire to file a disclaimer relating thereto, we

will, upon request, sign all lawful papers requisite for the filing of such disclaimer. We

further covenant and agree that we will, at any time upon request, do everything legally

possible to aid said Assignee, its successors, assignees, nominees, or other legal

representatives, either in its or their own names, to apply for, obtain, and enforce proper
patent andlor Utility Model protection for said invention in all countries, all without further

consideration but at the expense of said Assignee. its successors, assigns, nominees,

or other legal representatives.
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Inventor 1

As the below named inventor, l hereby declare that:

This declaration is directed to:

the attached application, or

x United States application or PCT international application number

131933377 filed on July 2, 2013.

The above—identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

I believe that I am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed

invention in the application.

I hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is

punishable under 18 USS. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5)
years, or both.

I hereby state that i have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-

identified application, including the claims; and I am aware of the duty to disclose to the

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office all information known by me to be material to

patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56. including for continuation-in-part applications,

material information which became available between the filing date of the prior

application and the national or PCT international filing date of the continuation-impart

application.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF.

131.11 , 2013.  
NO'I'ARIAL CERTIFICATE

State of California

County of Orange

Subscribed and sworn to [or afiirmed) before me on this i with day of 'TM‘ . 2013, by Paul! D.
Arling proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) wt appeared betore me.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

SHEtLY TELLEZ
Commission at 188?!!!

W? i" Notary Public - Galllornll
Notary Public 1, _ Drama: Bounty ..Bomm.E Imm 2 2014 
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Inventor 2

As the below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

This declaration is directed to:

the attached application, or

x United States application or PCT international application number

13i933,877 filed on July 2, 2013.

 

The above—identified application was made or authorized to be made by me-

I believe that I am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed

invention in the application.

I hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is

punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5)

years, or both.

i hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above—
identified application, including the claims; and I am aware of the duty to disclose to the

US. Patent and Trademark Office all information known by me to bematerial to

patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for continuation~in~part applications,

material information which became available between the filing date of the prior

application and the national or PCT International filing date of the continuation-impart

application. “Q
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereugy h-nd this: sllday of

E *3 (l% ,2013.
NOTARIAL CERTIFICATE

  

  
 

State of California

County of Orange ifu r“

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on misii i day of , 2013, by Ramzi
Amman proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person 5) who peered before me.

WITNESS my hand and oFiicial seal.

  

 
 

cl. IE JEN! E l.Wales it 2014”!
Helm Public - cm

0mm county
My om. Expim Mn 15 2M?
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inventor 3

As the below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

This declaration is directed to:

the attached application, or

x United States application or PCT international application number

13r933,377 filed on July 2, 2013.

The above—identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

I believe that i am the original inventor or an original joint inirentor of a claimed
invention in the application.

I hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is

punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5)
years, or both.

i hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above—
identified application, including the claims; and i am aware of the duty to disclose to the
US. Patent and Trademark Office all information known by me to be material to

patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for continuationuinupart applications,
material information which became available between the filing date of the prior

application and the national or PCT International filing date of the continuation—impart

application.

and thisHikday of

fisignature)

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on this 5% day of #01ng i" ,2013, by Arshsm
Hatambeiki proved to me on the basis ofsatisl‘actory evidence to be the personfs) who appeared before me.

  

 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

Aflfi“ oi? ,2013.

NOTARIAL C ERTIFICATE

 

State of California

County of Orange
 

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

  
SHELLV TELLEI

commission all 1887983

Notary Public - California
Orange County . -

M Comm. Ex IrosM 2 014

  
 

 

  
flfl'
Notary Public
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Inventor 4

As the below named inventor. I hereby declare that:

This declaration is directed to:

the attached applicationi or

X United States application or PCT international application number

13l933.877 filed on July 2, 2013.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

I believe that I am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed

invention in the application.

I hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is

punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5)

years, or both.

i hereby state that l have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-

identified application, including the claims; and I am aware of the duty to disclose to the

US. Patent and Trademark Office all information known by me to be material to

patentability as defined in 3? CFR 1.56, including for continuation~in—part applications,

material information which became available between the filing date of the prior

application and the national or PCT International filing date of the continuation-impart

application.
. .Tll

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this EL day of

g M9 / .2013. a 7‘ 1 .3
 

Graham Williams (Signature)
W

State of California

County of Orange

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on this /? day of {J LL/ , 2013, by
Graham William; proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the parser-its} o appeared before me.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

 
 

  L. -'
CHI 63619015v8   

l
cmI 2014905
My Public - alllfmlll

flung! Com
My Comm. Expires Mar 25. 2011 
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1. T??? The assigzm at the entire right. we. and inferest

2. i' j 3m assignee a! 3935; man the enilre tight fifie‘ and interest inheck flammable hex);
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The document was recenied in she Linked States F‘atenz and Trademark Oiiice at

Ree} , _, F- cam .tir fer which a copy thawed is afiacheé.

.:_. :L‘rgm:
 

The documem was ramsfied in me Unified States Pazem aria Trademazk Office a:

Rem mm, Rams: m,‘ or ior which a capy {harem is attached.

 5 Ham:

The dacuimn: was 1'9wa in the Unwed Shams Patan: and Traciamaik Office a:

Heel w, =Flafl18 . or for which a copy thereoi is attached.
 

Heei__ , FIBmS ‘ or ior wiiich a copy mere-of is ariacheci.

1—: Addisiehai ducunsems in ghe- chain 0% 2:62 am 333595! on a suppiementai sheeiis}.

As «malted by 3? CFR 3.739% $321). the mmaniary evidenae of ihe chain a: iiiie from me originai- Dwnar to the
assignee was. er mnemly is being, submifled for recordatisn pursuarii is 33’ CFR 3311.

{NGTE' A separate: mm (3.9.. a twe «2993: 0! tbs miginai assignment documewiis» must be submiited is Assigmnem
Christan in acmzzianm with 3? CF?! Pan 3,, to man! flit: assignment in tha- recmds of the USPTO. Sea MPEF 362.83}
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i
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E .

is. From Ti) .

‘ihe docmsn‘i was {gnawed in we United States Patent and Trademark Office at

i
i

Tm undamgned {whose We is swarm 9336M is auiholized 10 act m behaif a? the assigflee.

ifliai’y R. .iaresiid Navember 23, 2015 
 
mgmmre Dana

; {Gary R. Jaresiic 3-5395
_. wwmd Mum—W‘mwwmm—......   Tiiie m Registratian Number
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3533Ri§5fl3fi

«mum—Wm.

iii-ii gacd and vaiuabie consideraiion, recaipt of which is hereby acknowmcfiged, we:
33mg E3. firiiag 5f 3 Prairie Grass, iwine, Caiifomia 826133; Ramzi Ammari of 8 Seyne,
:“ésiwport Coast, flaiiiamia 9265?; Aisham Hatambeiki of 2429 Waieriviarke i’iace,
swim-2, Gaiifamia 9883i}; and Graham Wiiiiamz-s of 606 Marguerite Avenue, Serena {lei
ibis-3;; Caiifomia 92625; hereby sei! and assign in Liniveraai Eiecironics $535.,

{“'§issigi§ee"}, a fleiawaie caipcraiim, having its piincipai piace of business at 20'?
E333 Sandpeinie Avenue, 8’“ Rear, Santa Ana, Caiii‘omia 922781 USA, its successers,
assigns, nmninees. 0r eiiiei iegai repmsentaiives, ihe eniire right, we: and interest in
anti to the inventim in $¥STE§§ Mill} METRGD FOR OP‘i'iiir'iiZEB AfiFLifii‘iCE

gfiié'i'RGL, iiivenied by us, which has been assigned appiicaiion number i3i933,8??‘,
ami {he spyiicaiian is: Unified Siates paiani therefor, the decimation and aii oi‘iginai and
reissued paieni‘s grantee; theieioa and aii divisions and coniinuaiisns thereof. inciuding
iiie subiaci—maiiar {if any and 3&3 daims which may be obtained in every such patent,
3522:: i112 fighfi is agpiy icr arid (imam mienis and Uiiiiiy Made? Regisirations whish may
he gianied theiacn in such fareign countries‘ and authmrize and request the
{lemmissionei 6f Patenis and iraiiemarks 0f the United Siaies, and any officiai of any

either awning or magnifies fareign its the Smile-d Shams whose duty ii is is issue patents
an”: appiicaiions as aforesaid; in issue said Letters Paieiii or iiiity Modei Registraiiafi is:
the said Assignee, iis succassar, assigns. namineee, or other iegai representatives, as
armignae (ii the eniire interest herein assigned. We covenant that we have: mi
exmfiefi and wiii mi execute any agieemeni in ccniiici herewith and agree that we wiii
mmmunisaie tn said Assignee, its sumssois. assigns, namineea, er other iegai
gameseniaiives, aii iacis known in us respeciis‘ig said invention: WhGnever requested.
aria testify in any iegai pmweciings, Sign aii iawfui papers, execute aii divisional,
caniinuing; and reissue apgiiicaiieiis, make aii righi‘iui oaiiis. and do aii iawiui act's
requisite foi the appiicaiion far sucix divis’ianai. coniifiuing, Gr reissue appiications. er the
gnawing thereoi, and that if and when said Assignee, its successors, assigiis,
mminees, or ether iegai representatives tiesire in file a ciisciaimei‘ reiating therein, we
wiié, upcn request sign aii iawiui papers mquisiie for the iiiing a? such disciaimei’. We
{Miter wvenanfi and agree ihat we wiii, ai any time upen request, {is evmythiiig iegaiiy
pmsibie to aifi sairi Assignee, iis successors, assignees, mminees, or {fiber iegai
rapreseniaiives, eiiiiei' iii iii; Gr their own names: to apply for, obiain, and enforce pmpei
misfit andior Uiiiity Modei moiection for said invention in aii countries, aii without further
{:nnsidemiion but at the expense of said Assignee, its successors: assigna, nominees,
:3: 032%: iega'i regressiitatives.
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imantor ‘3

As the beiaw named mite-meal hereby Gamma Ihaxz

This éecéarafion is dimciefi $0:

_ the anached applécafion, or

x flaked States appficafioa or 538'? internatianat appiicatfion number
__

€3§§33£1T flied 6m Juiy 2, 29‘; 3.

The above-identifies} applicatiflfi was madéz or authorized ta be made by me.

i besieve that 4 am the Griginai Emeritus" or an miginai joint inventor of a ciaimed
§zweniion in the appiicaiéun,

i hamby acknowiedge that any wiiifui faiee statement made in this deciaratéan is
punéshabfie under is {33.33. mm by few er imprisonment of net more than five (5}
wars, or hath.

é hereby state mat é have reviewed and understand the mfitents of the above-
iaeniifieci appiicatéson, inciuding the ciaims; and i am aware a? the duh: fie désciose to ihe
L38. Patent and Trademark- Oifice 3% informaiien knew: by me it: be maieflai to

gsaieniabééity as defineé in 37 CFR 3,58, énclud§ng for continuationvén-gsafi appiicaiéons,
s-saaieria} infomiiors which became avaiiabée between the filing date of me prior
aggfiécatéen and “kite 123303133 0: PC? émernatinnaé fiiéng dam oi the Gentinuation—invpari
ags-pi‘kcaiion.

iN "i“ESTiMGNY WHEREGF, E have hereunio $8 - andni‘ffis {it} day Bf
33;:th 20-13. g -_- .- L

 
é§}‘!'é3§i&i=§_?£¥_m£

Siam 5f Caiifimnia

County of Orange

314335431536 and mm is {or aéiilmed} More me on this i {5+}; day of 433.33%: . 2013. by L Pap; {3.
Whig, mom: to me on we basis a? safisfadcfl' emm {a be tbs: persanfis} v. ameawd barfore me.

WETNESS my ham and 61339333 sea},

"3an Pfihiic é

 
 
 

 

8%in mm
Gammlssm at! 139m
finial; Fm - fiafiimia

arms Qwerty -
2 W L

 
 
  
  

1'3
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Envegfim 2

As the: heiow named invenian i hereby Geciara that:

“fhis deciaraiion Es directed to:

the afiachefi agpkafion. ar

__g_ Unified Stages agipiicafion ear FCT internationai appficafinn number
fisisssfi'z? flied on 31.5135 2, 2M 3.

The abowi'dmfifiefi appiicaiim was made car authorized to be made try me.

E beiieve that" i am the angmai Emeifior (3F an 0:191:13! gaint inventor of a ciaimed

sswentian in the appiicai‘ian.

i hereéay acknowedge that any w‘afifa: faise s?atement made in this daciaratém Es
gmn'eshabkz under 18 9.5.0. i003 by fine i}? impdsonment of not mere than five {5)
years, a: both.

i hereby state ihaf i have reviewed and und'ersiafid the contents 03’ the: above~
kimfifmd applicaiim. énciucfing flea ciaims; and Eam awage ef the duty to disc§c$e is the
as. Patent and Yrademrk Gffice afi infcrmafion known by me to bemateriai to

gaiefiiability as; defined in 3? CFR 156‘ incfiudifig f0: cantinuai30n-in—pafi appficafions‘
materiai ‘sniamflon which became ava‘siabéa between the filing date cf the prior

awficaiéen 813:3 the natiunaé {if PET international fiiirsg data of ihe mntinuation—in—pafi

gppiicafien, _ ”Q
am $33»:va WHEREGF, i have set :33; emu: this @575

:‘fififi % . .2073. I
Es’flfiigiflfiiSERIM

day of

  
 

$1253: I)? Caiiiomia

Emma? 0‘? (Range

!'1

A;‘ -\ f“ { ‘:
Sixbsmiimd and swam in (or affirmsxi} before me an mi 2-? day of _} ~ ‘ 2:213: by Ramz:
Emmi; proved in am or: mg was of safifiemxy evidence: ta be: 1m: per-sank) whe sated beam me.

:tfiTNESS mjgzgznd and {5mm seat
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fiavsniar 3

As the beiaw named invents: Emmby declare that

miss dadarais‘on is dimied ta:

_ __ the attached awéicafion, 05

x . Unfiefi States appéicafison or PCT iniemaiienai appiicaflofi number
13£§33,8?? flied en Jag}: 2, 2613.

The abuveid-anfified appficaiicn was math: or authorized to be made by me.

I believe that I am the oiiginal inventor er an originai join? inverstar ed" a ciaimed
gimmnfien in me appéica‘técn.

é heg‘eiay mawledge that any wiiéfui false statement made in :hz’s deciasraflnn is
gunishahie under 18 {5.8.8. 1981 by fine or imprisenmem {51‘ act more man five (5}
years, or bath

i hereby state that E have mvéawad and understand the cements o§ the above--
ssjenfified appficaflm, inciuéifig the claims; and i am aware of the duty to disclase to the
{5.3. Patent am! Trademark Gfifice aii infmmafim known by me to be mataria! i0

ysfientabisity as defined in 3? CFR {56‘ inciuding for continuation~in~part appiicafions,
materia infomation whish became avaiiabée batween the filéng date cf the prim

asapfimfion and the naficnai or PC? émemafimai Wing dark: 0? the continuation-impart
agpfizminn.

us: 'E‘ESTMONY magma 2 hm hereunto set i _ rand magma}; of

*W2313.  
$152.?Aiminfis‘imfi‘m

313% a? Califnmia

{Reality of 0: range

3&1wa and 5mm 2:: {or affirm} Mme me on this 5% day offlngg i" 2013. mm
figm53mm 5:: m cm She: basis Gfmiisfacmry evidence :0 be the personqs} when appeared befiam ma.

  

$536535 my hand and official sead.

Gammlssisa $3 fiesma MW Remym - Samurai:
wry—pus? _ _ '
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sweater 4

As the hem named invaniai’, i hemby decéare that:

“ibis deciarah‘cfl is directed to:

the attached appiécafion, war

#3“ Gnfieé sates appéicafimz or 538'? iniemaficmi appiicaiim number
13.393338??? fled on My 2, 2023.

The above—identified appiicatian was made or authorized to be made by me.

i beéieve the: i am the aziginaii hummer or an migénai §oint inventor 0? a daimed

iswenfion in {he appéicafion.

é hereby ackmwéecige Ehai any wilifui faise statement mania in EMS fieciaraticn is
pzmishabée finder 18 {5.3.8. 1081 by fine 0;" imprisonment of not. more than fiva (5}
gems, 02" m.

3 hereby giaie that i haw {eviewed and understand We contents 9f the above-
;‘sieniified amikzaiion, insistiéng the céaim's; and a am aware of ihe duty to fiisciose tn the
HS. Patent and Trademark Gffice aii énfcrmafien known by me in be mafiarézfi 3:3

gsatentahiiisy as éefmed m 3? CFR ?.55 including for cantinuaiionin—part appiicafions
watefiai Mmafiefi which became avaiiabie beiwaan the filing date 5? the mar

appiicaiion and the naéioaai 6? EC”? mmmafiorlai fiéing date a? the cantinuafion—in—pari
'appiication.

T”
W TESE’SMONY WHEREQF g have heraunta set my hand this 1 day a?

2333.

  
Graham Wifiiams {signature}

ELAREALC:EREEME;

same 1:? Caiifmaia

{Izrursiy {sf {flange
1Sunscfibed and 53mm :6 (or afiairmed) mists me an {HS 1;?_day a? (FEM/Liv“ 2213 by

waggiam Wm;M ix: me on the harass a? saiisfactoyy evidanma to be 241% parsanésyw'a aweamd Safari? ma.

 

 

- amass my hand am afiiaiai seal.

.3? 1"" . . I: "I I

i‘f-Mary Pubiic I;
{' emE mm- Mymmma

’32:?!336190f5‘v8 - as mmrfm- I S 
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DocCode - SCORE

SCORE Placeholder Sheet for IFW Content

Application Number: 14948927 Document Date: 11r2312015

The presence ol‘this Form in the IFW record indicates that the Following document type was received in
electronic liormat on the date identified above. This content is stored in the SCORE database. '

0 Drawings — Other than Black and While Line Drawings

Since this was an electronic submission. there is no physical arlitact I‘older. no artifact l’oider is recorded in

PALM. and no paper documents or physical media exist. The TIFF images in the IFW record were created

from the original documents that are stored in SCORE.

To access the documents in the SCORE database. refer to instructions belmv.

At the time ol‘document entry (noted above):

I Examiners may access SCORE content via the el).r\N interface.

. Other USI’TO employees can bookmark the current SCORE URI,
(htt :flScoreus toeov/ScoreAceesSWeb/1.

0 External customers may access SCORE; content via the Public and Private PAIR interfaces.

 

l'-Ul'll1 Rex ision Date: September 30. 2m}
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UN I'I‘I'II) STATES “EPA IK’I'MHVT I'll" {TIM MERE '1'?
United States Pan-m and Trudeau-r]: (Il'fim
mum ITI'III'IIUISEIII'JNJEH Fare PATEI-iTF-sPr [m I W}

.«Jtmdm. Vn'pnin ml Hm;M'W'Jfi ‘lJlLgl I

APPLICATION Fll'. [NO or (vRPAR

NUMBER 371ml DATE IrNU l[L FEE RECD AT1“:HDOCICET ‘(O TOT C?IMS INT) CLAIMS

 
 

14948.92? 1119312015 2833 1600 81230. 1551.159

CONFIRMATION NO. 1211106
34018 FILING RECEIPT

GREENBEFIG TRAURIG, LLP

77 WEST WACKEFI DRIVE |||II||ll|I||||||Il||lILIIIIIIIIIII|IIIlflIIIIIIIII|I|IIII|||||I|||I|
SUITE 3100

CHICAGO, IL 60601—1732

Date Mailed: 12/08i2015

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application The application will be taken up for examination

in clue course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application must include the following identification information: the US. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT. and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Flllng Receipt Incorporating the requested corrections

|nventor(s)
Paul D. Arling. Irvine. CA;

Ramzi Ammari. Newport Coast. CA;
Arsham Hatambeiki. Irvine, CA;
Graham Williams. Corona Del Mar. CA;

Applicantts)
Universal Electronics Inc, Santa Ana, CA;

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 341118

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a CON of 137933.877 07/02/2013 PAT 9219874
which is a CON of 13/657,176 1072212012 PAT 9215394
which claims benefit of 611652.857 10l2872011

and claims benefit 01617680876 0810872012

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO. Please see httpzllwwwusptggov for more information.) — None.

Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheet in order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CPR 1.55 and i .76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: No

Permission to Access Search Results: No
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Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTOXSBJSQ or Form PTOISBISQ as
appropriate.

If Required. Foreign Filing License Granted: 121041201 5

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 14/948,927

Projected Publication Date: 03f17i’2016

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
Title

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

Preliminary Class

200

Statement under 37 OFF] 1 .55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a US. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country. an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT—member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law. and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a US patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicants license for foreign tiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-785-9199. or it
can be viewed on the USPTO website at httpszwwwuspto.gcv/webicffices/pacidccfgeneraI/indexhtml

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the US. Government website, httpjfwwwstopfakesgcv. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,
this website includes self—help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific
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countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the US. Government hotline at 1—866—999—HALT {1—866—999—4258}

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 8: 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 USS. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15la) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15m). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 513 or5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applicationsls) filed under 37 CFR 1.53m), This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121—128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 DEC. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

it a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U,S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
 

SelecI‘USA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for

business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies The US. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsman for existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of US. cities. states.
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels US. economic development organizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
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technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business. visit htlpiflwmwSelegtU SAgov or call
+1 202-482-6800.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TWEW OFFICE
UN ITICI) STATES “EPA IR’I'MI‘IVT I'll" {TIM MERE 'I'T
United States Pan-m and Trademark (Il'fiu:
Address IIITIMIVISHII'NEH FOR PATEI-ITSPC [£11 I W3

Akbar-Jun “rpm 11‘] fi-I-HIJwowmilugm
 
 
 
| Apmm 1'1on m ’MBER I mum or: 3mm DATE I 1"] R51 NI'LMILI) APPLICANT I A'I‘TY. DUCKJE'I‘ Norm-1.}; |

Mfg-48.927 11f23f2015 Paul D Arliug 8|230.155US‘)
CONFIRMATION NO. 2406

34018 PUBLICATION NOTICE

GREENBERG TRAURIG. LLP

77 WEST was I|I|||||||l||||||IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII||||llII||||SUITE 3100

CHICAGO, IL 60601—1732

Title:SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

Publication Nc.US-2016-OOBDB79-Al

Publication Date:03/17/2016

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1211, et sec. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the

Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:f/www.uspto.gov!patftf.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth

in 3? CFR 1.19(a}(1)_ Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308—9726 or {800) 972—6382.
by facsimile at (703) 305—8759. by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records. Alexandria, VA 22313—1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application. including the mailing date of Office actions and the
dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent
Electronic Business Center at www.csptogov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and
Retrieval (PAIR) system The direct link to access this status information is currently htmzflpairusptcgcvf. Prior to

publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1666—21 7-9197.

0mm: of Data Managiucul. Application Assistance Unit (571} 272-4000, or (57l ) 2724200. or 1—838—786—0101
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Doc code: IDS PTOI'SBIUBa (01-10)
. . _ . . . Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651 -0031

Doc descrIptIon_ InformatIon Disclosure Statement (IDS) FIled u.s. Patent and Trademark ornoe; u_s. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.
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Application Number 14948927

Filing Date 2015-11-23

First Named Inventor

Art Unit 2687'

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

 

 

Examiner Name I Aziz, Adnan
Attorney Docket Number 81230.155USQ

ll01 1l053008 I 2011_05_05 ~ amsung Electronics Co
If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

    

 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.

Examiner
Initials"
 

SAIUS, Int. Search Report and Written Opinion of the Int. Searching Authority issued on Int. Appln. No. PCTI
812162161, received Jan. 23, 2013, 12 pages

SAIUS, Int. Search Report and Written Opinion of the Int. Searching Authority issued on Int. Appln. No. PCTI
814138151, received June 27, 2014, 10 pages

 

UROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, extended European Search Report issued on European patent application number
28441219, dated March 5, 2015, 6 pages

UROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, extended European Search Report issued on European patent application number
48010648, dated 4/16/2016, 8 pages

   
 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button Add

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two—letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document.
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language translation is attached.
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Application Number 14948927

Filing Date 2015-11-23

First Named Inventor

Art Unit 2687

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)    Examiner Name I Aziz, Adnan  
Attorney Docket Number 81230.155USQ 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

X from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

 

  
 

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.
 

Signature [Gary R. Jarosik! Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2016—04—29   Name/Print Gary R. Jarosik Registration Number 5906 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US.
Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the US. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 3.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in

an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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mm)?!“ at 38.33: one of a 933:3?in dime-flung! Oparafio ms (paragyagaha @326 ~ 09:33};
and

caus§ng the Universa! Gama}: Ewing {$96} is use a: 1335: one of a pluraiity 9f

commumaficn magmas-331a: has been associated with the at ieast one cf the muraiéty

of fuflcnanaE cperatiens 10 tmnsmii is me intefided éargget appfianae {533,190, 9%, 
3.3% F333: 1 ms {1:31:35
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1m, $266} a: £935? one mmmand wherein the at ieast one so mm and is. approprizfie

as! mnfirfiiing meek! feast (me iunctéa‘nat Gaerafion 0% the intended mega? appliance

(5%, am, am, «mm, 11:39} am: Mam-in 63¢ least-two ai the pius‘aii-ty of funcfienai
operaflcns 03" {he mended {8399! appéiance (659, 786: $99, mm), 118%) are: sash

mandated wsih a: was”: difieren: one a: more 0? the mummy cf communicaticn

maihmis {paragraghs 9&4? - 9851i

Tharemra, fi'ne subject-mafia a? claim 1 is no: new {Articie 54(3) am: {2} EPC}.

2.2 Simiiar abiect'zons- can aiso be raised basefi can (lawman:- [32 {paragragxhs £3033 -

0324, 8832 ~ 393?, 933432 - {1058, 0%? * 007’3}. The subjecimat-ier a? ciaim 1 is

merefnze not new {Article 54(3) and'{2} £FC).

2,3 Dacumeni m aiso aisclosas {the refegences in parentheses-appiying {5 £33}:

A. maimed fa: comm-flag funeficnai opemtians 0f 35- piuraiity of infeadec: target

appfiames {£80, 12939. ma, 18:39, 1369}, campriséng:

receiving by a Univarsa? (3mm: Engme {we} a reams: {‘er aconzmfimg device {saw},

5m; amended 20 cause at I933: anew use» :piwaiity cf intended Saga: appfi-ancas {@531

’3'38, W3. "59%, 3195} 20 gamma ai was! (me functional operation {paragraphs W28

~ 3%}; and

causiag me Universai Gama); Engine (130) to use at ieast {me- 0§ a piurality o?

mmmunficafinn methods ma: has-bean associated with ihe at Eeast tme 03 the piuraliiy

9% imam target-appfiaaces cm, W, 9591), 19616. 1:63) in transmit t0 the at teas:

{me of the piuraéin: a? intended :arge‘t mfiances {888, ‘i'fifi, 96%}, 1mm 1mm 53': éeast

me mmmand wheiein the a: :eagi {me comm-and is appropriate far summing the a;

ieast me functiOna-é Gpe'as'afifin (if m at feast we 03" the piuraii'iy of intended Earget

appiéances {5am 3’89, 9%, 3993, 21m) anci wherein at ieast iwo 5f the piuralit-y oi

intended targgi‘ appéiances {8mg m, mm, mm, $1626} are. each associated with a:

zeast a czmeren't nae 9r more inf-the giurafity of cammu nication mafimds (paragtaphs

91:41 - W53 }‘

Theyefme, the subject-matter 20f ciaim 8 is not new {Female 54(1) and {'2} EPC).

3. 53892513811: {:3me 2. 5 - ? $fid {:9 (its 219*; appear in mma‘in any additions? features

which, in combination with the features GE any ciaim it) which they refer, mes? the

requéramams cf the ER? with respem in novetty andiw Enveniive stag}. The Swiss:-

matter a}? tfiese impendent ciaims either refiahes to features which are airway known

imam aha prim art iseee documaats D‘s - 92) or its obvious design apt‘aans which come 
E'PC Fame TREE? 91TH!
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within the SCO§38 all Elie customary practice followed by persons skilled la the an.

4. Should a new 392 of claims he filed, then the atlehllen all the appllcanl-is also

firawn to me. lnéiowlng matters.

$35 T43 meet {he leQuiremenls of Rule-43$} EF’C-z, any independent claim shculd be

carrwiy east in me Mayer: farm, with mass; features which in com binafian are? part

al the {flier all {see documents 33% - 02} being placed in the preamble. The

cilaiacleyrising gar-lion ef any new indemndenl claim should be preceded by {he

exmessian “characterised la meal” or- "chafaclerlsed by”;

$2 The lemurs-as {if {he claims should be provlded with referanm-slgns placed la

garenmeses to increase the intelligibility all the claims ("Rule 43f?) iii-30}. This applies

fa boll: $319 preamble 8336.3 cbamc‘eerising partial“: {33% Guidelines raw. 4.19}.

4.3 To meal film requiltemenls of Rule 13,2:{1 lib} EP-C, dacumen‘ts £31 -= {)2

small-:3 lae fienfiled in {he descfigszlan and. the relevant balekgmund at! diseiasefi

therein should he brleiiy discussed,

#fi When filing amentied ciaéms the appllcant should as the same lime bring the

fias‘mlgfiafi lute: canlmity wlfih like amended claims; Gare Shallld be Falter: during

revisil'an} especially all the imrfldacmry 96mm! and any statemenis at wabiem 9f

advamage. ml lo acid subieclvmafier which em: rlds beymd the come-m of the

applicallflfi as arlglnally filed {Afficle 323(2) EPC}.

$3 The ai‘zenfim GE ma applicant is {flaws in the lac: that the appl‘lca‘tlcn may not be

amended its-such a way that ii cantaina subjeisl-maller which extends;- beytmd Illa

cement a? 1m applie‘astifin a3 fiiad {Article 123(2) EPC}.

w in order lo fasilétafe file examination cl ihe conlormlty of lhe amenfiefi

'applicailan with ma {equiremanm o? Airtime 12:3{2} El‘C, the applicant is requesled 19

clearly idenllfy the amendments carried nut, lrraspecfiva of whether they concern

amenfimanis by 'addltlan, repiaaemeni or deleslon, and la indicate the pamagas

at {he applicaficn as films on whisk these amendments: are basad.

WW
Fifi) Mm HES I}! .Qiml
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7313 exhanded Europa-an search 3996:! is maimed.

The (3do fiamean seam! rapes? imiudea. pumaant k3 Hum 62 E90. the augupiementary Eumfiean
ware?! mam-'2 £931. $53M: EFC} and 1m Eumfiaan search Opinion.

Crazies a: dacumefits atad'in the Emspean search mp5?! are attached.

3 1:} Wang! sea'is) 9f cages at 5:303: documents $5 {are} geniuses! as waii‘

mum at the search feae

if 399359532352 under Articia 9 Rules fiat-axing m-fees‘. a swarms wmm-unicafian mam 2m: Raceiw'ng Sewer:
on the refund of $39 search 1529 win ha sent £32m:

should you wish to Samarmm this Wombn in the examénaiian mass. yaw mention is drawn to
me provisauna of Rule ma BPS, Ar: invizafiw an mapsnd {a the extended European Search report fill be
M3330:1231 (R. m2} EFG}.
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The examina‘ifin if: being cafiiexfi an! an the foflowing applimfiun amumen-ts

flescripfiaza, Pages

1 -22 as pubiished

swim, 31mm

MB as Wished

Wags, Smw

1i1¢~14n4 as gubiishaa

1. Reierence is made 20 the mflowing documents; the numbering will he adhemd to

in the rest ai the gamma

D1 W53 20‘! 35053308 A2 {SAMSU MG ELECTRONECS CC: LTD {KI-1]} 5 May-

201 E {201‘ ‘¥-05~05}

92 us 28141035959 A1 {CHEN TE‘SHENG {ng ET AL} 2? March 2514.

{ream-932?}; 8a ON 102 332 “2’51 A {HON HA! PRECISIW END CO LTD:

15 January 2913 {2%3-01-18}

:33 us 2066227332 A1 (ViGAL ALBERTG [083} 12 Game: 2008

{2905—19-32}

04 38-202-31197131 m (BM-mm BREAN {US} ET“ AL} 2 May we

{mm-{35:02}

as US 2004/1 53973 A! {Knmzmawsm PAUL {US} ET A L) :9 August:

2904 {games-19}

2. The present apgiicafion does not Meet the {equine me rats of Article 52m FPO

because the subéect—matter 0% c§aim 1 is-not new withén. the meanéng of Articfe 5&4?)

and g2) EPC.

D1 damages a methsfi fer mnfiguring a user interface «of a con-trailing device

appi'icaxien of a smafi device, comprising:

EFO Farm-3mg mm‘mi
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receiving ai {he smart device {ram 3 Universal Controi Engine {home netmrir gateway

133 irr figure 1} in mmmunicatim wiih smart device and a coniroiiabie appiiarice (see

figure 3: {he mime network gaieway ms is in comma; nicaiiorr with both mebiie ier-mirrai

101 as heme devices i043} iniormation rerrieved iram the controi'iabie appiiance by the

universal Carrimi Engine {see garagraph :30. step 396;, the informaririn comprising

dam iar use in causing arr icon representative oi {he Genimllable appiiance to be

added in fire user interface oi the coniroiiirrg device applicatiarr (see paragraph 32 and

step 301: me gaieway receives tiara descripticn cf the arrpiiance. which is information

used ior causing an ican m be added is iris user interface oi the: mabiie irr-rminai 102};

using the iniarmatiorr received" from the Universal Comm Engine by the smart device

to cause an icon representative (if Eire mntroiiabie appiiance in be auifimaticaiiy

added is ihe user interface 93‘ me corriroiiing device ap‘piicaiian {see paragraph 41.

3199303, the addaci more {being wleciabie it} pmvirie irrrii'rair access via use oi rhe user

maria-ace oi the contraiiing series applicatian to user interface eiemenis which are

saiecrabie 1r) initiate mnirai ai one a: more comm-liable functions of the centroiiable

aprfiiance via aria a? mere semmunicaiiorzs issued from ihe srn art device in the

Uniirersai Granite! gagine {see paragraph 43}.

Risa B2 .disciosas the campieie subiecr matter {if claim 1 : a method for ¢Giifigijring a

user inieriace' of a corriroiiirrg device arapiicaiion er? a smari device, camprisirig:

receivirrg at the smart device {see figure 1 1 conimi davice 4U) fram a U nivrirsal Smirol

Engine.» {3% figure 1:5mart gateway 26} in mmmunicaiicrn with smart device and a

controiiatrie appliance inferrrration {see garagrapii 004$: "The so mm: device 4:0

dis'piays the corrirei interface: $0 acmrdirig t0 the magping iist stored in the smart

gateway 20”} rerrieveri frcm the commiiaizaie- appiianca by the Universai Coniroi Engine

{see paragraph r3038: “tire configuration ininrmarion of the heme devices 30“; ihis

irriormaiiofl is used it) gamma the comm! interface 60}, the informarion comprising

data ior use in causing an icon regresentarive ai the caniroiiabie appliance in be

added to the user interface of the canirciiirig dewce appiicaiion (see; paragraph 0048

"corirroi interface 133")“.

using {he iniorrnatirrn received from tire Univarsai Conrmi Engine by the smari device

tr: 683139 arr iccrr representative or the commiiabie amiianca to he aura maticaiiy

added in fire user interface 0i rile mntmiiing device appiicaiirrri {see again paragraph

064—8 “warm; interface 8.9"}. the armed rear: being seiectabie to provirre further access

via use (3% tire user interface cf the contraiiirig device appii-caiiari to user interface
eiemerris which are seiecraiaie ta iniriaie coniroi :3? one or mere coniroiiabie firmer-inns

of me conrroiiabie armiiance via we or maria communicarions issued iram the sm-ari

device to {he Universai Contra! Engine (see paragraph @048: "and the smart gaieway

20 receives rzarrirei sigriais for ccnrroiiirrg target home (ievices from “the co niroi device

40, anti semis rhe mnimisignais tome rargei home davices"); 
E90 farm WK: swims
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The subjeciomafiar 0% ciaim ‘1 is therefore no: new (Artécie 54:41) and {2} EPC}.

3. Notwiihstanding the: above objection, the pi'esen'x appéicaficn does n0: meet the

requiremems of Artiste 52(1) EPC because the subject-mafia of fiaim 1 flees not

invcive an inventive 523p within the meaning of Ariécie $6 EPC.

{)8 $330393 3 methcd for configurmg a user interface of a conimmng devéce

agplmafion 0% a smart device comprising:

renewing ai she smar: device Mm Wag—(5mm -. - - ~ -- -- - ‘

WW3 commiiabie appliaacefsee paragraph 6&34} informaie’on rammed

frem its centre?iabie appiiance WmaLGefi-SW, the imagination

camgs‘ising aaia for use in causing an icon represe ntafive 5f the camroii-abte appiiance

to be added 3:9 file use: interface 9? the controiiing device agpiication {see paragraph”

0034 and paragyagph 0635 "icon")-;

using me gammatinn reeeive’dWWWthe smart device

to cause an 2392'; repzesentazwe of She contraiiabia aypiiance in be automaticaéiy

added :0 me use: interface of the canimiling devices appficatien {see paragmph 6:336}.

3139 added icon Ewing seiectahle to pmvida {anther access via use a? the user interface

53f the cemmfiéng devéca appSicaiian in user interface eiements wh‘ch are sweat—2:316: to

infifiaie canimi 0‘5 Brie er mere coniroiiahée functians of {he contraElabie appliance (see

paragraph {3038 and {365%} MW~ ”-w - ' ' - ' -

 

 

 

The subjeci—mafler of ciaim 1 themfere difiers from ihis knewn meihod in ma: there is

a Universal contra: Engine: used as reiay far passing the information back and forth

between the Sinai? device and the cammfiahie appiiame.

The pmbiem to be soivad by :he present inveniéon may therefare be regardefi as

previcfing a swim gnawed wherein there iS a sifigEe gateway access fer the smart
device.

We solutéon proposed 3n dairy: 1 of $3 present apgiicafion cannot be considered tr:

invoive an invenfive step {Aficies 52(1) and 58 EPG).

The Univema§ Comm: Engine is csescribed 3n 04 as providing {he same advantages as

in the piesefié agpiisafion (see eg. figure 8 and carraswncsmg fieser‘ipfiun). The

skéfied person wank} therefere regard it as a normal cation to Enciude ihés feature in

the method {$930de in {)3 in artist to solve the prebéem posed‘

1590 FM imam QE'ERi
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4. {hammer}: ciaims 2-13 Go rim appear to contain any acidiiionai featwes which, in

mmbinaiion with the feazmes of any main“: to which they refer. meet the requimmenis

of ihe EPC with {335189; to neveiiy andfc-r inventive ate-p.

claims 24: not novei, See Di , pafagtaph 32 aria stag 301 : the gateway receivas the

descfipficn of this appiianoe. which is matadata used for causing are icon is: be added

is {he user interface 05' {he mobfie {amine} 101.;

ciaim 5-: mi novei, see 31, paiagiaph :32: ”Such a sub agapéicatian may be downinaded

ihiougi? the intemei.":

ciaim 5: net novei, see 3;, pamgraph 43, steps 3111-31? the use: inierface fer

gerfmmiag a 56mm operation ccmpflses eiemen-ts tar piacing the contrciiabie

appiiance Sam a desired staie far was in canneciion with an activity, as b-roadiy
maimed

ciaims 3M3: iack oi inventivesiep; 135 discioses the auiomatic ge nerazioa Di a macro

commamj in a sewer. see pasagraph {it 0.5 and 0:42-91 47’. it would be obvious for 1%

person :0 61533313 the teaching therein? to {he method of Bi . thereby cbt‘aining the

amigo! mafia: 0i ciaims "2’43.

5.: ”fire may caniribuiiori of the mess“: appiicaiicn aver E34 {which is a preview

appiicatien of the 39533035!) is me embediment shown in figu {e 15 and described on

page is, fine 25~g3age;21, ling ‘i 5. The exampies shown in figuras 9-14 are already
discio‘sed in 9:1.

39, aha subjectvma‘iter shown in figui'es 9-14 does not fail within the $3096 of the

ciaims. This iaconsisiemy between £119 claims and ma dascriptien ieads is: dnubi

canceming the matter fer wfiicfi prozemian is saughi, thereby rendering the ciaims

unifiea; {Fifiicie 84 53°C}. The inconsi-smnsy shuuid be re-maved by inciioa‘ting in me

ée'scrifiion ma: me embodiments concerned do not harm part of the invention but

repieseni basisigwusid at: that is $399.qu i0: understandizig the invention {see

Guideiifies NV, 4.3{Eéi}}.

5.2 Giaim 12 is a mere :epeiition cf daim :0, upon: which it is dependent resuiiing in

a lack 9f censéseness (Aflécie 8s: EFC).

543 “data maladaia“ in main-i 2, iasi zine is not cigar (Articie 84 EPC}.

5.4 is awems shat dependent ciaims 'f—ia we not suwarted by the descrigtion as

magnified by Article 84 EPC. We gar: of description on gage $3, fine asvpage 2i, iine

'3 5, which as expiaised in 393130;! 5:! heteiii abcve, is the conirébutisn of the pigsen'i

 
EPOE-‘onr: was a; 91‘th
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6. T319 apgficant is requestefi to deiele the term “incarporated by reference", which is

used in numerous occasicns thraughout the descripiicn, as the appiication shuuid he

38!? confined (see fit. H??- a).

7. i: is net at yrs-Sent agpamnt whéch part of the appaication could serve as a basis

$9: a new, aiiawabie daim. Shank: the appiicant nave-{Eheiess regard some particuiar

mime: as paéentabie, an énfiepefident ofafim she-aid be 'Fiiefi taking account :3? Rule $3

(1) EPC. Le, using the two—par: gem: with mass features Rnawn in combinaiioré {mm

the price: art :31 being pieces; in the pramnbée {Hui-e eéeii ){a} EPC} and the remaining

{games being inciuded 5:1 the charamerising par! {Rifle 43(‘3 ){b} EPC).T'he appiicam

Shcuiii aiso éfidicaie how we subgectumaiter cf 519 new ciaim difiers fiam the state of

the as? and the «significance merges.

in aide: in comgfiy wiih the requéremenis Di Ruie 13714) EPG, the appiicant shouid

cieiariy identify the amerzdmems mada, irrespective of whetha; they concern

amendments By addition. regaiacaameni Car deieli-on, and indicaée the pamages a? {he

agapficaiion as filed on which ihese amendments are based (see Guideiines H in, 2.3).

Armadmems shanks! be made E33,; fiiing {epiacement pages. Unnecessary recasti'ng cf

the descyipiien sheuid be avuided. An amended abstract: és m3: :e‘quired.‘ The appiicant

shoufid aise take accoum of tire requiramenis of Ruie 5:3{1} EPc, Awarding m Ruie 5G

(3} in congunciion with Rate 49(8) EPC, amendments snail! be typed 0r minted

Hafidwfitéea amendmenz: may ens}: be made in documents rather than 31053 regiacing

appéécafian dowments {Ruie 502'} E98}; they may, for exampée, be used to fuffii the

muiremems 0% Rule 13nd} E538 {ideniify-i'ng ame-n'dmems anti indicating basis for

aha-am}-

Whea Eiéing amended cgai-ms the agap§cam shoukz‘ at the same time bring the

deseription ism confermiiy with :he amended dam-s. Care shouid be taken during

revision. essaeciaiay of the inirodncimy partisan arad of any statements of pmme a:

advantage. as: to add subimt—mafier which extends beyond me content of Ehe
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PCTIUSZQ‘I 433381 51 23.06.2014

PATENT C00PERATION TREATY

From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

 
 

To:

GREENBERG TRAURIG. LLF‘ (CHE)
Ti" WES’I‘ WACKER DRIVE
SUlTE 3106
CHICAGO, lLfiOétJl 4732
USA

PQT
NOTIFICATION OF 'FRANSMI'I'I‘AL OF

THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCI‘I REPORT AND
THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

SEARCHING AUTHORITY, 0R THIS DECLARATION

(PCT Rule: 44.1}

I} t _ . .

ni‘fifiifliflfiiit 2 3 JU N 2014
A licam‘s r t' file reference
31p53fi155Pgr2gen S FUR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and 4 below
International application No. International filing date
PCTIUS‘IIUIISIS] (tinylrnurulufyenr) IS May 20kt (l 5.05.2015)
Applicant .
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS INC.

  
  

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

l. ‘41- The applicant is hereby notified that tint international search report and the written opinion of the International Searching Authorityhave been established and rare transmittod herewith.

Filing oi amendments and statement under Article ill:
The applicant is entitled, it he so wishes, to amend the claims of the international application (see Rule :16}:

When? The time limit for filing such amendments is normally two months l'mrn Ilia: data of transmittal ofth: international
search report.

Where? Directly to the International Bureau of WlPO. 34 uncertain ties Colman-arm;
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Facsimile No: (AL-22) 333.8230.

For more (Ignited instroctions. sec. PCTAppllmnr Lt Guide, International Phase, paragraphs 91104-9131 I.
The applimnt is hereby notified that no international search report will be: testablishtnl and that tho declaration under
Article l?(2)(tt} to that effect and the written opinion ofthc international Searching Authority are. transmitted herewith.

With regard to the protest against payment of {an} additional fat-.(s) under little 40.2, the applicant is notified that:

I: Ill: ["13th togolhol' with the decision thereon has Pinon transmitted lotht‘ international Bureau together with any
request to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereon to tile dosignatod Offices.

In no decision has been made yet on the protest; the applicant will he notified as soon as a decision in roads.
Ronfindm

The applicant may submit comments on an informal basis on tlto written opinion of the. International Searching r’ltnthorit‘,r to the
International Bureau. The. International Bureau will send a copy of such monuments to all dosignated Offices unlcss all international
preliminary examination report has been or is to be. established. Following the expiration of 30 months front the priority dato. tilt-st:
comttlcrrts will also be made available to the public.

Shot-ti}- after tho oxpiratton of 13 months from the priority date. the international application will be published by the International
Bureau. [1" tho applicant wishes to avoid or postpono publication, 3 notice of withdrawal of the international applicaLion, or of the
priority claim, must reach the International Bureau before lht: completion til the technical preparations for international publication '
{Rules QGIH'SJ and 90.9533}.

Within 19 Install]; from the‘ priority date. but only in inspect of some designated Offices. a demand for international preliminary
examination must be filed if tire applicant wishes to postpone: the entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority dam
(in some Offices even later): otherwise. the applicant must. within 2!] months from in: priority dare, perform the nreseribed acts for
entry into the national phase before those: designated Offices.
In reapecl of other designated Offices. tho time limit of 36 months {or later) will apply even if no demand is filer] within ‘19 “tombs.
For details ahout the applicable time limits, Office by Office, see t_v_ww.wim.intafltenftetttfifitime limits,html and the PCTAppfr'mm ’s
Grtide‘ National Chapters.

Name and mailing address 01 the ISM US Authorized ofiicer
Mail Stop PCP. Min: ISNUS -
Commissioner For Patonht _ Ken WicdcrI’D. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virgtnttt 21! I3~I4SU Telephon: M1 571.272.2935Facsimile No.

Form PC'I‘IISMED (July 2010)
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PCTIU32fi14i0381 51' 23.96.2014

PATENT CDDPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(FC‘T Article 18 and Rule-s 43 and 44)

Applicant's or agent‘s file reference FOR F1] RTflER see Form pcrrtsmzzo
8! BOISSPC’N ’ ACTICBN as well air. where applicable. item 5 below.

_ international application No. international filing date {dayfmomhb'eufl (Earliest) Priority Data (dnyi’mmrrlijymr)
PCWUSPUHISISI 15 May 20M (15.95.2914) 22 May 20131221352013)
Applicanl
UNWERSM. ELECi‘RONiCS lNC. 
This inlcmational search report has been prepared by this international Searching Authority and is transmitted to the appiicaral
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This: international search report consists of a total (Jffi'sheets.
El It is also aooompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.  
 Basis oi’ the Report

a. With regard to the tsnguage, the irate rnarionai march was carried out on the basis of:

E the international apptication in the language to which it was i'itcd.
B a translation ofihc international application into , which is the language

o‘l‘a translation furnished for the purposes of international siarch (Rules [2.360 and 23.1(h))

111:: This international search report has been established taking into account the notification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule in Rule,43.6 bista)

c. D With regard to any nucleotide nudist“ amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. l.

2. El Certain ciaims were found unreachable (Set: Box No. II)
3. D U niiy of invention is lacking [See Box No. {II}
:1. With regard to the title,

’1‘ the torn is approved as submitted by the appiicnm.
D the text has been established by this Authority to read IS follows;

 

5.” With regard to the abstract.

M the text is approved as submitted by the: applicant.

D the text has been established, according to Ruie 33.20:), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. W. 1h: applicant
may. within one month from till: {late of mailing of this mitt-national soarch report, submit comments ".1 this Authority.

is. With regard to the drawings,
' a. the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract 15 Figure No.

D as suggested by tho applicant.
| I as scloclcd by this Authority. because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

 

 
 

 

I: as selected by this Authority, amuse this figure better characterizes the invention.
1:. none of the figures is to or: published with tilt: abstract.
 

Form PCf/ISAIEIO (first 5311261) (April 200?)
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PCTIUSQM 433381 51 23,0620“: 4

International appliwtiun No.
INTERNATIUNAL SEARCH REPORT

PCT/US! 413315 I

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUE! ECT MATTER
IPC: GfléC 191“)!“ 2006.01)

USPC: 154011 2.22

According to international Patent Classification (WC) or to ball: national classification and WC

 
  

B. FIELDS SEARCHED
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V. 1.. Citations and Explanations:

Claims 1-13 lack inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Arling et at. (US Pre~Grant
Publication No. 2011l0289113), hereafter referred to as Ariing. in view of Hammbelki et al. {11.8 Pro-Grant
Publication No. microwaved), hereinafter Hatamheiiti.

As per claim 1‘ Arling discloses a method for configuring a user interface of a controlling device application of a
smart device [paragraphs [0003-00O41). comprising:

receiving at the smart device (figs. la. 1 b. 2.; smart dewce 2’00) from a Universal Control Engine (fig. 2:
Universal Control Engine is incorporated in the appliance UV 106] as CEO switch) in communication with smart
device and a controllable appliance information retrieved from ihe controllable appliance by the Universal
Control Engine (paragraph [0012]), the information comprising data representative of the controllable appliance
to be added to the user'interlace of lhe controlling device application {paragraphs {0004], [00 l 3—00l 4}, {00281,
the information comprising data may include command data, device identification data. appliance input port
numbers, pointers or index into a library of codesels to which each of the controlled appliances is responsive:

such dale may then be utilized by a smart device remote control app to canfigure activity macros and used in
localization or smart app displayed labels and menus):

using the information received from the Universal Control Engine by the smart device representative of the
controllable appliance to be automatically added to the user interface of the controlling device application
{paragraph [0026}. main configuration may be completely automatic, or may require user input, for example
where multiple media playback appliances are detected in a configuration (23.9., both a DVD player and Vudu
streaming video on demand box) a user may be prompted to select which appliance is to be used fora ”Watch
movie”activlly}. the information being selectable to provide further access via use of the user interface of the
controlling device application to initiate conirol of one or more controllable functions 0! the controllable appliance
via one or more communications issued from the smart device lo the Universal Control Engine (paragrailhs
{0912-0013}, {0026}.
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Ailing does not specifically disclose an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user
interface of the controlling device application and the added icon being selectable to provide further access via
use of the user interface of the controlling device application to user interface elements which are selectable to
initiate control of one or more controllable functions of the controllable appliance Via one or more
communications issued from the smart device.

 

However, in the same field of endeavor, Hatambeiki teaches:

an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user interface of the controlling dewce
application {paragraphs [0008]. [0037]).

the added icon being selectable to provide blather access via use of the user interface ol the controlling device
application to user interface elements which are selectable to initiate control of one or more controllable

functions of the controllable appliance via one or more communications issued from the smart device (abstract,
paragraph [003?1)

Arling and Hatarnbciki are considered to be analogous arr because they relate to remote control systems and

more particularly to the user interface of smart devices for improved appliance control communication.
Therefore, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skillIn the art at the time of the claimed invention
to implement the user interface of a controlling device application of a smart device or Arling by adding a known
icon to the user interface at the smart device app representative of the controllable appliance information data
such as taught by Hatambeikl, so that the added icon may be conveniently selected to perform a function, such
as to transmit a command to an appliance {Hatarnbeiki, paragraph {cecal}.

As per claim 2. claim 1 is incorporated and Arling discloses: wherein the data representative of the controllable
appliance to be added to the user interface of the controlling device application comprises data maladata
{paragraphs [0004}. [0013—0014], [0028], the information comprising data may include command data, device
identification data. appliance input port numbers, pointers or index into a library of
code-sets to which each of the controlled appliances is responsive; such data may then be utilized by a smart
device remote control app to configure activity macros and used'in localization of smart app displayed labels
and menus)

Arling does not specifically disclose an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user
interface. However. Hatambeilri teaches:

causing an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user interface [paragraphs
[0003]. [003?1).

Arling and Hatarnbeiki are considered to be analogous art because both relate to remote control systems and.
more particularly. to the user interlace of smart devices for improved appliance control communication.
There-lore it Would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed invention
to implement the user interface at a controlling device application of a smart device of Arling by adding a known
icon to the user interface of the smart device app representative of the controllable appliance information data
such as taught by Hatambeiki so that the added icon may be conveniently selected to perform a lunction such
as to transmit a command to an appliance (Hatambeilli, paragraph [0008])

As per claim 2 claim t is incorporated and Arling discloses. wherein the data representative of the controllable
appliance to be added to the user interface of the controlling device application comprises data metadata

{paragraphs {0004]. [0:313-0014} {0026] the information comprising data may include command data, device
identification data appliance input port numbers, pointers or index into a library of
codesets to which each of the controlled appliances is responsrvs; such data may then be utilized by a smart
device remote control app to configure activity macros and used in localization of smart app displayed labels
and menus).

Arling does not specifically disclose an icon representative at the controllable appliance to be added to the user
interface. However Hatambailri teaches: -

causing an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user interface (paragraphs
[0008] {0037]}

Arling and Hatambeiki are considered to be analogous art because both relate to remote control systems and,
more particularly. to the user interface of smart devices for improved appliance control communication.
Therefore, it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the an at the time oi the claimed invention I  
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to implement the user interface of a controlling device application of a smart device of Arling by adding a known
icon to the user interlace of the smart device app representative of the controllable appliance information data
such as taught by Hatarnbeilti. so that the added icon may be conveniently selected to perform a function, such
as to transmit a command to an appliance il-ietarnbeilti. paragraph [0008]).

As per claim 3. claim 2 is incorporated and Ariing discloses: wherein the smart device uses the meiadata to
create activity macros representative of the controllable appliance added to the user interface of the controlling
device application {paragraph {0004!}.

Arling does specifically disclose smart device creating an icon representative of the controllable appliance
added to the user interface of the controlling device application. However, Hatarnbeilri teaches:

smart device creating an icon representative oi the controllable appliance to be added to the user inlerlace
{paragraphs [0008}. [003?]3,

it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed invention to
implement the user interface for controlling device application of a smart device of Arling by configuring the
smart device app to create a known icon representative of the controllable appliance information data such as
taught by l-iatambeiki. so that the created icon may be added to the user interface and made available to be
selected to perform a function. such as to transmit a command to an appliance {HatarntieiltL paragraph {0008]}.

As per claim 4. claim 3 is incorporated and Ailing discloses: wherein the smart device uses data stored in a
memory of tho smart device to create from the metadala activity macros representative of the controllable
appliance added to the user interface of the controlling device application (paragraph [0013]}.

Arling does specifically disclose smart device creating an icon representative of the controllable appliance
added to the user interface of the controlling device application. However. Hatarnbeiki teaches:

smart device creating an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user interface
(paragraphs [0008], [003?];

it would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the an at the time of the claimed invention to
implement'the user interlace for controlling device application of a smart device of Arling by configuring the
smart device app to create a known icon representative of the controllable appliance information data such as
taught by Hatarnbeiki, so that the created icon may be added to the user interface and made
available to be selected to pcr‘lorm a function. such as to transmit a command to an appliance (Hatambeilti.
paragraph {00083}.

As per claim 5. claim 3 is incorporated and Arling discloses: wherein the smart device communicates the
metadata to a server device (69. 2. server200), the server device uses the metadata to create activity macros
representative of the controllable appliance, the server device communicates the created activity macros to the
smart device. and the smart device automatically adds the created activity macros to the user inlerl‘ace oi the
remote control application of the smart device (paragraphs [0014}. {0024-0026;}.

Arling does Specifically disclose creating an icon representative of the controllable appliance added to the user

interface of the controlling device application. However. Hatambeilti teaches:
creating an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user interface (paragraphs
[0008}. {(30371}.

it would have been'obvious to someone of ordinary skill In the art at the time oi the claimed invention to
implement the user interlace for controlling device application of a smart device of Arllng by configuring the
smart device app to create a known icon representative of the controllable appliance information data such as
taught by Hatambcilti. so that the created icon may be added to the user interface and made
available to be selected to perform a function. such as to transmit a command to an appliance (Hatambeiki.
paragraph {00081}.

As per claim 6. claim 1 is incorporated and Arling discloses: wherein the user interlace elements which are
selectable to initiate control of one or more controllable functions at the controllable appliance via one or more
communications issued from the smart device to the Universal Control Engine made available in response to a
selection of the added activity macros to the user interface of the remote control application of the smart device
comprises user interface elements for placing at least the controllable appliance into a desired state for use in
connection with an activity (paragraphs [0004]. [0012-0013], [0026]}.
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Arling does not specifically disclose an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user
interlace. However. Hatambeiki teaches:

an icon representative of the controllable appliance to be added to the user interface (paragraphs [0008],
(00371).

It would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed invention to
implement the user intertace for controlling a device application of a smart device cl Arling by adding a known
icon to the user interface of the smart device app representative of the controllable appliance information data
such as taught by Hatambeiki, so that the added icon may be conveniently selected to perform a function, such
as to transmit a command to an appliance (Halambeiki, paragraph [0008]).

As per claim 7. claim 6 is incorporated and Arllng in the combination with Hatarnbeiki teaches: wherein the
information retrieved from the controllable appliance by the Universal Control Engine iu rther comprises data
representative of a capability supported by the controllable appliance and wherein the smart device causes a
user interface element for an activity that uses the capability of the controllable appliance to be automatically
added to the user interface of the controlling device application of the smart device (Arling, paragraphs [0004-].
[0026]) .

As per claim 8. claim 7 is incorporated and Ailing in the combination with Hatarnbeiki teaches: wherein the
smart device causes a macro command sequence to be automatically created for the activity that uses the
capability of the controllable appliance automatically added to the user interface of the controlling device
application of the smart device, the macro command sequence being executed in response to a selection of the
user interface element for the activity (Arling, paragraph [0026}, macro configuration may be completely
automatic, or may require user input, for example where multiple media playback appliances are detected in a '
configuration (cg, both a DVD player and Vudu streaming video on demand box) a user may be prompted to
select which appliance is to be used tier 5! "Watch movie " activity).

As per claim 9, claim 8 is incorporated and Arling in the combination with Hatambeiki teaches: wherein the
smart device uses data stored in a memory of the smart device and the data representative of a capability
supported by the controllable appliance to automatically create the macro command sequence for the activity
that uses the capability of the controllable appliance (Arling, paragraphs {0013]. [0026]).

As per claim 10, claim 8 is incorporated and Arting in the combination with Hatambeiki teaches: wherein the
macro command sequence is executed by the Universal Control Engine tArling, paragraphs {0014—0015},
database to determine an appropriate command codesel for control of appliance may be resident in an
appliance such as TV 106 of fig. 2 with CEC switch incorporated therein} -

As per claim 1!, claim 8 is incorporated and Arling in the combination with Hatambeiki teaches: wherein the
smart device communicates the data representative of a capability supported by the controllable appliance to a
server device (fig. 2, server 200). the server device uses the data representative of a capability supported by the
controllable appliance to automatically create the macro command sequence for theactivity that uses the
capability of the controllable appliance, and the server device communicates the created macro command
sequence to the smart device whereupon the created macro command sequence is available for execution in
response to a selection of the user interface element (Arling. paragraphs [0014], [0024-0026]).

Claim 12 is repetitive of claim to and is rejected for the same reasons as claim 10.

As per claim i3, claim 7 is Incorporated and Arling-ln the combination with Hatambeiki teaches: wherein the
data representative of a capability supported by the controllable appliance comprises data representative of an
interface connection type at the controllable appliance (paragraphs {0004]. {0026}. the information comprising
data may include command dais, device identification data, appliance input port numbers, etc).

Claims 1-13 meet the criteria sci out in PCT Article 33(4) For industrial applicability because the claimed invention can he. matte :mdl'or
used in industry.
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Description

Field of invention

[ohm] The invention relates to wireless control sys—
tems tor digital household appliance.

Background Art

[0502] Digital household appliance including devices
like digital We. digital refrigerators. digital audios, digital
set-top boxes orthe like, have been developed as digital
technologies associated with household appliances
evolve, The digital devices which are capable olprovldlng
intelligent control show much stronger functions than
those of the conventional household appliance. which
enabletlle life of the public to be convenient and colorful.
For example. digital TVS may provide a. picture having a
higher resolution and a function of video-on-o‘ernancl.
With developments oi wireless networks and information
technologies various devices of household appliance,
each otwr'lcn works independently. can no longersatisty
the people‘s requirements. it is desirable to form 5. digital
household network so as to enable venous devices to

ocrnrnu nlcste with each other. For example. video and/or
picture file stored in a computer may be displayed on a
computer, on audio file stored in the computer may be
played by a digital Audio. and a remote control may be
realized via an internal.

[60113] The relevant technology associated with a re—
mote controller. which is one of necessary components
of householddevices llite TVs. is matured and well known
in the art. An existing remote controller typically compris-
es a key unit. an encoding unit, a radio transmitter unit
and a power linll. However, a remote controller is de-
signed to execute some dedicate functions in respect of
relevant device. For example. a conventional TV remote
controller snouidlrnplamentfunolions like ohonnelseleo-
tlon. auto-search, timing-shutdown. listen-only mode,
bngntness—adlusttnem, ohrorninanoe-adiustment. and
volumeadjustmenl. etc. it a plurality of devices should
be controlled. multiple remote controilers are needed. An
universal remote oornrollerwes developed to operate as
a oontrol oentar in a digital household network. so shat
various devices can he controlled through a wireless
communication protocol. Each device in the digital
household network includes a radio unit which always
stays at a standby stare, regardless of transmission of
data. so as to determine whether a data packet was sent
from other station site according to stmngth variations of
signals in a monitoring channel (in a physical channel.
data is transmitted by a corner signal). Thus the radio
unit will continuously consume power even though notns
ing is transmitted. Therefore. it Is desirable to reduce
power consumption of digital household appliance.
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Summary of Invention

[non-t] Accordingly. the object oi the present invention
is to orovide a wireless control system tor digital house-
hold anplianoe with lower power consumption.
{0065] The above object is achieved by providing a
Wireless control system tor digital household appliance
including at iesstone device, comprising: a remote Don-
trolieroperatloneble at least two wireless communication
modes lor wirelessly transmitting control commands; a
receiver or a household device tor receiving or executing
the control commends transmitted by the remote control-
ler, and wherein the remote controller selects one wire-
less communication mode from the at least two wireless

communication modes according to the control oom—
monds to wirelessly communicate with said device or
said receiver.

loose] The remote controller may comprise a pointer
unit: 3 input unit; a radio Unit for providing at least two
Wireless communication modes; and a control unit for
selecting one of the at least two wireless communication
modes: Whereln the control unit selects one Wireless
communication mode from the at least two wireless oom-

rnunioatlon modes wording to control commands 3e»
looted by a user and transmits the control commands to
the devices so :33 to control operations of the crevices.
{0007] Compared with the conventional an, the wire-
less: control system for digital household appliance oc-
oording to the invention may select and switch wireless
conmlunlcation modes based on control commands to

be executed so as to avoid any master of wireless corn-
munioetlon resource and save power

Erie! Description of Drawings

{0008] Fig. 1 depicts a digital household network ao-
oording to the invention;
[0309] Fig. 2 Illustrates a 'olook diagram of a remote
controller tor a wireless control system for d‘gltsl house—
hold appliarrioe sooordlng to the invention:
[0019] Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the control unit ot a
remote controller according to the wireless control sys-
tem of the present invention:
[06:1 1] Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the receiver accord,
ing to the invention:
{9012] Fig.5 is a block diagram of a radio unit having
lower power—consumption of a remote controller accord—
ing to the invention:
{0033] Fig. 6 is a block diagram or a radio unit having
lower power-consumption of a receiver amordlng to the
Invention:

{00“} Fig. ? schematically illustrates a structure of a
wireless local network in an Ad~doc mode:

{0015] Fig. 8-so'nematiosiiy illustrates a structure of a
wireless local network with access points in an Infrastruc-
ture anode:

{9515] Fig. 9 is a flowoharl showing that the digital
household appliance is wirelessly controlled according
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to the invention; and

[0017‘] Pig. to Is a flowchart showing that a receiver
according to the present invention Works.

Embodiments of Invention

[0015] A wireless control system for digital household
appliance including at least one device according to the
invention comprises a remote controller 10 for transmit-
ting radio control commands. and a receiver 20 for re-
ceh‘ingi'he radio control commands from the remote con-
troller 10 and controlling the device to operate underthe
control of the control commands. The at least one device

of digital household appliance may he PCs, digital TVs,
digital audios and etc. The remote controller 10 and the
device equipped with the receiver 20mm or digital house-
hold network. as shown in Fig. 1. through which the de
vice will bonfire-leash: controlled by usingthe remotocon -
trailer 10 and receiver 20. For example. video files and
audio tiles stored in a computer can be displayed on a
digital TV and played on a digital audio. respectively by
means at exohanging data through the network under
the control of the remote controller 1-3.

[0019] Referring to Fig. 2. the remote controller 10
comprises a control unit 1 08, a radio 0 nit 1 04. an interface
uni1 102. an input unit 103. a display unit. 112. memory
unit 110 and a power unit 114. wherein all of the radio
unit 104. t to interface unit 102. the input unit 108. the
display unit 112. the rite-irritantI uni1 110 end the power unit
114 are contracted to the control unit 106. respectively.
The radio unit 104 includes a. low power dissipation radio
unit 115 and a high speed trensmlselon unit 1168.
[0020] The control unit 106 is e. kernel part of the re-
mote controller 10 and responsible for processing data
and controlling the operation oi the system. The control
unit 105 includes a controller which can be implemented
with an ARM chip having MMU (memory management
unit) function, such as ARM 720T. StrongAFtM,
ARM-120T. and ARMQZE‘! or the like. The control unit

105 operates the operating system of the remote con-
troller 10, wherein the operating system may be aWinC E,
a VxWoriis, and an embedded Linux.

[0021] The memory unii110 is adapted to store a big
volume of dots in order to lu nation as a data source used

for the digital household appliance. The memory unit. 1 10
may be implemented by he rd d'elis. semiconductor mem-
ory media. magnetic memory media and optical memory
media, such as Flash Memory FRAM. MRAM. DRAM.
SDRAM. EEFOM, SRAM. EPF’OM otMillipeclc-s.
[00221 The intenace unit 102 provides an interface for
connecting a memory deVlce, a PE: and other host device.
Thelnterfaoe may he one oiinterfeces like CF. SM. MMC,
SD. ME, MD. X-D. and PCMCIA. The interface rneyiurl
therinciutie USE. IEEEISEM. serial ATA. IDEISCSI. Hie
perLfi‘hl. Bluetooth. irDfli. HorneFiF. EEE802.iix,
lEEE—LSGEJ ta. iEEE50211, IEEE802.1‘lo. lEEE-

80211.9. IEEEBGZJS. IEEE802.1B.iEEE802.3.88232,
RS485. USE-0T6. UWB. POI and URAT, but also in-
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elude one or more of GSM. GPRS. GDMA, 2.56. 36
interfaces and parallel interiaces. Via the interface unit
102. the remote controller 10 is able to read data stored

in an external memory device ortc download data from
a PC and other host device. and store the obtained data
into the memory unit 1 10.
[0023] The radio unit 104 includes a low power dissi-
palicn radio unit 1 i B and a high speed transmission unit
1. 18 for executing wireless communication among digital
devices having the receiverEG, such as PCs. digital TVs.
digital Audios. or the like. within the digital household
network~ The unit 1 1 B may adopt communication proto-
cols like Bluetooth. Zighee. erA, etc. The unit 1 13 may
adopt one or more wireless communication protocols in-
cluding but limited to HOI'T'IQHF_ UWE. IEEESO? .1 1x,
IEEE802.1 la, iEEESOEfl 1b, IEEESGE. 1 10'. IEEE-
802.11g, IEEE802.15. IEEEBOEJE. lEEE 802.3. GSM,
GPRS. CDMA, 2.56 and 36 The control unlt 106 can
switch between the low power dissipation radio unit 116
and the high speed transmission unit 118. In a defau it
mode. the low powerdissipation radio unit 1 16 is ON and
the high speed transmission unit 1.1315 OFF. For a pun
pose oi illustration. the low power dissipation radio unit
116 is exemplified by an infrared module, and the high
speed transmission unit 118 is exemplified by an
IEEE802.11 communication module.

{0023] The input unit 108 is connectedto an input ter-
minal device. such as a keyboard. a voice-input device.
a touch screen orthe like. ior receiving commands froma user.

[0025] The display unit112 displays an interface of the
operating system fortho remote controller 10 for users’
operation. A displayer lilie LCD, CRT. VFD, LCM. LED,
and OLED. etc. may be connected tothe distiller}f unit 1 12
[002$] i he power Li hit 1 121 supplies 5*. owner to the re-
mote controller 10. Batteries like lithium batteries may he
used forpoweringthe remote controller 10. Altemetlveiy,
AC from an external AC pcwersuoply coo id be converted
by on NO converter [not shown in Fig. 2) to power the
remote controller 10= similar With the manner or‘ power
supply for PEAS and Notebook P63.
[0027] Referring to Fig. 3 now. the control unit 106 of
the remote controller 10 comprises a main control unit
i 061. a boiler unil 1062. an interface control unit 1003.
a voltage adjustment unit 1064 and an EEPROM 1065.
all of when are connected to a BUS. The main control
unit 1051 is connected to the buffer unit 1062 and the

interface control unit 1053. respectively. The interface
control unit 1063 is connected to the interface unit 102.

{0028] The main control unit 1061 controls the inter-
face unit 102 and carries not exchange or data, corn
mantis. aodresees. status information among the buffer
unit 1062. the EEPROM 1055 and the interface control
unit 1063. The main control unit 106 includes program-
ming codes to be run. the operating system of the remote
controller 10. and a control information database of the

digital household appliance like PCs, digital TVS. digital
Audios. etc. The programming codes are extensible ac-
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cordingto the actual requirements so as to introduce new
functions into the system. The software oi the remote
controller could be upgraded by means of on. obtaining
upgraded software from an external device vie the inter—
face unit 102.

[0929] The butter unit 1062 is employed to buffer data
and may be implemented with e SHAM. e SDHAMt a
DDRAM and a RDRAM or the like.

[0036] The program instructions and preset informe-
ticn like interface identifying codes and command sets
provided by e menutacturerto he run in the main control
unit 1061 end the interface control unit 1063 are fixed
into the EEPRDM 10135.

[(3631] The voltage ndiustrnent unit 1054 is employed
to adjust! the voltage of the remote controller 10 so as. to
safety the voltage requirements or various operation
modes.

[0032} Reterringto Fig. 4 now. the receiver20 includes
a control unit 262. a memory unit 216. a power manage-
ment unit 214. a radio unit 20:1 and a control interface
unit 212. The memory unit 210. the radio unit 2061. the
power management unit 214 and the control interface
unit 212 are contrast-ad to the control unit 202.

[0633] If the recehrer 20 is integrated into the digital
household Ippliance. the power management unit 214
may receive a current from the appliance so as to supply
a work voltage to the receiver 20. lithe receiver 20 is an
independent device from household appliancsr. the pow-
er management unit 214 may have a separate power
supply to supply a voltage to the receiver 20.
[E1034] The control Llnit 202 is e. kernel part of the re-
ceiver 20 and responsible for promsing date and con—
trolling the operation 01 the system.
[(10351 The memory unit 210 is employed to store pro-
gramming codes and intermediate data to be run on or
used by the control unit 202.
[003-6] The radio unit 204 can conduct wireless oom—
rnunicntion ever any of available wireless networks. Spe—
cifically. the radio unit 204 is employed to wirelessly com-
municate with the radio unit 104 of the remote controller

10. The radio unit 204 further includes a low power dis-
eipatlon radio unit 218 and 9. high speed lransmission
unit 218. The low power dissipation radio unit 216 com?
rnunicetee with the low power dissipation redio unit 115
of the remote controller 10 by a way oi low power dimi—
pation communications according to wireless communi-
cation protocols including but limited to Bluetooth. Zig-
bee. and him. The high speed transmission unit 218
domino nicetes with the high speed transmission unit 118
oi the remote controller 10 by a way or high speed wire-
less communication according to wireless communica-
tion protocols including but not limited to one or more of
HomeFlF, UWB. lEEE802J 1 ll, lEEEsoal 1a.
lEEE802.1tb. IEEE802.'I1d, IEEESGZJ lg. lEEE
802.15, iEEE 802.16, IEEE 802.3, GEM. GPRS, CDMA.
2.5G and SS

[6113?] The control interface unit 212 is employed to
change the control commands received by the receiver
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20 from the remote controller 1 0 into controlsignels which
are identified by the devices for operation
[0038] Referring now to Fig. 5. the low power dissipa-
tion radio unit 1 13 of the remote controller 10 according
to the embodiment includes an interface unit 1182. an
encoding unit 1 164. a modulating unlt1156 and a trans-
mitting u nlt1133. The imenaoe 1111111162 receives binary
control commends from the conlrol unit 106 and inputs
the received binary control commands to the encoding
unit 1 1154. The encoding unit 1164 encodes the received
binary control commands and benernns encoded pulse
signals to the modulating unit 1186. The modulating unit
116E receives and modulates the pulse signals, and
transmhs the modulated pulse signals to the trn nemil‘ting
unit 1 168 in which. one or more infrared LEDsore enabled

to change the modulated pulse signals Into infrared sig—
nals for transmiseion.

{1:039} Referring now to Fig.6. the low power dissrpa-
tion radio unit 21 E of the remote controller 10 according
to the embodiment includes a receiving unit 2162, a de-
modulating uni121 64. a wading unit 21 an end an inten
face unit 2163. The receiving unit 21 62 receives infrared
signals from the remote controller 10. changes the re-
ceived infrared signal into electric signals. andtrensmits
the electric Signals to the demodtlletirig unit 2164 The
demoduletlng unitzt 84 receives the electric signals. ole--
modulates the received ele ric signals into ta Med
pulse signals, and transmits the coded pulse signal to
the deurdirtg unit 2166 which in turn decodes the coded
poise signals. into binary digital signals and transmits the
some to the interface unit 2168. The interface unit 2168
transmits the binary digital signals to the control unit 202.
{0040] When the high speed transmission unit 118 of
the remote controller 1 0 and the high speed transmission
unit 21801111115 receiver20 are ON. the remote controller
10 and various household devices having the receiver
20 form awireless digltai household noticed by Vince of
one or more wireless communication protocols such as
IEEE802.11 protocol. UWB protocol. GSM protocol,
G PRS protocol, CDMA protocol, 2.56 protocol orSG pro-
tocol. The devices may be PCs. digital TVS, digital Audi—
os, etc. Fore purpose of illustrationdhe digital household
network formed by the remote controller 10 and the de
vices follows o.g. IEE5802.11 communication protocol.
The iEEE802.11 communication protocol specifies Mo
wireless local network operating modes. namely, lad—doc
mode and Infrastructure mode.

[9041] Fteferringto Fig.7, which leasohematio diagram
for showing a wireless local network in an Act-doc mode.
Each of work stations within the network can communi-

cate with each other equally. in the embodiment. the re-
mote controller 10 is set as an Initial work station to ini-

tialize the wireless local network. Meanwhile. the remote
controller 10 and the devices including e.g. PCS. digital
TVS. digital Audios. etc. form a digital household network.
The remote controller 10 equally communicates with
each of devices [31 the network, respectively. The remote
controller 10 operates as a control center to controlthese
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devices of the nettmrk.

[9042] Referring to Fig. 8, which is a schematic dia-
gram for showing the configuration of a wireless local
network in an infrastructure mode. in this case. the re—

mote controller 1 Cl operates as an access point {AP}, and
devices of the network such as PCs. digital TVs, digital
Audios: etc. operate as work stations. lilo remote con—
troller ‘l 0 andthese devices constitute a digital household
network with aster-shaped topology. as shown in Fig. B.
[13943] In the Intrah'inicturemode, PCS, digitale, dig-
i‘lel Audios, etc. can not communicate with each other dl-

really. lnsteed, communication signals among devices
are relayed by the AP. to. the remote controller. The
remote controlier it) manages. the communications
among various devices of the network To this end, a
MAC frame should comprise a source address a desti-
nation oo‘dress and an access point address. The access
point address is the MAC address oftho remote controller
10. A bridge connectiontabieis established in the remote
controller 10. When a device (source station) in the not—
work intends to communicate with another one {destina—

tion station]: a data frame is firstly transmitted to the re—
mote conrroller 1 G. The remote controller to receives the
oatafrarne. reirieves the MAC address otthe declination
station from the data frame, and transmits the retrieved
MAC address by conducting is search in the bridge con-
nection table.

[£1044] In the digital household network. the remote
controller 10 provides not only a bridge connection
among the devices at the network. but also contraction
to a cable local network. The digital household network
can also on connected to an internal so that a :56 may
access a local network or lnternet. or Request some serv-
ices like network printing, etc. in addition, resources of
the lnternel may be browsed on a digital TV.
[6045] Due to iormarion or the digital household net-
work= devices ofthe network can communicate each oth—
er. without needing additional means except for the re—
mote controller 1o. Information on each device within the

hell-tram can be retrieved by the remote controller 10.
Therefore, within the coverage of the remote Controller
10. all devices can work effectively. which could save a
lot or resource. expand the network by adding new de
vices, and increase the working dislance of the remote
controller.

[01146] Please refer to Fig. 9 When the remote con-
tmller 1 o is powered up, the control unit 105 is initialized
and the operating system is loaded at step 7-31. A user
interface urine operating system will be displayed on a
dismal.r terminate connected to the display unit 1 12.
[9047'] Step 703 is to await control commands which
one input by users through an input means connected to
the input unit 1 08. First. a user may select by means of
the input means an icon representing one device i to be
controlled. The control unit 1-66 displays all ooerfltions
regarding the selected device on the user interface. The
user may utilize the input means in Belem one at the
operations. The input unit 1 £18 Sends an interrupt request
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to the operatingsystem based on the selected operation.
{0048] The prooess goes to step 705 after the operat-
ing system receives the interrupt request. At step ms,
the operating system determines whether or not to actu-
ate the high speed transmission unit 1.13 of the remote
controller 10 and the high speed transmission unit 213
of the receiver 20 based on the user's selection.

[0049] Whether to ectuatethe high agreed transmission
unit 118 oi the remote controller 10 and the high speed
transmission unit21 B 01 the receiver 20 depends on char-
acteristics of date to be transmitted by the radio unit 104.
If there is not a big number of data to be transmitted tor
some operations such as operation tor adjuming chan-
nels‘ volume and picture color of a TV, there is no need
to actuate the high speed transmission unit 118 and the
high speed transmission unit 2 l 8.
[(3050] If the high speedtransmission unit“. 1 B and the
high speed transmission unlt 218 are not actuated, the
process goes to step ?19i'n which the control unit 106
controls the low cowardlssipation radio will 16 to trans—
mil corresponding control commands to carry out select-
ed operations. in detail, the interface unit 1162 of the low
power dissrparion radio unit 116 receivos binary control
commands from the control unlt105,ahd then inputs the
received binary control commands to the encoding unii
1164. The encoding unit 1164 encodes the received hi~
nary control commands, and then transmits ran encoded
pulse signalsm [no modulating unit 1 166. The modulat-
ing unit 1165 receives and modulates the pulse signals
and Ihen transmits; the modulated signals to the trailer
mitting unit 1 165. The transmitting unit 1 168 receives the
modulated signals and aotuates one or more infrared
LEDS so as to change the modulated signals into infrared
signals. and transmits the infrared signals. The process
then goes to stop 71th determine whether data homes
are transmitted successfully.
{0951] lithe radio unit is actuated, the process goes
to step 705. Alston 705. therernoteccntroller 10 actuates
the high speed transmission unit 118, and trarsrnits an
actuation command to the receiver 20 by means of the
low power dissipation radio unit 1 16 to actuate the high
speed transmission unit 218.
{0952] The process goes; to step 7'07 to start a sub»
process.

[0053] At step 709. the sun-process accesses a device
control lniorrnoilon database to retrieve the correspond-
ing device control code informaiicn.
{0054] At step 711, the control node information Is
processed by the control unit 105, and then transmitted
to the radio unlt104.

[0055} At step 718, the high speed transmission unit
1 18 packets the control code information as date frames.
{005%} At step 7’15, the data frames are transmitted to
the high speed transmission unit 21 8 ol the correspond-
ing receiver 20 via a physio layer interface at the high
speed transmission unit 118.
{9957] At step 71?. it is determined whether the data
frames are transmitted successfully.
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[0058} if it is successful, the subvprocccs then returns
to step 723. At step 723, the radio unit lfléi sends an
interrupt request to the control unit 105 to execute an
lntenuption.
[0059] At step 725, the operating system, according to
addresses of an interruption program set by a driver pro-
gram of the radio unit 1021. recalls the driver program to
execute corresponding intenuption.
[13656] Then, at step 72?, the operating system dis-
plays, on the user interface. information for indicating the
success of the operation. The process then returns to
step 76-3 for awaiting control commends. If! this case. the
userintorieoc returricio e statusforewailing control corn-
moods

[6051] If the transmission is not sumcssful (at stop
F1?) the radio unit 104 sends an interrupt request to the
control unit 156 at step 722.
[0062] A! step 724. the operating system, according to
addresaas clan interrupt program set by a driver program
of the 13le unit 104. recalls the driver program to execute
corresponding interruption.
[6053] Atstep .725, the operating system displays, on
the user interface, information for indicating the feiiu re of
the operation. The process then returns to step 703 to
weiffor control commands, and the user interface returns
to a status of awaiting control commands.
[0064} Hereafter is to illustrate {network process oithc
receiver 20.

[GOES] ll tho remote controller 1-3 transmits control
comnla nos at step 719 (namely, thetransmission is done
through the low power dissipation radio unit 116 in this
embodiment), the receiver 20 rocoivcslhe control com-
mands by virtue or the low powar dissipation radio unit
216 Specifically, the receiving unit 2162 receives the
infrared signals from the low power dissipation radio unit
i16cithe remote controller 1 0, andchanges the received
infrared signals into electric signals which are in turn
transmlttod to the domcouiallhg unil 2164.1'he demod—
u Idling unil 21.64 receives and demodulates the received
electric signals into coded pulse sigheh. and transmits
the coded pulse signals to the decoding unit 2166. The
decoding unit21 66 decodes the coded pulse signals into
binary digital signals which are in turn transmitted to the
interface: unit 21 65. The interface unit 21 53 transmits the

binary digital signals to the control unit 202 for further
use. The motrol unit 202 controls the digital household
appliance to operate as per the control commands.
[£3986] Ii the remote controller 10 transmits control
commands by the low powor dissipation radio unit 115
to control the rece'werzti to actuate the high spec-:1 trans-
mission unit 218, the high speed transmission unit 118
is also actuated to transmit the data frames. in this case.

the receiver 20 operates as following.
[(3857] Please refer to Fig. 10. Alter the digital house-
hold appliance with the receiver 20 receives control corn
mantle transmitted from the remote controller 10, the
process starts at step 800,
[EJOBB] At step 300. the low powerdissipation radio unit
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215 receives actuation commands from the low power

dissipation radio onlti IE otthe remote controller 1 o, and
then transmits received actuation commands to the con-

trol unit 202 which in turn ectuetas the high sneed trans-
mission unit 213.

[0059] Then. at step 801. the high speed transmission
unit 218 receives data ironies transmitted lay the high
speed transmission unit 1 18 of the remote controller 1|).
[0070] At step 303. the high speed transmission unit
213 iii-packets the received date lrernes, andtrensmits
payloads derived from the non-siacicelod date frames to
the control unit 202 fortunzher use.

[0071] At step EDS. the control unit 202 processes the
received payloads to obtain control information, and
transmits the ohtoinsrl control information to the control
interface unit 212.

[6012] Then. at step 80?, the control unit 202 changes
the control information so as to be. identified by the digital
household appliance.
{0073] At last, the control unit 202 controls the digital
household appliance to operate as perthe corresponding
control information at step 509.
[0074] The remote controller 11’] and the receiver 20
carry out above processes to control all the iunctlons or
the digital household appliance in the digital household
network. For example. the remote controller 113 controls
digital TVs to switch channels. adjus1 volume and so on.
the remote controller 10 provides adata resource {or line
digital household appliance so that picture or text filed
stored in the user memory unit 110 may be showed on
digital TVS, or data from a PC may be stored into the
memory unit110 or a memory device connected to the
interface unit 102.

[WW3] How the remote controller controls digital TVS
to swntch channels and adjust volume is well known for
those skilled in the all: and will not be described in detail
herein. A process for exchanging data between the re-
mote controller 10 and the digital household appliance
Is now described. This embodiment is to Show a process
for displaying data stored in the memory unit 110 on a
digital TV. and a process for storing dale wirelesoly re—
ceived from a PC into the memory unit 110.
[0076] The following “Inflation relates to such a oroo
ass that the remote controller 10 reads the date which

are stored in a memorvdevico connectedto the interface
unit 192, and stores the read data into the memory unit
1 10.

[MW] when an external memory device is connected
to the interface unit 102, the intended control unit 1063
detects and identifies the communication proloooi to
which the memory device lol lows and electric chemoten
istlcs oi the memory device. if the identification tails. the
interface control unit loos sends an interrupt request to
the main control unit 1061 which in turn inionns the con-
trol unil 186 of the iallum oi the connection, The control

unil: 106 displays corresponding error information on the
user interface oftne dispiay unitl12. If the identification
is success‘lui‘ the main controi unit 1051 sends control
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commands to the voltage adjustment unit 1054 |rihioh in
turn supplies an operating Voltage to the memory device.
Once the memory device is poworeo up, the memory
device is in a read-only state.
[0378] Meanwhile. the user may utilize the input tEIiT‘l'l—
nal device connected to the input unit 108 to operate-tho
remote controller 10 so as to select commands for dis—

playing contents of the memory device. The control unit
103 of the remote controller 10 translates the selected

commands into specific control signals, which are in turn
transmitted to the main control unit 1061 of the control

unit 105. The main control uni. 1961. upon the received
control signal, transmits control commands to the inter-
face control unit 1053. The data stored in the memory
unit is than road and transmitted to the main control unit

1061 by the interface control unit 1063. The main control
unit 1061 stores the data into the memory unit 110 and
requests the operating system carrying out an interrupt
process. The operating system then comes out an inter-
rupt program to translate the data into user-identifiable
document intonnaljon which is then displayed on the user
interface of the display terminal device.
[Bill's] Hereinafter, a process for displaying the data
stored in the memory unit 110 ore memory-device con—
nected to the interface unit 102 on digital "His will be
dismissed.

[0088] The user utilizes the input terminal device of the
remote. controller 10 to select the data stored'in the meni-

cry unit 110 to be displayed. The display unit 112 of the
remote controller 10 displays the user-identifiable docu—
ment information stored in the memory unit 1 10 by means
of the user interface of the operating system. T .e user
may also utilize the input terminal demos of the remote
controller 10 to select documents to be transmitted to

and displayed on a digital TV, and select an icon ofdigitel
TV which will display the documents.
[0081] Upon the above selection , the opsrating system
determines whether to actuate the high spsed transmis—
sion unit 118 of the remote controller 10 and the high
speed transmission unit 218 of the receiysrzo to carry
out the selected operations. If it is the case. the high
speed transmission unit 118 is actuated and actuation
comma nos foractuailng the high speed in! nomission unit
218 are transmitted to the receiver 20 by the low power
dissipation radio unit t is. The operating system access—
es the device control information database to obtain con -

trol code information for the digital TV to be controlled.
The control node information is processed By the control
unit 106. and then transmitted to the high speed trans-
mission unit 118 Which in turn packets the control code
information into data Trainee. The data frames are then

transmitted to the high speed transmission unit 2 is of
the receiverzo ofthodlgitai‘i‘v via the physical lnte riaoe
layer of the high speed transmission unit 1 I8. The high
speed transmission unit 218 dipaoi-cats the received data
frames. and transni'rls payloads derived From the unpack-
eted data frames to the control unit 202. The control unit

2132 processes the received payloads to achieve control
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information which in turn is transmitted to the control in,

tertoce unit 2-12. The control unit 2 12 changes the control
inlormation to control signals to be identified by the digital
household appliance so as to enable the digital TV to
receive the data transmitted from the remote controller
“- 0.

[0932] Subsequently. the data stored in the memory
unit 116 or the memory device connectsdto the interface
unit 102 is read by the control unit 115 of the remote
controllsrl iJ. Datatramss are then wirelessly transmitted
to the high speed transmission unit 2‘13 of the receiver
20 of the digital TV from the high speed transmission unit
118 of the remote controller 10. The high speed trans
mission unit 2 I S n’ipaokors the received data frames and
transmits payloads derived from the dipackcted data
frames to the control unit 202. The control uhitEDE to rthor

processes the received payloads to bufferthe data infor-
mation contained in the payloads into the memory unit
210. The 'oufiered data inton'naiion is then displayed on
the screen of the digital TV.
[0063] The data information may also be wirelessly
transmitted and then displayed on an analog TV by the
remote controller 10 via a top—set box, the processes oi
which are similar to them used for displaying contents
stored in the memory unit 1 10 on the digital W. rand will
not he described in detail herein.

{0084] Horoina‘iter. ihe pmnesses for wholesaly ob-
taining data from a PC and storing the obtained data into
the memory unit 110 or the memory device connected
to the interface unit 102 will he discussed.

[30085] The user utilizes the input terminal device attire
remote controller 10 to select an icon for a PC on the
user interface oi the operating system. The user interface
then displays all icons fordocdments which are read from
the PC. Alter the user utilizes the Input terminal device
to select a document icon (that is used to select and store
corresponding document into the memory unit 110) to
select commands for obtaining the corresponding docu-
ment from the PC and aoring the corresponding docu-
ment into the memory unit 110 or the memory device
connsctad lo the l nteriocs unit ltl2, the operating system
aotuates the high speed transmission unit 118 of the re-
mote controller 10. and then transmits an actuation oomr
mend to control the receiver to iris the low power 'disslr
potion radio unitl 15 so thatthe high speed transmission
unit 21 8 is actuated. The operating system ofthe remote
controlleri ‘- then accesses the device controlling infor—
mation database to obtain corresponding; control code
information. The control code information is processed
by the control Unit 106, and then transmitted to the radio
unit 1 Chi whloh in turn packets the control code informs
tion into data frames. The data frames are then transmit-
ted to the radio unit 204 of the receiver 20 of the 536 via

a physical interface layer. The radio unit 204 Lin-packets
the received dalafrarnes, and transmits payloads do rived
from the dipsckated data irarnes to the control unit 202
of the receiver 20 to malts further use. The controlling
information contained in the payloads is obtained and
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processed by the control unit 202 so that the date of the
selected document is processed and transmitted to the
high speed transmission unit 213 which in turn packets
the data into data tremes for transmission. The high
speed transmission unit 118 of the remote controller "lo
receives and un'paokets the date trainee to transmit pay—
loads contained therein to the main control unit we to

make further process so that the main control unit 105
stores the document into the memory unit 110 or the
memow device connected to the interface unit 102.
[0886] In addition, the remote controller ill may list:
he used to control a printer to print documents stored in
the memory unit 110 of the remotecontroller it] oretored
in the memory device connected to the interface unit 1 ()2,
To this end it is necessary fertile printerto have a radio
ti nil to act as a wireless network servereo thotthe printer
may work as ewireless networked nter. The Specificprint-
ing processes is similar to those used tor displaying a
document on the digital TV, and Will not he described in
detail herein.

[0087] While preter embodiments has been described
above. it is understand for those skilled in the an that
various modifications and improvements may be made
there-to without departing from the sprit and scope of the
invention.

Claims

1. A remote controllerlor controlling digital household
devices. including a powerunil and on input unit, the
remote controller furltier comprising:

a radio unit for operating at least five wireless
Communication modes;

a control unitlorselecting one oithe at least two
wireless oomrnunioation modes: and
wherein the control unit selects one wireless
communication mode from the at Ieasttwo wire—

less communicotion modes according to control
commands selected by a user and transmits the
control commands to the devices for controlling
operations or the devices.

2. A remote controller according toolaim 1 . whereinthe
radio unit comprises a low power dissipation radio
unit and a high speed transmission unit

3. A remote oontrolieraocoroing toclalm 2, whereintne
low power oiecioation radio unit adopts one of wire-
less commutation protocols including but not limited
to Bluetooth protocol. Zlgoee protocol and IrDA ink
tiered protocol.

4. A remote controller according to claim 2, wherein the
high speed transmission. unit adopts one of wireless
communication protocols including but not limited to
Home RFprotocol. U'WB protocol. IEEESGEJ 1 it pro-

EP 1 ?22 341 A1
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toool.!EEEat)2_1lo protocol, IEEE802.'l1b protocol.
IEEEeoe.lld protocol, IEEEooatl .9 protocol,
IEEESGEJE protocol. IEEEEOQJS protocol,
IEEESOBB protocol, GEM protocol, (3 PBS protocol,
CDMA protocol 2.56 protocol and 36 protocol.

A remote controller according to cleirnE, wherein the
operation of the low power dissipation radio unit is
preset as a default mode.

A remote controller encordi ng to claim 1, wherein the
control unit selects one corresponding communica-
tloh mode trom the or leee’rtwo wireless communi-

cation modes according to the control commends
inputted by the user andror characteristics or data
transmitted by the radio unit.

A wireless control system for digital household de-
vices, comprising:

a remote controller operationable at least Mo
wireless communication modes tor wirelessly
transmitting control commands;
a receiver or one of the household devices for

receiving or executing the control commands
transmitted by the remote controller, and
wherein the remote controller selects one wire-

less communication mode 1’root the at least two
wireless communication modes according to the
control commands to wireleeelv communicate
with said device or said receiver.

the system accomlingto claim 7. wherein the remote
controllerimplements said at leasttwo wireless com-
munication modes lav providing and operating a low
power dissipation radio unit and a high speed trans-
mission unit

The system according to claim 8. wherein the low
power dissipation radio unit and the high speed
transmission unit are switchable under the control of
a. control unit.

The system according to claim 8, wherein the low
power dissipation radio Llfili adopts one of wireless
commutation protocols including out not limited to
Eluetooin protocol. Zigbee protocol and erA infre—
reo‘ protocol.
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Beecription

Title of Invention METHOD AN!) APPARATUS FUR CON-

TROLLING HOME NETWORK SYSTEM USING MOBILE

TERMINAL

Technical Field

The present invention relates to home device control of a home network System. and

more particularly to a method and apparatus; for observing the status of devices in a

home network system, managing and controlling the operation of the devices using a

mobile terminal-

Background Art

A home network is the. next—generation lT (Information 'l‘echnology) technology that

has been recentlyr attracting a lot of attention. and is an aggregate of technologies that

can maximize convenience in life in combination with the internet based on the

control, management. integration, and interlocking of information home appliances.

The home network is divided into a lower network technologyr for physical data

transmission, a trflddleware technology for interlocking with upper applications, and an

information home technology that is. applied to respective home appliances. At present.

the home network has been combined with broadband corrununication. wireless

Internet. sensor technology. and the like. and has: extended to ubiquitous-2 computing.

in such a home network. system. research For a home network middleware that cor—

responds to an interface between a lower network layer and an application layer for

controlling and managing in‘l'tn‘marion home appliances have been conducted. At

prenent, diverse types of home network middleware. such at; Universal Plug and Play

('UPnP). llni technology). Phone Service Gateway initiative t'PSGi}. Home Audio!

Video Interoperability (HAW). and the like. have been pmvitied and coexintcd in a

State where none of them hat the. superim’ity in technique.

Although home network systems. which have recently started to be installed at home

around apartments, provide various services through wiredi’wireless appliances

connected therein around a single home gateway. they cannot get out of the exiSting

home automation level. except for services using external lnternet. and run short of

practicality due to the nonexistence of applications.

Disclose re of invention

Technical Problem

Accordingly. the present invention has been made to solve. tltc above—mentioned

p11 iblems occurring in the. prior art, and the present invention provides; a method and
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apparatus for conveniently observing, managing. and controlling the status of devices

in a home network system from the outside using a mobile terminal.

Soiution to Problem

in accordance with an aSpect of the present invention, there is provided a method for

controlling a home network system using a mobile terminal. which incl udcs the mobile

terminal connecting to a gateway of a home network through a communication

network: the mobile terminal receiving a list of devices which are connected to the

home network from the gateway of the home network; the mobile terminal displaying

the devices connected to the home network; it one of the displayed devices; is selected,

requesting the status information of the selected device from the selected device

through the gateway; receiving the status information of the selected device from the

selected device; and displaying the received status information and a user interface for

controlling the selected device.

The method for controlling a home network system using a mobile terminal

according to an enihodin'lent of the present invention may further include transferring a

control command to the gateway of the home network if the control commend is input

through the user interface for controlling the. selected device.

in accordance with another aspect of the present inVention. there is provided a mobile

terminal for controlling a home nctwork system. which includes a display unit

displaying various kinds of display content and messages; an input unit provided with

a plurality of numeral keys and function keys to output key input data that corresponds

to a key pressed by a user; a storage. unit storing programs and data which are used

when the mobile terminal operates; a communication unit performing wireless Cfll'rtl‘t'tLIe

nication with a mobile communication base station and performing communication

with a home network system gale-way for controlling home devices oi” the. home

network system; and a control unit controlling operations of other constituent units.

connecting to the home network, receiving a list of the devices connected to the home

network from the home network gateway. displaying the devices contracted to the

home network, if one ot‘tho displayed devices is selected, reqtmsting the status in-

formation of the selected device [i‘om the selected device through the gateway,

receiving the status information of the selected device from the selected dot/ice, and

displaying the received status information and a user interface for controlling the

selected device.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

According to the present invention. a user can observe, manage, and connol. the

status of devices of a home network system using an application of a mobile com mu-

nicatinn terminal from the outside oi" the house. That is, a user can grasp the current
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status of home appliances or control devices by connecting to a home network through

the mobile communication terminal from the outside of the house. and can easily

control or manipulate the home appliance-3 or control devtces connected to the home

network through the application of the molaile communication terminal.

Brief Description of Drawings

The above and other aspects. features and advantages of the present invention will be

more. apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction With the

accompanying drawings. in which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of a home network system and a

moh‘llc terminal connected thereto according to an embodiment of the present

invention;

HG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of a mobile. terminal according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an operational flow for controlling home devices of a

home netwrrrk system according to an emhorlirnent of the present invention:

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a display example of an application selection screen

for a mobile terminal to control home dewces of a home network system when the

mobile terminal controls the home devices of the home network. system according to

an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a display example of a. mobile terminal when an ap—

plicati on for controlling home devices o F a home network system is selected on the

screen of FIG. 4:

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a display example of a mobile terminal when a

'l'clcvision {'l'Vl is selected on the screen of HG. 5:

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a display example of a mobile terminal when a

security camera is selected on the screen of FIG. 5:

FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating 21 display example ol'a mobile terminal when ilhr

initiation is. selected on the screen of FIG. 5; and

Fifi. 9 is a diagram illustrating a display example of a mobile terminal when a printer

is selected on the screen of FIG. 5.

Throughout the drawings. the same drawing reference numerals will be understood to

what: to the same elements. features and structures.

Mode for the Invention

Hereinafter. embodiments of the present invention will be. described with reference to

the accompanying drawings. in the following description. the same elements will be.

designated by the. same reference numerals although they are shown in different

rlrawinga. Further. var-loos specific definitions found in the following descripti on are
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not

prtwided only to help general undersranding of the present invention, and it is apparent

to those skilled in the art that the present invention can be implemented without such

definitions. Further, in the following description of the present invention, a detailed. de-

scription of known functions and configurations incorporated herein will be omitted

when it may make the subject matter of the present invention rather unclear.

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of a home network system and a

mohile terminal connected thereto acconliug to an embodiment of the. pt'esent

invention. As illusuuted in FIG. 1, a home network system according to an em~

bodiment of the present invention includes a home network gateway 103 which

operates-i as a server and is connectahle with an external communication network 102,

and home devices HM which are client appliances connected thereto. The home

devices 104 are devices which are connected to a home network and can be controlled

or "an perform data transmissionfreception, such in; a printer. TV, refrigerator, air con-

ditioner. security camera. facsimile machine. illumination. DVD. doorway. phone set.

Washing machine, and the like. On the other hand, the home network gateway 103 may

be implemented in the form of an electronic li‘ame or a Personal Computer {PC}. and

operates as a home. device 104 to transfer status information to an external mobile

terminal 10] or to be controlled.

The home devices 104 can provide their status information to the external commu—

nication network 10?. through the home network gateway 103. in the present invention.

the external mobile terminal. l0] connected to the external communication network

JOE receives the status ini'orntatit'in. and controls the. home devices 104 by translating

a command for controlling the home1 devices 104 through the gaIBWay 103. Here. the

external communication network “)2 may he a general mobile communication

netwurk, 3G network. or Wireless Internet.

The home network system as configured above supports: home network middle ware.

Accordingly. from a Viewpoint of a home application for home servicest cornm‘ur

nication becomes possible even without considering the detailed items of the devices

that support the home network middle-ware, and even from a VieWpoint of an individual

device. connection to all service applications that support the home network

middleware becomes possible.

HS. 2 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of a mobile terminal according to an

embodiment of the pl‘ESC nt invention. Referring to FIG. 2, a mobile terminal 101

includes a communication unit 202. an input unit 204. a display unit 203. a storage unit

2-05. and a control unit 20] .

The contml unit 201 performs a general communication function such as calling.

data transmission/reception. or the like. and controls other constituent units. Also, the

control unit 20! connec in to a home network, receives a list of device»: conniwtcd to the
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home neIWoi‘k from the gateway of the home netWork. and dJSplays the devices

connected to the home network through the display unit 203. if one of the displayed

devices is selected by a user. the control unit 20! requests the selected device status in-

formation of the selected device tlu'ough the gateway. receives the status information

from the selected device. and displays the received status information and a means for

controlling the selected device through the display on it 203.

The display unit 203 displays Various kinds of display content and messages under

the control of the control unit 20L The display unit 203 may be provided through at

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). Thin Film Traitststor {Tl-‘1‘). organic tilectrolumh

nescence (EL), or the like.

The input unit 204 is provided with a plurality of numeral keys and function keys.

and outputs trey input data that cone-spends to the key pressed by a user to the control

unit 20]. if the display unit 203 is composed of a touch screen. the display unit 203

operates also as the input unit 204.

The storage unit 205 is composed of a Read Only Memory (ROM) and a Random

Access Memory (RA M) for storing programs and data which are used when the mobile

terminal operates. Also. the storage unit 205 stones data of a home network application

206 in the mobile tenninal. The application data 206 includes information that is used

to execute the home network application and information on sub applications including

a user interface for displaying the status: information and controlling the operations of

the home devices 104-01“ HG. I connected to the home network.

The mobile terminal typically perlortns wirc-less communication will] 21 base station.

and for this. the communication unit 202 transmits/receives an RF signal toffrom the

base station through an antenna. Also. the communication unit 202 per-lotion commie

nication with a home network system gateway for controlling the home devices of the

home network system.

FIG. 3 is a diagram ill usttating an operational flow for Controlling home devices of a

home network. system according to Fill embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3

shows processes in which the mobile communication terminal lOl enters into the home

network. grasps the status information oi’ the home devices connected to the home

ironwork. and controls the operations of the home devices.

Referring to FIG. 3. fiist in step 30]. the home devices 104 are connected to the

home netWork of the gateway 103. in the case where UPnP home network middlewme

is used step 103 can be petitioned through processes in which the gateway 103 finds

the home device IO-fl on the network. allocates an address thereto. discovers the

appliance, confinns the description of the appliance. and performs event. control and

presentation operations.

The llF'nP that is the middlewaie exemplified in the respective processes is an
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Internet Protocol based network. and thus an Internet Protocol address {[P) is used for

each device connected to the network. Accordingly, llJ allocation, Le. address al—

location. is first performed. If it’s have been assigned to the respective devices through

address allocation. it is used to discover the devices to be controlled. For this. the

controller (gateway) discovers the devices using a protocol called Simple Selvice

Discovery Protocol (SSDP). in this case. the controller searches for a concerned

device, and a controlled device {home device) resimnds to this. Also, if the controlled

device connects to the network. it automatically informs other devices of the

connection. and. then periMically informs other devices whether the connection

cimtinues.

if the device is discovered, it is required to know which services the respective

devices could perform. For this. if the controller finds the controlled device, the

controlled device sends a Uniform Resource bocator ( URL) which contains description

of the device to the controller. and the controller brings the description of the. device

that is in the form of an Extensible Markup Language (XML) document from the

controlled device. This document includes manufacture-r information, product in—

formation [inudeL serial number. and the. like). a service list. and the like.

Then. the controller brings the description of the device from the controlled device.

analyzes the service of the device descti bed therein, and sends an appropriate action,

also refeired to as a control command. to the device to connoi the controlled device.

'1 he pmtocol that is used in that transaction is XMLLanguagc)! Simple Object Access

Protocol {SOAP}.

Also, in the home network. the status of the device is frequently changed according

to a snn‘onnding environment. Since such change may be important information to a

user. the UPth defines the event. The controller observes such change of the status of

the controlled devrce. and the controlled device transfers an event message. also

referred to as the event, to the controller when its status is changed. The event is

composed of a pair (name. value). and the protocol that is used for the event is an

XML type Generic Event Notification Architecture (GENA). Also, the contmller can

read a Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) page of the controlled device. This

HTML page shows a user interface related to the use of equipment, also referred to as

presentation, and through this, the equipment is controlled or the status is shown. As

described above. in the home network system. a user can perform systematic

connection through the networking for the individual home devices at home using the

UPn P. and can receive diverse services accordingly.

As described above. although the home network construction according to the

present invention has been described on the basis of the UPnP middlewaie, the home

network according to the present invention can be implemented using diverse types of
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home network middleware, such as OSGi. HAVL and the like.

Refening again to HG. 3. if the external mobile terminal l0] performs the an

plication for connecting to the home network in step 302 after the. home network

connection is performed through the above-described procedure in step 301, the mobile

terminal transmits a connection request to the gateway KB of the home network in step

303. Such a connection request may include user authentication information of the

mohile terminal llll [c.g. user authentication card information. user ll). secret number.

and the like) and information on the. mobile terminal 101.

PEG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a display example of an application selection screen

for a mobile terminal to control home devices of a home network system when the

mobile terminal controls the home devices of the home network. system according to

an embodiment of the present invention. in step 302. the user can select and execute an

application for connecting to the home network indicated in the form of an icon

through a screen as illustrated in FIG. 4.

in step 304, the gateway performs an authentication procedure through the user an-

thentication information of the mobile terminal 10!. "l hcn. in step 305, the mobile

terminal connects to the home network. in step sun. the gateway 103 provides list in—

formation on the home devices 104 connected to the home network to the mobile

terminal l0] . The list information on the home devices “)4 may include basic in—

formation of the home devices 104. such as names, types. and the like.

Next. the mobile terminal 10], in step 30?, displays a list of devices connected to the

home network using the received device list infumtation. FIG. 5 is a diagram il—

lustrating a display example of a mobile terminal when an application for controlling

home devices of a home network system is selected on the screen oi" FIG. 4. In step

307. the user can see the list of devices 104 connected to the home network displayed

in the form of an icon through the screen as shown in FIG. 5.. and can select a specified

device 1.04.

On the other hand. the list of the home devices 104 displayed on the application can

be automatically added or deleted according to the home device 104 currently

connected to the. home network. and the shapes of icons may be set by the user. Also.

the user interface that displays the slants information of the home devices 104 or kinds

and types of control buttons is received through the gateway 103 or is directly received

from the corresponding home device 104 through the gateway 1.03. Accordingly. if

there is a new home device 104 not stored in the home network application of the

storage unit. connected to the home network during execution of the application. the

user can download a dedicated sub application of the corres ponding home device l04

that includes a user interface for displaying and controlling the status information of

the corresponding home device HM. Such a sub application may be downloaded
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through the Internet.

Accordingly. if the specified device HM is selected by the user in step 308. a signal

for requesting the current status information of the selected device 104 is transferred to

the gateway 103 in step 309. The status information or the device includes at least one

of a power orifoff state of the device, a current operation state, and a component or

material status. In step 310. the gateway 103 transfers a signal for requesting the status

information (UPIIP action) from the selected tie-vice: to the corresponding device Ill-4,

and in step 3] 1. receives the status information from the corresponding device iii-ll. in

step 312. the gateway 103 transfers the received status information to the mobile

terminal l0] through the external communication network, and in step 313. the mobile

terminal .lOloutputs a screen for displaying the status information of the device

selected by the. user and the. user interface for performing a control operation such as a

control button using the received status information. Then, in step 3L1, if a control

operation such as pressing of a control button by the user or a like input. the mobile-

ternrinal 10]. in step 315, transfers the control command to the gateway 103. and the

gateway “03. in step 316. transfers the control command [Ul’nl’ action} to the corre—

sponding device J. [)4 ol' the home network. in step 317, the. device 104 performs the

operation according- to the control conunand. Then. in step 313. the. home device 104

transfers the result r'ri‘performing the operation to the gateway ”)3 as a response to the

control command, and in step 319. the gateway 103 transfers the control command

response to the mobile terminal 10}.

Examples of the screen display. in which the user selects one of the de'Vices

connected to the home network in step 313 are shown in FIGS. (1. 7. 8. and 9. FIG. 6 is

a diagram illustrating a display example of a mobile terminal when a TV is selected on

the screen of HG. 5. As. shown in FIG. 6. the user can easily see the status information.

such as whether the power of the TV is in a turned-on state. selected channel. use time.

volume, and the like, through a status infomation window, and can remotely control

the power our/oft} use locking. and the like. through the control button positioned below

the status information window.

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a display example of a mobile terminal when a

security camera is selected on the screen of FIG. 5. As shown in FIG. '2'. the user can

see the currently captured image oi‘strearne-d security camera through the status in—

formation window. and can remotely control the. power onfol‘l' or an operation for

viewing captured images of other security cameras through the control button po—

sitioned below the status information window.

FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a display example of a mobile terminal when illu-

mination is selected on the screen of 1:16. 5. As shown in FIG. 8, the user can see the

current illumination state of the house through the status information window. and can
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set the illumination on ot‘off or vary the intensity 3 direct touch of the status in»

fttl‘t‘nalltll‘l window or another manipulation button or a user interface.

FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a display example. of a mobile terminal when a printer

is selected on the screen of F16. 5.. As shown in FIG. 9. the user can grasp the power

onlol't' state, output state, cartridge or paper grate of the printer, and can control the

power oil/off and the output of the printer.

ln addition, although not illustrated in the drawing, even in the case of a leftigerator.

the user can granp the current temperature of the refrigerator, set temperature. the

amount of loaded food as compared with a reference amount of food. existence,l

nonexistence ot'ice, and. the like, through a status display window, and can remotely

control the set temperature or power onloft' through a user interface such as a control

button or touch screen.

Also, even in the case of a washing machine. status information. such an the entrant

operation state of the washing machine. the amount of washing water. start/end time.

the necessary time, and the like. can be dis played through a status display window, and

the user can control the operation of the washing machine through a user interface such

as a control button, touch screen. and the like.

Even in the case of an air conditioner or a boiler. status information such as the.

cutTEltt temperature. set temperature, reserved setting, and the like, can be displayed

through a status display window, and the user can perfomi temperature setting,

resented setting, and the like. through a user interface such as a control button, touch

screen, and the like.

While the operation and configuration of the method and apparatus for controlling a

home network system using a mobile. terminal have been shown and described with

reference to certain embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the

art that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing

from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
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Claims

A method for controlling a home network system using :1 mobile

terminal, comprising the steps of:

the mobile terminal connecting to a gateway of a home network

through a communication network:

the mobile terminal receiving a list of devices which are connected to

the home network from the gateway oi the home network;

the mobile terminal displaying the devices connected to the home

network;

if one of the displayed devices is selected. requesting the status inr

lormation of the selected device from the selected device through the

gateway:

receiving the status information of the selected device from the. seleCted

tie vice; and

displaying the received status information and a user interface for con-

trolling the selected device.

The method for controlling a home network system using a mobile

terminal as claimed in claim 1. further comprising the step of

transferring a connol command. to the gateway ol' the home neLWtJrk if

the control corrmtand is input through the user interface for controlling

the selected device.

The method for controlling a home network system using a mobile

terminal as claimed in one of claims 1 to 2. wherein the home network

is constructed using UPni’ (Universal Plug and Play} middlcwarc.

The method for controlling a home network system using a mobile

terminal as claimed in one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the stay of the

mobile terminal connecting to the home network is performed by

executing an application for observing, the status information of the.

devices of the home network and controlling the operation of the

devices.

The method for ct'rnlrolliflg a home lichorlt system using a. mobile

terminal as claimed in one of claims l to 4, wherein the step of the

mobile terminal displaying the devices connected to the home network

comprises the steps of:

determining whether a device that is not stored in an application of the

mobile terminal exists among the devices connected to the home

network;
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if the device that is not stored in the application of the mobile terminal

exists. receiving through the gateway a sub application that includes a

user interface for displaying the status information of the device that is

not stored in the application of the mobile terminal and executing a

control operation; and

the mobile terminal displaying a list of the devices connected to the

home network in the Form titan icon.

The method for controlling a home network system using a mobile

terminal as claimed in one of claims l to 5, wherein the status in—

l'otmation of the device includes at least one of a power tinfoil state of

the device. a content operation state, and a component or material
status.

The method for controlling a home network system using a mobile

terminal as claimed in one of clai ms l to 6. wherein the step of

displaying the received status information and tilt? user interface for

controlling the selected device is pctt‘mmeti by displaying the received

status information on a status information window and displaying a

control button for controlling the selected device.

A mobile teiminal for controlling a home network system. comprising:

a display unit displaying various kinds of display mntent and

messages;

an input unit provided with a plurality of numeral keys and immoral

keys to output key input data that cot'iesponds to a key pressed by a
user:

a storage unit storing programs and data which are used when the

mobile terminal operates;

a communication unit performing whole-s5 communication with a

mobile communication base station and perfoitning communication

with a home netWork system gateway for contmlling home devices of

the home network system: and

a control unit contmlling, operations of other constituent units.

connecting to the home network. receiving a list of the devices

connected to the home network. from the home network gateway.

displaying the devices connected to the home network, if one of the

displayed devices is selected. requesting the status information oi" the

selected device from the selected device through the gateway. receiving

the status ini‘onnation of the selected device them the selected device,

and displaying the received status information and a user interface for
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controlling the selected device.

The mobile terminal for controllingr a home network system as claimed

in claim 8. wherein the storage tntit stores a home network application

for enabling the mobile terminal to grasp the status of the home devices

of the home network and to easily control the. home devices.

The mobile terminal for controlling a home network system as claimed

in one of claims 8 to 9. wherein the control unit transfers a control

command to the gateway of the home network if the control command

15 input through the user interface for controlling the selected. device.

The mobile terminal for controlling a home network system as claimed

in one ofclaims 8 to [0, wherein the home network is constructed

using. UPnP (Universal Plu g and Play) initldleware.

The mobile terminal for controlling a home network system as claimed

in one of claims 8 to l I. wherein the connection of the mobile terminal

to the home network is petiormed by executing an application for

observing the status information ol‘thc devices of the home network

and controllingr the operation of the devices.

The mobile tenninal for controlling a home network system as claimed

in claim l2. wherein a display of the devices connected to the home

nettvork includes determining whether a device that is not stored in an

application of the mobile terminal exists among the devices connected

to the home network; if the device that is not stored in the application

of the mobile terminal exists, receiving through the gateway a 5th ap—

plication that includes a user interface for displaying the status inn

formation of the device that is not stored in the application of the

mobile terminal and executing a control operation; and the mobile

terminal displaying a list of the devices connected to the home netwm'h

in the form of an icon.

The mobile terminal for controlling a home network system as claimed

in one of claims 8 to l3. wherein the status information of the device

includes at least one of a power onlofi' state of the device, a cun‘ent

opemtion state, and a component or material status.

The mobile terminal for controlling a home network system. as claimed

in one ol'claims 8 to [4, wherein a display of the received status in—

formation and the user intestine for controlling the selected device is a

ptocess of displaying the received status information on a status in-

formation window and displaying :1 control button for controlling the
selected device.
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PTOfSB/ZS

Doc Code: DIST.E.F|LE US. Patent and Trademark Office

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer - Filed Department of Commerce

Electronic Petition Request TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATEA PROVISIONAL DOUBLE PATENTING
REIECTION OVER A PENDING "REFERENCE" APPLICATION

Application Number 14948927 

Filing Date 23-Nov-2015

First Named Inventor Paul Arling

Attorney Docket Number 81 230.1 55 U59

Title oflnvention

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

E Filing of terminal disclaimer does not obviate requirement for response under 37 CFR 1.1 11 to outstandingOffice Action

E This electronic Terminal Di5claimer is not being used for a Joint Research Agreement. 

Percent Interest

Universal Electronics Inc.

The owneris) of percent interest listed above in the instant application hereby disclaims, except as provided below, the terminal
part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond the expiration date of the

full statutory term of any patent granted on pending reference Application Numberfs) 

13657176 filed on 10/22/2012

13933877 filed on 07/02/2013

14036449 filed on 09/25/2013

as the term of any patent granted on said reference application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the
grant of any patent on the pending reference application. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so granted on the instant

application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and any patent granted on the reference application are
commonly owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application and is binding upon the grantee, its
successors or assigns.

In making the above disclaimer, the owner does not disclaim the terminal part of any patent granted on the instant application

that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of any patent granted on said reference application. "as the
term of any patent granted on said reference application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the grant of
any patent on the pending reference application," in the event that any such patent granted on the pending reference

application: expires for failure to pay a maintenance fee, is held unenforceable, is found invalid by a court of competent
jurisdiction, is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321. has all claims canceled by a
reexamination certificate, is reissued, or is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as shortened

by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to its grant.
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@ Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR i.20(d] is included with Electronic Terminal Disclaimer request,

O I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(dll4). that the terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20M)
required for this terminal diaclaimer has already been paid in the above-identified application.
 

Applicant claims the following fee status:

0 Small Entity

0 Micro Entity

@ Regular Undiscounted

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and

the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 ofthe United States Code and
that such willful false statements mayjeopardize the validity ofthe application or any patent issued thereon.
 

THIS PORTION MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE SIGNATORY OR SIG NATORIES

I certify. in accordance with 37 CFR i.4(d)[4) that I am:

@ An attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark Office who is of record in
this application

Registration Number 35906

A sole inventor

Ajoint inventor;l certify that I am authorized to sign this submission on behalf of all of the inventors as evidenced by the
power of attorney in the application

Ajoint inventor: all of whom are signing this request

Si nature .

*Statement under 37 CFR 3.73lbl is required ifterminal disdaimer is signed by the assignee (owner).

Form PTO/SB/Qfi may be used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 23-Nov-2015 

Title of Il'lVEntiOl'l: SYSTEM AND MEI HOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

 

First Named InventorIApplica nt Name: Pa ul D. Arling

_Gary R. JarOSik/Gladys Negrorrmunoz
Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155U59

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(3) 

Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantlty Amount USDISI 

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-a nd-lnterference:

Post-Allowa nce—and-Post-Issuance:
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Extension-of—Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5)

. . Sub-Total in
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Doc Code: DISQ.E.FILE

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer — Approved

Application No.: 1494892?

Filing Data: 23-Nov-2015

Applicant/Patent under Reexamination: Arling et al.

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer filed on October 19, 2015

E APPROVED

This patent is subject to a terminal disclaimer

El DISAPPROVED

Approved/Disapproved by: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer automatically approved by EFS-Web

US. Patent and Trademark Office
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 1494892?

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: SYSTEM AND MEI HOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

First Named InventorlApplicant Name: Paul D. Arling

Filer: Gary R. Ja rosik/Gladys Neg ran-Munoz 

Filer Authorized By: Gar).r R. 13 rosik

Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155U59

Filing Date: 23‘NDV-201 5 

Time Stamp: 15:05:09

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a}

Payment information:

 
RAM confirmation Number 102016INTEFSW00001613502423

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:
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File Listing: 

Document . _ . File Size[Bytesll

Number Document Description File Name Message Digest 

35212

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer-Filed eTerminaI-Disclaimerpdf [aauinmnwmim finch-'91 I )730LII'33503
tililj:

Warnings: 

Information:

Fee Worksheet ($305} feeiinfopdf 32trt‘BFv-K-NEW-ifllfiowlflflulflflLcfiml9
3 57%

Warnings: 

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes] 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.5.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date {see 37 CFR
1.53(b}-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt [37 CFR 1.54} will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIE01903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New Internationalflpplication Filed with the USPTO as a Receivigg Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date {see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1310), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIRO!105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Please find below andlor attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply! if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e-mail addresstes):

jamsikg®gllawxom
chiiplnail @gllaw.con1
escohc-dol@g1 lflW.CDl]1

PTOL-9UA (Rev. W07 }
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Application No. Applicant(s)

  14/943,927 ARLING ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor to File)

ADNAN Aztz 2537 if)“ 

— The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address —
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF
THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 3'! CFR 1 .136ia). In no event. however. may a repiy be timely liled
alter SIX (5} MONTHS from the mailing date oithis communication

— If NO period tor reply is specified above. the maxtmum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6} MONTHS from the mailing date at this communication.
— Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute. cause the appiication to become ABANDONED [35 U.S.C. § 133].

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even it timely filed may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment See 3? CFFI 1 .704Ib}

Status

1 )E Responsive to communication(s) filed on 23 November 2015.

El A declaration(sjiaffidavids) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on

2a)l:I This action is FINAL. 2mm This action is non—final.

3)l:l An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4):] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Ouayie. 1935 CD. 11, 453 0.6. 213.

Disposition of Claims*

5)E Claim(s) flisiare pending in the application. 
5a) Of the above claims) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)I:I Claim(s) isiare allowed.

TJE Claim(s) i_—8 isfara rejected.

8)I:I Claim(s) is/arc objected to.

SUE] Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
 

‘ If any claims have been determined allowable. you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information. please see

httgiiiwwwusgto.govigatentsiittIt eventsigghiindexisp or send an inquiry to PPeredbackr’ipLisptogov.

Application Papers

10)l:l The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

“HE The drawing(s) filed on 23 November 2015 is/arc: a). accepted or b)|:j objected to by the Examiner

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawingjs) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheetjs) including the correction is required if the drawing(s] is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(aj—(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

all] All bjl:l Some" cjl:l None of the:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.j:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(ajj.

"' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 

 

Attachmenusj

1] E Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3] E Interview Summary (PTO—413)
‘ . . Paper NojsifMail Date.

21E Information Disclosure Statementts) [PTOrSBIEIaa anchor PTOrSBroah) 4 l:l Oth _
Paper No(s)IMaiI Date 3 “—-

U.S. Patent and Trademark Ollice
PTDL-JSBS (Rev. 1 1-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No.iMaiI Date 20151027
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Application/Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 2

Art Unit: 2687

The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent

provisions.

DETAILED ACTION

This office action is in response to application filed on 11i23/2015. Claims 1-8 are

pending in the application.

Continuity information

This application is a continuation of US. Application No. 13/933,877 filed on July

2, 2013 (now Patent No. 9,219,874), which claims the benefit of and is a continuation of

US. Application No. 13/657,176, filed on October 22, 2012 (now Patent No. 9,215,394),

which claims the benefit of US. Provisional Application No. 61/552,857, filed October

28, 2011, and U.S. Provisional Application No. 61i680,876, filed August 8, 2012.

Terminai Disclaimer

The terminal disclaimer filed on 10/19/2016 disclaiming the terminal portion of

any patent granted on this application which would extend beyond the expiration date of

patent granted on Application No. 13657176 (filed on 10/22/2012), Application No.

13933877 (filed on 07/02i2013), and Application No. 14036449 (filed on 09/252013)

has been reviewed and is accepted. The terminal disclaimer has been recorded.
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Application/Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 3

Art Unit: 2687

Information Disciosure Statement

The Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) submitted on 0422912016. is in

compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97 and has been considered.

Notice re prior art available under both pre-AiA and AM

In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same under either status.

Ciaim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 1 and 3-5 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 (a) as being unpatentable

over Hayes et al. (U.S Patent No. 7,379,778 hereinafter "Hayes"), in view of Deng

et al. {U.S Publication No. 2DDTiD165555 hereinafter referred to as "Deng").

As per claim 1, Hayes teaches a universal control engine (fig. 1 : control centric

devices 14; fig. 6: control pod 650), comprising: a processing device (fig. 2:
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Application/Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 4

Art Unit: 2687

processor 24); and a memory device having stored thereon instructions executable by

the processing device (fig. 2: memory device [such as ROM memory 26, RAM

memory 27, andfor a non-volatile memory 34]},

the instructions, when executed by the processing device. causing the universal

control engine to respond to a detected presence of an intended target appliance (fig. 1 :

appliances 12 such as televisions, VGRs, DVFls, DVD players, game consoles

etc.) within a logical topography of controllable appliances (fig. 1: col. 2, line 52 to col. 3,

line 62) which includes the universal control engine by using an identity associated with

the intended target appliance to create a listing comprised of at least a first

communication method and a second communication method different than the first

communication method for use in controlling each of at least a first functional operation

and a second functional operation of the controllable appliances (col. 7, line 19 to col. 8,

line 26: commands transmitted from the remote control may be prioritized for

appliances that are determined to be in close proximity to the remote control) and

to respond to a received request from a controlling device (fig. 1, remote controls 10:

fig. 6, portable device 600) intended to cause the intended target appliance to perform

a one of the first and second functional operations (col. 5, line 64 to col. 6, line 30} by

causing a one of a plurality of communication methods in the listing of communication

methods to be used to transmit to the intended target appliance a command for

controlling the requested one of the first and second functional operations of the

intended target appliance. (col. 6, lines 17-54; col. 13, line 6 to col. 14, line 4?; col. 15,

line 40 to col. 16, line 55: the remote control [or control pod or other control device]
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Application/Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 5

Art Unit: 2687

may utilize lFl, FIF, X-10, SCP or other communication protocols to send

commands to the target appliances}.

Hayes does not specifically disclose that the universal control engine causes a

one of the first and second communication methods in the listing of communication

methods that has been associated with the requested one of the first and second

functional operations to be used to transmit to the intended target appliance a command

for controlling the requested one of the first and second functional operations of the

intended target appliance. In other words. Hayes does not disclose using one of the first

and second communication method (e.g., via IR, RF, X-lO, SOP. etc.) for controlling a

corresponding one of the first and second functional operations (e.g., power off, volume

up, adjusting channels, etc.) of a single intended target appliance. However, in the

same field of endeavor. Deng teaches: a remote control causes a one of the first and

second communication methods that has been associated with the requested one of the

first and second functional operations to be used to transmit to the intended target

appliance a command for controlling the requested one of the first and second

functional operations of the intended target appliance (para. [0021], [0046-0048] and

[0078-0079]: activation of low power radio unit 116 exemplified by an infrared

module [i.e., a first communication method] and high power transmitting unit 118

exemplified by an IEEE802.11 communication module [i.e., a second

communication method] depends on characteristics of data to be transmitted by

the radio unit 104. If there is not a big number of data to be transmitted for some

operations such as operation for adiusting channels, volume and picture color of
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Art Unit: 2687

a TV [i.e., one of the first and second functional operations of the intended target

appliance], there is no need to actuate the high speed transmission unit 118. In

this case, the low power radio unit 116 [i.e., a first communication method] would

be utilized to transmit corresponding control command to carry out the selected

operation}.

Hayes and Deng are considered to be analogous art because they relate to

improved appliance control communication methods. Therefore, it would have been

obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed invention to

modify the control centric device (universal control engine) of Hayes by including the

feature of utilizing a plurality of communication methods to transmit the associated

commands to a single intended target appliance such as taught by Deng, so that when

the intended target appliance supports a plurality of communication methodsfprotocols.

the control device may utilize an optimal communication methodfprotocol to perform

communication with the intended target appliance.

As per claim 3, claim 1 is incorporated and the combination of Hayes and Deng

teaches: wherein the instructions cause the universal control engine to initiate a

detection of the presence of the intended target appliance within the logical topography

of controllable appliances (Hayes, col. 7, line 19 to col. 8, line 26).

As per claim 4, claim 1 is incorporated and the combination of Hayes and Deng

teaches: wherein data obtained from a communication exchanged via use of a
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Art Unit: 268?

Bluetooth communication protocol is used by the universal control engine to detect the

presence of the intended target appliance within the logical topography of controllable

appliances (Hayes, col. 3, line 43 to col. 4, line 13; col. 14, lines 11-34 and col. 16, lines

23-40: HF protocol such as Bluetooth).

As per claim 5, claim 1 is incorporated and the combination of Hayes and Deng

teaches: wherein the instruction cause the universal control engine to cause a prompt to

be displayed in a display associated with the universal control engine in response to a

detected presence of the intended target appliance within a logical topography of

controllable appliances, the prompt requesting a user to provide data indicative of the

identity associated with the intended target appliance (Hayes, col. 13, lines 6-64; fig. 6

and col. 14, line 48 to col. 15, line 15).

Claims 2 and 6-8 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 (a) as being unpatentable

over Hayes in View of Deng, and further in View of Noda et al. (U.S Patent No.

6,968,399 hereinafter referred to as “Noda").

As per claim 2, claim 1 is incorporated and the combination of Hayes and Deng

fails to teach using a highest prioritized one of the first and second communication

methods in the listing of communication methods to transmit to the intended target

appliance the command for controlling the requested one of the first and second

functional operations of the intended target appliance. However, in the same field of
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endeavor, Noda teaches: wherein an electronic device (figs. 1, 6, 8, 10: device 1) uses

a highest prioritized one of the first and second communication methods in the listing of

communication methods that has been associated with the requested one of the first

and second functional operations to be used to transmit to the intended target appliance

a command for controlling the requested one of the first and second functional

operations of the intended target appliance (col. 5, line 2 to col. 6, line 32; col. 7, line 60

to col. 8, line 20; col. 19, lines 25-65).

Hayes, Deng and Mode are considered to be analogous art because they relate

to improved appliance control communication methods. Therefore. it would have been

obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed invention to

modify the invention taught by Hayes in view of Deng by including the feature of using at

highest prioritized one of a communication method/protocol among the plurality of

communication methods/protocols in transmitting the associated command to the target

appliance such as taught by Noda, so that when the target appliance supports a

plurality of communication protocols, by stating the order of priority thereof, the optimal

communication protocol can be used to perform communication (Noda, col. 8. lines 16-

20).

As per claim 6, claim 2 is incorporated and the combination of Hayes, Deng and

Noda teaches: wherein the instructions cause the universal control engine to use at

least one characteristic associated with each of the plurality of communication methods
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in the listing to prioritize the first and second communication methods in the listing

(Noda, col. 5, line 43 to col. 6, line 5).

As per claim 7, claim 1 is incorporated and the combination of Hayes and Deng

fails to teach interrogating the intended target appliance to determine which of a plurality

of communication methods are supported by the appliance to create the listing.

However, Noda teaches initiating an interrogation of the intended target appliance to

determine which of a plurality of communication methods are supported by the

appliance for use in receiving a command for controlling at least one of the first and

second functional operations and using results obtained from the interrogation to create

the listing (Noda, fig. 7 and col. 7, line 41 to col. 8, line 20). It would have been obvious

to someone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed invention to modify the

invention taught by Hayes in view of Deng by including the feature of interrogating the

intended target appliance to determine which of a plurality of communication methods

are supported by the appliance to create the listing of communication methods such as

taught by Noda, so that on determining (based on the result of interrogation) that the

target appliance supports a plurality of communication protocols, a prioritized list of

communication methods may be created for the intended target appliance and one of

the optimal communication protocols may be subsequently used to send commands for

controlling one of the functional operations of the intended target appliance {Noda col.

8, lines 16-20).
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As per claim 8, claim 1 is incorporated and the combination of Hayes and Deng

fails to teach initiating a test communication with the intended target appliance via use

of at least one test communication method and omitting the at least one test

communication method from the listing of communication methods when the at least

one test communication method fails to elicit a performance by the intended target

appliance of the at least one of the first and second functional operations. However,

Noda teaches initiating a transmission of a test communication for controlling at least

one of the first and second functional operations of the intended target appliance via

use of at least one test communication method and to cause the device to omit the at

least one test communication method from the listing of communication methods for use

in controlling the at least one of the first and second plurality of functional operations of

the intended target appliance when the at least one test communication method fails to

elicit a performance by the intended target appliance of the at least one of the first and

second functional operations (col. 7', line 41 to col. 8, line 10 and col. 19, lines 18-53). It

would have been obvious to someone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

claimed invention to modify the invention taught by Hayes in View of Deng by including

the feature of performing a test communication with the intended target appliance such

as taught by Noda, so that based on the result of the test communication, the control

device may determine the communication methodsfprotocols supported by the target

device and may subsequently use one of the supported protocols while sending the

command for controlling one of the functional operations of the target device.
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Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Refer to PTO-892, Notice of References Cited for a listing of

analogous art.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to ADNAN AZIZ whose telephone number is (571) 270-

7536, (Fax: 571 -270-8536). The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday

(9am — 6pm Eastern Time),

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner‘s

supervisor, FIRMIN BACKER can be reached on 571-272-6703. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571 -272-1000.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99]

 

 

Examiner Name I Aziz. Adrian  
Attorney Docket Number lawmtssuss 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s}:

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication
X from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.9?(e)(1).

OR

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and. to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

El any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.5B(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 197(c)(2).

See attached certification statement.

The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

A certification statement is not submitted herewith.

SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33. 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4[d} for the

form of the signature.
 

Signature lGary R. Jamsikl Date {YYY'Y-MM-DD) 2016-04-29 

NamelPrint Gary R. Jarosik Registration Number 5906 

This collection of information is required by 37' CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete. including gathering. preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US.

Patent and Trademark Office. US. Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES 0R COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement
 

 
‘l.

The Privacy Act of 1974 {P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly. pursuant to the requirements of the Act. please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2): (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary: and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to
process andior examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information. the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process andl‘or examine your submission. which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. in the course of presenting evidence to a

court. magistrate, or administrative tribunal. including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual. to whom the record pertains. when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974. as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552alm).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed. as a routine use. to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization. pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 131) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to the Administrator. General Services. or
hisfher designee. during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose. and any other relevant (i.e.. GSA or Commerce] directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine Use. to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further. a record

may be disclosed. subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14. as a routine use. to the public if the record was filed in
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a Federal. State. or local law

enforcement agency. if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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(programmable adj remote adj controle
E(universal adj control adj engine)

E(UCE)) and (smart adj phone) :
E(control$6 adj deice} and (appliance or
(media adj center) or (home adj E
Etheaterj) and interrogat$3 same
‘ rioritiz$3 \\\\\

540 and ((wireless adj IR) (IRadj E2014/04f26:
E5igna|$1j with (GEC adj ccmmand$1j 3 ' 3
:(0501 (HDMI adj interface) (HDMIII

 

 
2014;04/26E

:16:24 3
 

 
  

   
  

  
 

 

  
 

 

 

 
 andEprloj-ltleg) . 

  
 
 

Euniversal adj remote adj control and 2014704726:
Eappliance$1 and prioritize$1 ::1e:29

 
 
   
 
  

2014704726:

E16:30 3
  :843 and ((wirelese adj IR) (IR adj

:signal$t) with (CEO adj command$1j
:(CECI (HDMI adj interface] (HDM|))

u.m...m..m...“um“...mmmm._uuu..muuu.“um“...mmm.“ “mummmu.m“; “mmmummumI. _......_..._.mm...........................

remote adj control) with (transmit$3)E :2014IO4I26E
:with (command$1) with (prioritize$1) :16:34 3
Ewith (appliance$1)] E
 
 
 
 

 
  

: “mum.“ m.m.m..m...~ Wmumuummu:

E((remote adj control) with (macro adj
Eccmmand$1i with (multiple adj
Ecommand adj protoco|$1) with
E(control$4) with (appliance$1) with
(Etunction$1) (functional adj

‘ peration$1j with(pricritiz$3))m
WMWM“ uu “wvwww‘

 

 
2:014704725‘:
17.33 :
 
 

   
 

 
  

  remote adj oontrol$1) with (macro adj:
:command$1) and (multiple adj
Ecommand adj protocol$1))

2014/04f26E

:17:37 : 
  

 
 _ 508(2201/201 or (ccsc22c1i21) or :2014/047303

E(GOBC2201I33) or {508(2201/40) or :1222 a
:(60802201/411 or (G08C2201f91).cpc. sE

 

 
 

 

  
 

 E548 and ((remcte adj control$1j with E2014i04/30:
(multiple plural$3 ditferent) : 12:33 3
:with(command) (communication) with
:(protccol$1)) E

  
 
 

 
 9 and (macro near5 command$1j :2014/04/30E

12:34 5  
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E861E5 E§0and(prioritiz$3} EUSPGPUB;EOR EON E2014m4r30§
EUSPAT; E1234

«manner; « ...‘_..._‘..W \W

E:(H04L121261) or ( H04L12I‘282) or E2614I64rsoE
(H04L121281 4) or (HO4L12!2818) or - 12:40 E

E(H04L1212803} or (H04L12r‘2809).cpc. - E

  

i

E852 and ((remdte adj contro|$1) with E2014ro41303
E(multipie plural$3 different) - 12:40 =

Ewith(command) (communication) with ' 3 i
E(protocol$1)) ‘

3 and (macro near5 command$1) E2014i04f30E

E864 and (prioritizSS) E2014/04r30E
E - E 12; 41 :

E852 and ((remote adj control} :E E2014ro4130E

E(univer6a| adj remote adj control) with .; E12:41 ‘
E(wireless adj IF!) (lFiadj signai$1j with:E 3 5
E(CEC adj ccmmand$1) (CEO) (HDMI adjE
Einteriace) (HDMI) with (transmit$4) E
Ewith (command$1) with (target

Eapplianceflm (control$6 adj
pIIance$1))

ES56 and ((bi-dIrectIonaI)(biadj 2014110430
EdirectionaJ) near10 (communication adjE E1245 3
protocol$1)) = ‘ 3 E

2014164130E
12:46 2

E2014J'O4I’SOE
E1246

E Irectiona!) (bi adj directional) E E E 014104I‘30E
Enear10 (communication adj ' E1250 3
protocol$1)] ‘ ' i ‘ ‘

E360 and ((prioritiz‘55) with (list matrix
protoccl$1)j

E8621E1362 E861 and (prioritiz$5j E2014164130E
i E s - s E12: 51 i
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2014/0430:E362 and (macro near5 command$1) .
E 12. 51

 

56121164156:E362 and ((remote adj oontrol$1) with
12:52

[multiple plura|$3 diiterent) :

Ewithicommand) (communication) with
(protocol$1)) =

 

2014/0430:
:12 55

  36E4 and ((remote adj control) :
E(universa| adj remote adj control) with
Eiwireless adj IR) (lRadj signal$1j
Etinirared) with (DEC adj command$1j
EiCEC) (HDMI adj interface) (HDMI) withE
Eitransmit$4j with (command$1) with ‘
Eitarget applianoe$1) icontrol$6 adj
appliance-$13)
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;

E$5 and ((bidirectional) (bi adj E2014/D4f30E
Edirectionai} with (communication adj E1256 ‘
protocol$1)) 5

 
  

366 and (prioritiz$5) :2014/04/30i
E 12:56 3  

 E367 and {macro near5 command$1) E2014l04/30E
5 E13: 07 :
 

 
  

 
 

E((30801 7/02] or (60801928) or
(G06C23f04) or ((305815102).cpc.
  :2014/0‘” on:

:13: 09 =

E369 and ((bidirectional) (bi adj E2014/04I30:
Edirectionai) neariD (communication adjE E13: 11 *
Eprotocol$1)) :
  
  

 

 
 

  

 

  
 
 

 
  

  

E370 and ((remote adj control$1) with
(multiple plural$3 ditto-rent) :

Ewithicommand) (communication) with E
Eiprotocol$1n *

E2014ID4I‘30E
13:11 i

201 4/ 041'30E

E1312 E

E2014I11/10:
:16: 32 =
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E2014111/10g

  

  

 

remote) nearS (device apparaius

Econtrol)) with ttbridge adj device)
Etcontrol adj engine) (relay adj device)

ntermediaia adj device”

:875 and (multiple plural$3 dilfereni E2014/11I'1D§
gappropriata) same ((command) 3 ' 3
gtcommunication) neariO tprotocnl$1
‘ rma1$1))

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

g2014111r10§E877 and (multiple plural$3 d‘rlfereni
;17:31

gappropriate) same ((command)
gtcommunication) near10 tprotocol$1

 

 
  

 
 

I879 and (@ad<"20111028"_ E2014I11r1o;
@rlad<"20111028"} E1133

  

  

E2014I11r10§SBUandtpnomiz$5j ‘ j
s 18:30

 
 

 
  
   
  
 

 
 

‘5551‘gag;‘aare;‘1811511543I258“‘ Ebilii'fiiié:
ttcuntrol$4i smart portable remote) Eg11:35

. “mum“; “mum“..mm “mumm.uu..muuu‘uuuuu‘uuuuu‘uuuuu‘uummuumummu.‘ umummmumm‘: ummm..mmmm: mmmummm- uu“umumummn:

E882 and ttinterrogat$3 pull$3 quer$3 E2014I11r‘12E
Einquir$3) near10 (target intended 11:35 3
Ecomrollable) neard (appliance$1
Edevice$1)) same ((command
gcomrnunication) near12 (protocdl$1

  

32014111112;
91:39 5
  
 
 

 

gtrelay adj device) (intermediate adj

gdevicen samettinierrogat$3 poll$3

Eintanded controllable} near4
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gtappliance$1 device$1}) same
gttcommand communication) near12

‘gtprotocol$1 tormat$1 method$1mummu‘ mumummm uu..muuu.“uunu‘uuuuu‘uuuuu‘uuuuu‘uuuummm..mmm... umummummm.‘ .‘munm‘mmum.‘ mumummm........................

gttcontrol$4 smart portable remote) E EON E2014i11f12E
gnearS (device apparatus contro|)) sameg E:11 41 E
gttinterrogat$3 poll$3 quer$3 inquir$3) ‘ =

naar‘lO (target intended controllable)
gnear4 (appliance$1 devica$1)) same
gttcommand communication) near12
gtprotocol$1 iormat$1 met hod$1
‘ hnique$1))

gprotocol near2 list$4 same protocol
gnaar5 priority

  
  
  
  
  

  
 

   

 

 
 

014711712

E17: 40 =  

 

 

  
 

  
  

EEG and (remote near2 oontrol$4) g2014t1‘lt12E
E1740

E2015701r20E
E10:32 E

ESSB and (tappliance) near6 (control$4))g E20152’01f20E
gsame ((control$4 smart portable g 16: 34 =
remote) near3 (device apparatus

goontrol)) with ((bridge adj device)
gtoontrol adj engine) (relay adj device)

termediate adj device))

gttPamzi) near2 (Ammari)).inv.

 
 

 
 
 
 

  

  

 

 

E2015r01r20

E:17 12 =

 

 
  
  
 

 
 

E2015201720Egtt Arsham) near2 (Hatambeiki)).inv‘ ‘
s 17:17

 

   E2015101r20Egear and (tappliance) nears toontroi$4))E 17: 47gsame ((control$4 smart portable
gremote) near3 (device apparatus
EcontrOIJ) with ((bridge adj device)

Etcontrol adj engine) (relay adj devioe)

gttGraham) near2 (Williams)).invt E2015/O1f20:
g 17:51 3  

  gags and ((applianoe) naar6 (oontrol$4))E E2015/01r‘20E
gsame ttcontrol$4 smart portable E17: 51 =
remote) near3 (device apparatus

goontrol)) WIth (tbrldge adj devroe)

gtcontrol adj engine) (relay adj devroe)

  
  
  

 
2

. .mmmm mummumm .m...m..m..rm..mu..m“umm‘mmHm a.m.m.“m...“mmumu. mmmum.m.mm: mmunmmuumu‘ mumumm‘d uuu.-.mmm.m“m:
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E505 ;247 EijPaul) near2 (Arling)).inv. E2015/05/22;

E17:0e

E2015/05I‘22;
E17:17 ‘

E((F’atrick) near2 (HayesHinv.

mm...i 

  

  E596 and (( appliance) nears (control$4))E E2015i05i22;
Eaame ((control$4 smart portable ‘ 17:18 E

Eremote) near3 (device apparatus 3
Econtrol)) with ((bridge adj device)
E(contro| adj engine) (relay adj device)
E(interrnediate adj device) (UGE)
Eiuniversal adj control adj engine))“mm-3 ‘nv-Ww -mmmmnm-mwvrnm»“mmmhm‘manmw-vunmmvmmmn“ " mm “my-hmhmw-vw‘ \mmm--“-v----3

E"3154381".pn. E2015i06f14;
: 2219 E

  
  
  
  

  

  

 

 

   
 

20020089427" I "20020194598“ I 2015/06f14E
22: 19 =  

 
 
 
 

 
 

E"20040070491" | "20040148632" |
E”20050102699" | "20060041655" I
E"20060161865" | “20070229465“ | 3
51623887“ | "4774511" i "4959810" | E
E"?102615" | "7155305" ) "7167122" |

 

   
 

,.,m..,.,,,,.m.,. ,nnn,n.,n.,n,nnn.,n,h.,n.,n,n.mlnnnmnmne h,.,,,,.,m,..m.m“: m,,,,,..,,,..,m..m: “mm.““mne nn,.m.,.,m.,m,.m:

9 and (multiple plural$3 different E2015406f14E
gvarious several many appropriate) sameE E2223
E((command) (communication) near1D ‘ E
E(protocol$1 format$1 method$1))

 

  

 
  

  
 

: “mum": inflammvmme “mammmwmmumnmmmmwnmwmmmm .mmmmw mmmnnmmms Newman-«me ‘Wmflmmmm:

E((select$4) nears (command$1 or E2015/U7/06E
Eoperation$1)) with ((priori$8 or ; E19: 02 ‘
Epriorit$3 or preter$4) near6 (protocol$1E E
Eor communication adj protocol$1 or E

mmunication adj method$t))
.......................................................................2 ‘..mumumumm.: u“mmmummm: mummummt u‘“ummuum‘um;

2004/0255056") .URPN. “ 015107f06

  
  

  

   
 

  2002012087 " | "20020124094" I
20030099286" | "20030128669" |

E"20030204606" | "20040071101" |
E”2004U255056" | "5068338" |
E"5375U18" | “5430727" ) "5491691“ I
E”5887263" | "5889470" j "6396531" |
E"6532229“ | “6535504" ) “6564066“ |
E"6594715" | "6650658' ) “6668041" |
E”6301570" | "6875725" ) "6952430" |
E"69705U1" | "6987754” E '7027405" I

l
l
l
l

  
  
  
  
 

  

; 2015107!er
E19:03 ‘

 
 
 

 
 

E”7203725“ | “7212536" “7263174“ |
E”7302698“ | "7359434" "7388945“ |

7391780" | "7418513" '7478031"I

7584295" | #7668959"
"8108500WWWWWWWW WWW WW‘ S;104; WW'EEE")brIdgecontrol$4 relay IntermedIate) EEUSPGPUB;E|0Fl E I2015/UTI'21
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EEnearB (device engine” same ((select$4EUSPAT E2242
CEhoos$3 piCk$2 elect$4) nears EFPRS; 5
Etcommand$1 or operation$1)) with E;EPO JPO;
E((priori$8 or priorit$3 or prefer$4) EEDERWEINIT
Enearfi (protocol$1 or communication adjE 3
Eprotocol$1 or communication adj
‘ ethod$1))

;((bridge control$4 relay intermediate) E2015l07f21§
Eneara (device engine)) same ((issue E2247 5
Etransmit$4 select$4j nearB ‘
E(command$1 or operation$1)) with
((priori$8 or priorit$3 or prefer$4)

nears (protoool$1 or communication adjE
Eprotocol$1 or communication adj

 

  

 
 

   
  
 

 
  
   
  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  2015/07/21;
E23;02 3

  
E((bridge oontrol$4 relay intermediate)
Enearfi (device engine)) same ((issue

Etransmit$4 aeleot$4j nears
Elcommand$1 or operation$1)) with
E[(severa| plurality multiple numerous
many multitudinous multitudinal
Eplural$3 differ$3 distinct$3 variet$3
Evarious or divers$3 more adj than adj
Eone varied) nearo‘ (protoco|$1 or
Eoommunication adj protocol$1 or

201507721;
23:03

 
  

 
 

 "E‘éiiiéi‘c‘fii‘é‘i";
23:03  . 106 and ((priori$8 or priorit$3 or

Eprefer$4) nears (protocol$1 or
Eoommunication adj protocol$1 or
Eoommunication adj method$1))

 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 

 
 

  E((bridge control$4 relay intermediate) 2
Enearfi (device enginefl same ({select$4)E
Enearfi (command$1 or operation$1)) ‘-
Ewith ((several plurality multiple
numerous many multitudinous E
Emultitudinal plural$3 ditter$3 distinct$3E
Evariei$3 various or divers$3 more adj
Ethan adj one varied) near6 (protocol$1
Eor communication adj protocol$1 or ‘

E2015;o7r21§
E23:11 a

 
 

  
 
 

bridge control$4 relay intermediate) :2015/07/213
Enearfi (device engine”. same (issue ‘E2321
  

‘3

E2015107/21E

E2338 3

 

  
 EnearB ll F1 and RH) same ((single

Intended) near4 (appliance target adj

Eappliancen

ssue transmit$4 select$4) with E2015ro7/21g
E((several plurality multiple numerous E2340 :
many multitudinous multitudinal

Eplura|$3 differ$3 distinct$3 variet$3

Evarious or divers$3 more adj than adj
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Eone varied) nears (protocol$1 or
Eoommunication ad] protocol$1 or
Eoommunication adj method$1)) same
‘E((Single intended) near4 (appliance

tEargetadjWagolianc3))

E(remote adj control$4j withj((SEelect$4)
Enearfi (command$1 or operation$1))
Ewith ((priori$8 or priorit$3 or preter$4jE

gneara (protoco|$1 or communication adjE
Eproiocol$1 or communication adj
:method$1)}

E((volume) neaIB (IR CECII same
((power) nears {RF CEO HDMIJ)

 
 

   
  
 

 
 

2015/03/er
E2323 = 

 
 

 

 

 

 E2015iOBfO7E
14:57 ‘

 

 Paul) near2 (Arling)).inv. E2015/12IOIE
E2344  

  
 
 

 
 

E2015I'12IO1E
E20:44
  E3129 and ((appliance] nearB

chontrol$4)) same ((control$4 smart
Eportable remote) nearB [device
Eapparatus control)) with ((bridge adj

Edevica) (control adj engine))(relay adj

E({ Brian) near2 (Barnett))_inv. E2015} 1 2f01E
E2347 5  

  E2015112I01§
E2350 %  

 

\ E ({13;};‘F;g2;E‘EWM;a;53‘:TIE::“““““““““N“WW: “N““R‘WN ““5 mm‘““m““\““.3 “m‘m‘m‘m‘.

  

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

Paul) near2 (Arlingjjjnv. E2016/10f26E
E17:11

E31 41 and ((bridge control$4 relay : E2016/10f26E
Eintermediate set—top set adj top) neara E17: 13 5
Ejdevioe engine appliance box unitj) E
Esame ((issue iransmii$4 select$4j
Enoarfi (command$1 or operation$1))

Esame ((several plurality multiple
numerous many multiludinous E
Emultitudinal plural$3 differ$3 distInct$3E
Evariet$3 various or divers$3 more adj
Ethan adj one varied) nearB (protocol$1
Eor communIcatIon adj protocol$1 or
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$6143 g13 $6141 and ttvolume} nears (IFICEG)) gLJSPGPUBfiOFi gON g2016r10/26g
gsame ((power) nearB (RF CEO HDMIJ) gUSPAT; $17: 29 :

gueoce;

:;EPO JPO;
gDiEFlWENT

gttFiamzi) near2 (Ammari)).inv. E2016j10f26§
g g - 3 3 g17:38 3

"RigaQfiijmai‘e‘é‘iéi‘iigi‘gh‘ééi‘IZiij‘i‘I‘HJ‘““‘““g ‘15‘6‘16‘1‘1‘ 01'26
' 3 17:40 =

 
55145 and (tbridge contr0l$4 relay g2016i10f26§
gintermediate set-top set adj top) nears g; ' g17:41 3
gtdevice engine appliance box unitjj ‘- ' i
same (tissue transmit$4 select$4j
:fnearfi (commandifit 0r 0perati0n$1))
gsame (tseveral plurality multiple
numerous many multitudinous g

gmultitudinal plural$3 differ$3 dislinct$3 g;
gvariet$3 various or divers$3 more adj :-
gthan adj one varied) nears (protecol$1
gor communication adj protocol$1 or ‘
geommunication adj method$1jl

gS147g2695 gttGrahamj near2 (WIlliamej).inv. ;g g2016/10126g
g17:44

gs147 and (tbridge contr0|$4 relay :2016110126g
gintermediate set——top set adj top) nears g5 :17: 44 ‘
gtdevice engine appliance box unitjj 5 ' ‘ 3
same (tissue transmit$4 select$4j
gnearG (command$1 or operation$1jj

gsame ttseveral plurality multiple
:gnumerous many multitudinous

gmultitudinal plura|$8 differ$3 distinct$3
gvariet$3 various or divers$3 more adj
gthan adj one varied) nears tprotocol$1
E0r communication adj prot000l$1 or i

rnrnunication adj method$1))

: 20030095156" 1 "20040163073" 1 g ;g g2016!10f26§
g"20040210933" | "20060163616" | guseAT g16:50 5
g"20060227032" 1 “20030005764" | s

E"20090239587" | "20100134317" |
”20100138?64" | “20110273287" |
"201 102891 13" 1 “20120242526" |

g"20120249690" | "20120274547" |
g”20120278693” | "20120291128" |

|g"20120330e43" | "20130107131"
g"20140065059" | “6529556“ |
g"6968399" 1 “7379776" 1 "7619393" |

: 1.59%.?€92fi..l..ff§§Z§§§§il;El§l-.

gS15iJ 120 gttbridge control$4 relay intermediate geettdp set-top set adj top) nears
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(device engine appliance box uniIJ) HEDGE;

Esame (issue transmi1$4 select$4) with EFPRS;
§(both) with IRth RF s‘;EPO JPO;

i ERWENT   

1D! 28/ 2016 5:37:07 PM
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE PRESORTED

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS FIRST—CLASS MAIL

P.O.BOX 1450 US POSTAGE PAID
_ POSTEDIGITAL

ALEXANDRIA VA 22313 1451 NNNNN

GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP
77 WEST WACKER DRIVE

SUITE 3100

CHICAGO, IL 60601—1732

Courtesy Reminder for

Application Serial No: 14/948,927

Attorney Docket No: 81230.155U89
Customer Number: 34018

Date of Electronic Notification: 1 1/04/2016

 
This is a courtesy reminder that new correspondence is available for this

application. If you have not done so already, please review the

correspondence. The official date of notification of the outgoing

correspondence will be indicated on the form PTOL-90 accompanying the

correspondence.

An email notification regarding the correspondence was sent to the following

email address(es) associated with your customer number:

jarosikg@gtlaw.com

chiipmail@gtlaw.com

escobedot@gtlaw.com

To view your correspondence online or update your email addresses, please

visit us anytime at https://sportal.uspto.gov/secure/myportal/privatepair.

If you have any questions, please email the Electronic Business Center (EBC)

at EBC@uspto.gov or call 1-866-217-9197.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Arling _) Examiner: Aziz, Adnan

Application No.: 14/948192? i Attny Doe: 81230.155US9

Filing Date: November 23, 2015 i Art Unit: 2637

Title: System And Method For i
Optimized Appliance Control)

RE SPONSE

Commissioner For Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action dated November 4, 2016, please consider the Remarks

which begin on page 2 of this paper

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any fee deficiency to deposit account number

50—2428 in the name of Greenberg Traurig, LLPA

Certificate of Electronic Transmission: I hereby certify that this document and its attachments are being

electronically transmitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office via EFS-Web on this 3151 day of
January. 2017.

lGladys Negron-Munoz!
Gladys Negron—Munoz

CH.l $913269.”
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us, Application No. nausea?

REMARKS

In the application claims 1-8 remain pending.

The pending claims stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over

Hayes (US 7,379,778) in view ofDeng (US 2007113165555).

The reconsideration of this rejection is requested.

In the Office Action it was asserted that Hayes discloses “using an identity associated

with the intended target appliance to create a listing comprised of at least a first communication

method and a second communication method different than the first communication method for

use in controlling each of at least a first functional operation and a second functional operation of

the controllable appliance.“ Based upon this purported disclosure within Hayes, it was asserted

that the claims are rendered obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

Turning now to Hayesfl it is respectfully submitted that Hayes does not disclose, teach, or

suggest using an identity associated with an intended target appliance to create a listing

comprised of at least a first communication method and a second communication method

different than the first communication method for use in controllingMat least a first

functional operation and a second functional operation of the controllable appliance as relied

upon in rejecting the claims at issue.

As correctly noted in the Office Action‘ Hayes discloses a system in which a remote

control uses location data to determine which command code sets to use when transmitting

commands to one or more appliances. Specifically. Hayes discloses that commands transmitted

from the remote control may be prioritized for appliances [in the plural] that are determined to be

in close proximity to the remote control at any given time (Col. 8, lines 13-26). Nowhere does

Hayes disclose. teach, or suggest that the identity of an appliance is used to create a listing

CH.l 6?9‘!8269vf 2
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wherein a first communication method and a second communication method are identified for

use in controlling each Qfa first functional operation and a second functional operation of th_at

identified appliance as claimed. That Hayes fails to disclose this claimed “creation” aspect is

particularly evidenced by the acknowledgement in the Office Action that Hayes does not

disclose using a created listing such that a one of the first and second communication methods

that has been associated with the requested one of the first and second functional operations is

used to transmit to the intended target appliance a command for controlling the requested one of

the first and second functional operations. (0A, pg. 5). In short, while Hayes may ggngrgllg

disclose that the remote centrol may use one of first and second communication protocols, such

as IR, RF, X-lO, SCP, etc., to transmit commands to appliances as asserted, Hayes does not

disclose, teach, or suggest using an identi'fi.‘ rgfan amplimtce to create a fistr'ng wherein at least

two of such communication protocols, such as IR, RF, X—l 0, SCP, etc, are identified for use in

controlling each of first and second functional operations of the identified appliance as claimed,
 

Thus, because Hayes does not disclose using an identify of an appliance to create the

claimed listing as relied upon in rejecting the claims at issue, it is respectfiilly submitted that the

rejection of the claims under 35 U_S.C. § 103 must be withdrawn.

Turning now to Deng, it is respectfully submitted that Deng also fails to disclose, teach,

or suggest using an identify of an appliance to create a listing as claimed. Rather, Deng

describes that a remote control may transmit communications to any appliance using one of a

low power unit or a high power unit. In Deng, the one ofthe low power unit or the high power

unit is selected for use based upon a characteristic of the data to be transmitted without regard to
 

any identity of the intended target device. (llll 0021, 0046—0048, 0078, and 0079). Thus, because

Deng also fails to disclose, teach, or suggest using an identigj of an appliance to create a listing

CH.l 6?9‘l'8269vf 3
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as claimed, it is respectfully submitted that nothing within Deng can be said to suggest

modifying Hayes to arrive at the exact invention claimed. For this further reason it is

respectfully submitted that the rejection ofthe claims under 35 U.S.C. § 103 must be withdrawn.

Conclusion

Based upon the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that the rejection of the claims

under 35 U.S.C. § 103 must be withdrawn.

Applicant reserves the right to argue that one or more of the dependent claims are also

allowable over the art of record. Such arguments have not been presented herein for the sake

of brevity as it is believed that independent claim I should be found to allowable in the first

instance.

Respectfully Submitted;

_ffim/

Date: January 3], 20] 7 By: Gary R. Jarosik. Reg. No. 35,906

Greenberg Traurig, LLP

77 West Wacker Drive, Suite 3100

Chicago, Illinois 6060|

(312) 456-8449

 

CH.l 6?9‘!8269vf _|.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Nurn ber: 1494892?

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: SYSTEM AND MEI HOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

First Named InventorlApplicant Name: Paul D. Arling

Filer: Gary R.Jarosik/Gladys Negron-Munoz 

Filer Authorized By: Gar).r R. Ja rosik

Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155US9

Filing Date: 23‘NOV-201 5 

Time Stamp: 15:15:46

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Payment information:

Document Document Descri “on File SizeiBytesll Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part inp (if appl.)

136508
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Warnings:
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Multipart DescriptioanDF files in .zip description

AmendmeniIReq. Reconsideration-After Non-Final Reject
 

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Madein an Amendment
 

Warnings:

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes)

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents.
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. it serves as evidence oi receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date l[see 37 CFR
1.53(bHdi and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt [37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOIBOB indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.5.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt. in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date [see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date [Form PCTIROI105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national secu rity, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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DOC: Code: TRANLET

Document Description: Transmittal Letter QTOlSBr‘Ei {07-09)
Approved tor use through 0713 ”2012 Oly. El 0651 003']

U3 Patent and Trademark Oilice: U. _5 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE' ‘. ._ n. '.' .. .97' .1 . ‘.'..‘J' 'l. .. '.'.

Application Number I14,943 927
TRANSMlTTAL FEW-q 9am I 1122312015

FORM

A“ UN“ I258?

 

 

Examine: Name .. . .. Aztz. Annan
(it: be used fiyr ail calmsponcierice after :mnal filing} I

Attorney Docket Number .. .
_ Total NUInberolPages In This Submission —81230.-55US§

ENCLOSU RES (Check all that appiy) _

CI After Allowance Communication to TCFee Transmittal Form Drawings)

Appeal Communication to Board
El Fee Attached Licensing-tabled Papers of Appeals and Interferences

Amendmonnfinpty Petition

El Petition to Convert to aAfter Final Provisional Application

D Power of Attorney RevocationAffidavitsideclarationtsl Change or Con‘ospondence Address

Appeal Communication in TC.
{Appeal Notice, Brief, Reply Brien

Proprietary lnfwmation

Status Letter

other Ennliisur:a(s} (please Identify
below):

DUDE]DE!
Extension of Time Request Terminal Disclaimei

Express Abandonment Request REGU051 for Pfiflifld

information Disclosme Statement CD: Number of 30(5)

.....D Landscape Table on CD
Certified Copy of Priority
Documenttsl

Reply to Missing Parts;r
incomplete Application

Reply lo Missing Pants
under 3.7 CFR1.52 or 1.53

" ' SIGNATURE or APPLICANT ATTORNEY 0R AGENT
Firm Name

Greenberg".raun'g. LLP- Customer No. 34018

t

Printed name

3- CERTIFECATE 0F TRANSMESSIONIMMLING "

l hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted to the USFTO or deposited with the United States Postal Service with
sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, F' O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1451} on
the date shown below;

I Signature .fGIaoys Norman—Munoz“

-. Typed or printed name Gladys Megan-Munoz E January 31, 201?
This ooliemion of infomalinn :5 reqmred by 37' (ti-“R 1.5. The inlcurnation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the USPTO ltJ
pro-Jess) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U 5-3.8 122 and 3? CFR 1.11 andt 14. This collection is estimated to 2 hours to complete, including
gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application form in the USPTO. Time will vat): depending upon the Individual case. Any comments on the
amount of time you require to complete this lnnn andi'nr suggestions for refluctng this burden, should he sent to the Chief Inlorrnatinn Officer. US Patent and
Ttatlemark Office. us. Department of Commerce. PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OP. COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1459.

 
ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call FREOORPTORQTQQ and safest option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 {P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly,
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b}(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary:
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Cfiice is to process andlor examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process andior examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedian or
abandonment of the application or expiration ofthe patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

'5
The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the
Freedom of Information Act (5 USE. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 5523}. Records from
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, in the course of
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of
Congress submitting a request involving an indiwdual, to whom the record pertains, when the
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the
record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to a contractor of the
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974. as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552atm).
A record related to an international Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Internationai Bureau of the
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuantto the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal
agency for purposes ot National Security review (35 U.S.C. 131) and for review pursuant to
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218tci).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as
part of that agency’s responsibility to recommend improvements in records management
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2905. Such disciosure shall
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations goveming inspection of records for this
purpose, and any other relevant (is, GSA or Commerce} directive. Such disclosure shalt not
be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after
either publication cithe application pursuant to 35 U.S.C:. 122th} or issuance of a patent
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further. a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public ifthe record was filed in an application which
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an
issued patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State,
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential
violation of law or reguiation.
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PTOfSB/ZS

Doc Code: DIST.E.F|LE US. Patent and Trademark Office

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer - Filed Department of Commerce

Electronic Petition Request TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATEA PROVISIONAL DOUBLE PATENTING
REIECTION OVER A PENDING "REFERENCE" APPLICATION

Application Number 14948927 

Filing Date 23-Nov-2015

First Named Inventor Paul Arling

Attorney Docket Number 81 230.1 55 U59

Title oflnvention

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

E Filing of terminal disclaimer does not obviate requirement for response under 37 CFR 1.1 11 to outstandingOffice Action

E This electronic Terminal Disdaimer is not being used for a Joint Research Agreement. 

Percent Interest

Universal Electronics Inc.

The owneris) of percent interest listed above in the instant application hereby disclaims, except as provided below, the terminal
part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond the expiration date of the

full statutory term of any patent granted on pending reference Application Numbeds) 

14936977 filed on 11/10/2015

as the term of any patent granted on said reference application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the
grant of any patent on the pending reference application. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so granted on the instant

application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and any patent granted on the reference application are
commonly owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted on the instant application and is binding upon the grantee, its
successors or assigns.

In making the above disclaimer. the owner does not disdaim the terminal part of any patent granted on the instant application

that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of any patent granted on said reference application, "as the
term of any patent granted on said reference application may be shortened by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to the grant of

any patent on the pending reference application." in the event that any such patent granted on the pending reference
application: expires for failure to pay a maintenance fee, is held unenforceable, is found invalid by a court of competent

jurisdiction. is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR1321, has all claims canceled by a
reexamination certificate, is reissued. or is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as shortened

by any terminal disclaimer filed prior to its grant

@ Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20ld) is included with Electronic Terminal Disclaimer request.
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O I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(dil4), that the terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20[d)
required for this terminal disclaimer has already been paid in the above-identified application.
 

Applicant claims the following fee status:

0 SmallEntity

0 Micro Entity

@ Regular Undiscounted

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are trUe and that all statements made on information and
beliefare believed to be true; and further thatthese statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and
the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 ofthe United States Code and

that such willful false statements mayjeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.
 

THIS PORTION MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE SIGNATORY OR SIG NATORIES

I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR li4td)l4] that I am:

@ An attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark Office who is of record in
this application

Registration Number 35906

A sole inventor

Ajoint inventor; I certify that I am authorized to sign this submission on behalf of all of the inventors as evidenced by the

power of attorney in the application

Ajoint inventor; all of whom are signing this request

[Gary R JarDSik/l

_Gary R JarOSik
*Statement under 37 CFR 373(b) is required ifterminal disclaimer'Is signed by the assignee (owner).
Form PTO/SB/96 may be used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 23-Nov-2015 

Title of Il'lVEntiOl'l: SYSTEM AND MEI HOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

 

First Named InventorIApplica nt Name: Pa ul D. Arling

_Gary R. JarOSik/Gladys Negrorrmunoz
Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155U59

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(3) 

Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantlty Amount USDISI 

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-a nd-lnterference:

Post-Allowa nce—and-Post-Issuance:
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Extension-of—Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5)

. . Sub-Total in
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Doc Code: DISQ.E.FILE

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer — Approved

Application No.: 1494892?

Filing Data: 23-Nov-2015

Applicant/Patent under Reexamination: Arling

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer filed on March 10_ 2017

E APPROVED

This patent is subject to a terminal disclaimer

El DISAPPROVED

Approved/Disapproved by: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer automatically approved by EFS-Web

US. Patent and Trademark Office
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Num bet: 1494892?

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: SYSTEM AND MEI HOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

First Named InventorlApplicant Name: Paul D. Arling

Filer: Gary R. Ja rosik/Gladys Neg ran-Munoz 

Filer Authorized By: Gar).r RJarosik

Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155US9

Filing Date: 23‘NDV—201 5 

Time Stamp: 15:53:40

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC l‘liia)

Payment information:

 
RAM confirmation Number 93131YINTEFSWODUOBQCISDZ‘HB

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:
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File Listing: 

Document . _ . File Size[Bytes]l

Number Document Description File Name Message Digest 

33941

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer-Filed eTerminaI-Disclaimerpdf JOSIIRIIEfiHt’I'InM «Guard DWWOSJEISI 3'5Unit-i

Warnings: 

Information:

Fee Worksheet ($305} feeiinfopdf 0d Mmflflfidatrmflzwt druid hm! WU
Hindu!

Warnings: 

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes] 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.5.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date {see 37 CFR
1.53(b}-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt [37 CFR 1.54} will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOIQOB indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New Internationalflpplication Filed with the USPTO as a Receivigg Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date {see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1310), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIRO!105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNllED SIAlLS PA113111 AND TRADEMARK. 014111115
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF L‘ODWERCII.‘
United States Patent and Trademark Olfice
Adflrexs' COMMISSIONER FOR PATIENTS

1' 0. Box 1-1511
AI usurlna. V irgi 11in 3.1“] 34-150www II:pIu.g.-|'

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S} DUE

EXAMINER
.I'I-IIIIS 759E] IJHJIIIUI?

GRIiLiNBERG TRAURIG. LLP AZIZ. ADNAN
77 WEST WACKER DRIVE
sum—1100

CHICAGO. Il. 60601—1732 2687

 

DATE MAILEI): 0312 | 1201?

APPLICATION NU. FILING DAIII‘ FIRST NAMED INVIEKI‘II'OR A'FI‘ORN‘ILY IJCKIKJE'I NI). (‘IJIK'l-"IRNDVI'IDN NU.
 

I41948.92? I 1112312015 Paul I). Ailing 8] 1316.] SSUS‘J 2406
TITLE OF IN WtN'TION: SYSTEM AINTJ METHOD FOR OPI‘IMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

 
APP}N. T‘J'PE Eh'l'lII‘1' ST1-.‘1TIIS ISSIIE. PEP DI‘E PUBLICATION FEE D!'E PREV.PAlID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEEL SIDTTE DATE DIIE

nonprovisionu] UNDISCOI'INTEFI $9130 0611211201?

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CL lSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITIIDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE I'EE AND PUBLICATION FEE {IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHSSFROM TI-IE

MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR TIIIS APPIICATION SIIAIL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. mI ED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES

NOT REFLECT A CRFDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEF IN TIIIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE IIFF HAS
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM

Elli: BF CONSIDFRED A RFQUFST TO RFAPPI.Y TIIE PREVIOUSIY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUF FEE NOWI

 

 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY S'l‘A'lIUS shown above. If the ENTITY S'lIA'lIUS is shown as SMALL or MICRO, verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies.

If the EN'lIl'l'Y STATUS is the same as shown above. pay the TOTAL FljlitS) DUE shown above.

If the EN'I‘I’I‘Y S1AlU‘1is changed from that shown above on PART B- IHHS) 'IRANSMI['1AL. complete section number 5 titled
" Change111 l:.ntity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposes of this uotiee,ssmall entity tees are U2 the amount of undiseounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entityfees.

II PARII B- FEEI’S) I‘RANSMI'II lAL 01 its equivalent, must be completed and retuined to the United States Patenl and 11tdemark Olfice
(USPIOJ with your ISSUE FEE. and PIIBLICAIION FEE. (il required) ll you are charging the feets} to your deposit account section "4b"
of Part B - Feets) 'l‘ransmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should he submitted. 11" an equivalent of Part B is tiled, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

[I]. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE PEP. unless advised to the contraiy.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentcc‘s responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page l (113
PTOIAIS (Rev. 02” I}
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PA RT B — FEEtS) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form. together with applicable feats). to: Mg'l Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
l’.0. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Ea; (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should he used for transmitting the lSStl‘Lt FL'Jj and PUBLICA'I’ION [LL' {if required]. Blocks I through 5 should be completed where
np repriale. All further correspondence including the Patent. advance orders and notification of t‘rtainte-ntutce fees- wrll be mailed to the current coma-s iondenee address as
in icated unless con'ceted below or directed uthetwise in Block J. by ta} specifying a new correspondence address: :tndalor t bl indicating a separate “ ‘liL'L ADDRESS“ formaintenance fee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailin can only he used for dnmestic mailings at" the
tieetsl Transmittal. This ecrti tcatc cannot be used for any other acctunpnnying

C‘tmnlm‘l [‘URRESPONIJI’NE‘EAl'tI'JIU-LSSiNum-1’s:Block | furaily changeafztthirefi] mpg-m Each add‘ujgml PuDL‘l'. such as an usgigumcm of format drawing. musttave its own certificate of mailing or transmisston.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
1 34fil‘8 1 7'59” ‘ DEEMED}? I herrbv certify that this lien-[Si Transmittal is being deposited with the United

(iREI'LNBERCI TRAURILI. I.I,.I) Séaétes Pritfiml fiwufi‘ grit}: SUIliigqitini- P‘F’iriigfiiir lit‘stflass mailbiLn an FWEIUII":. ~ . - - a resse to e _ al to . . l1 . a ress a ve. LII’ ’inu acsimt e

:7 W115: O‘gACKhR DRIVE transmitted to the USP'I‘O (. 71 } 273-2885. on the date indicated Maw.. UI’I'E. - I

CHICAGO, IL 60601-1732 “WM“ “Wt Sign alum I
llialul 
 

APPth'A'I‘It'JN NO. FILING DATE I'llRS'T NAMED INVI‘LN'IUR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. ('ONl-‘IRMA'l'IU-N NO.

MiG-48,92? I ”231201 5 Paul D. Arling 81.130.155U59 14%
THU; 01' LVVEN’J'ION: SYSTEM AND Mli‘I'IIOD l'UR OFl‘lMtleD APPLIANCE CON’J'RDL

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DL'E PREV. PA TOTAL FEErSI DT‘F. DATE DUE

$0 .nonpnwi sianal UNIJISFOUNT'ED $960 3960 0612 I 120 I 7"

 
   

  

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-STIRLIASS
 

AZIZ. WNAN 2687 340~C|12530

I , Change- t)l correspondence address or indication HINT-ea Address" I WCFR 1.363].

D Chat '1' of correspondence address [or Change of CorrespondenceAddress orm P'I'Ul‘SBt‘lle attached.

D "Fee Address“ indication tor "Fee Address" I ndieation t‘orrn
PTOJ'SBMT: Rev 034)} Dr more recent) attached. list- or :I Customer
Number is required.

3. ASSIGNED NAiVlli AND RESIDENCE. DATA TO BE PRIN'l'L'LD ON THE. PATENT (print or type}

PLEASE NOTE: Unlces. an asgi nee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below. the document has been filed For
recurclaliun as set forth in 37 CI“ 3.] I. Completion oi this Form is NOT a substitute [or filing an assignment.

2. For printing un lln: patent front page. list
ill The names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys-
or agents OR. alternatively.

Id
ill The nam5t1ia single firm [having as a membera
Ffinglt‘l‘E‘d attorney or agent) and the names of up to
.1 registered patent attorneys or agents. If an name is 3
listed. no name will be printed. 

[AI NAMLL 01- ASSIGNldi tBJ RLSIDIENCE: ICI‘I'Y and S'l'ATL'. 0R COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignce category or categories (will not be printed on the patent] : D Individual D Corporation uroll1er private group entity El (iovemment

4a. The following l'eefs) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Frets]: [Please first reapply any previously paid issue ['11: shown above)
D Issue I-"ec D A check is enclosed.

D PubLieztlion I"ee {No small entity discount permitted) D Payment by eredil eard. Form 1"F(3-2038 is attached.
[I Advance Order — it of Copies EIThe director is hereby authorized to charge the required teem. any deficiency. or cteditg anyoverpayment. to Depostt Account Number {enclose an extra copy of I.I1lS term). 

5. Change in Entity Status {from bL'lltli indicated above]

D Applicant certifying micro entity Status. See 3? CFR | .29 NOTE; Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status {see I'orrns PTOtSB.’ [5A and 153], issuefee payment in the miern entity amount will not be accepted at the risk ol‘ application abandonment.

D Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 (“FR 1.2?r HO’I'E: tithe application was previously under micro_entity status. checking this box wiLI be takento he a nottfieation oi loss of entitlement to micro entity status.

D Applicant changing to regular undisenunted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will he taken to he a notification of loss of entitlement to small ur microentity status. as applicable.
NOTE: This fonn must be 5] ned in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 3? (TR [.4 for si nature re uiremcnts and certifications.  

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.

Page 2 ol' 3

PTOLSS Part B t ItJvtf-J Approved for use. through 1013111013. 0MB 065170033 LES. Patent and 'l'raldemarlt Office: US. DEPARTMENT 01-" COMMERCE
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UNllED S[AlL‘S PAran1 AND TRADEMARK. OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States l’alcnt and Trademark ()lficeAdam: (UMMISSIOMR 1401a PATIENTS

Posm1no
Alexandria. Virginia 223134450ww.llsplu.guv

APPLILATION N10. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR AT'IORNEY DOCKET NU. LDN'FIRMATION ND

24013

 
  

141194892? 111231201a Paul I). Arling 812.710.1551." 59

340115 75‘2“] UNJUZUIT

GRliIiNBERG ’I‘RAURIG. LLP AZIZ.ADNAN
77 WEST WACKER DRIVE
sum—mo

CHICAGO. ll. 60601—1732 2687

DATE MAILED: 03121 £201?

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section lth)(2} of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. IS4{b)(3)(B)(i} to eliminate the

requirement that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See

Revisions to Patent Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013'). Therefore, the Office is no longer

providing an initial patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to

provide a patent term adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant

approximately three weeks prior to the issue date of the patent. and will include the patent term adjustment on the

patent. Any request for reconsideration of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term

adjustment) should follow the process outlined in 37 CPR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at ( 5711-3272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1—(888)—786~0101 or (571)—272—4200.

Page 3 013
l‘T011-85 (Rev. 021111
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0MB Clearance and PFtA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and
Budget approval before requesting most types of inl'onnation front the public. When OMB approves an agency
request to collect information from the public. 0MB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration
date for the agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the infortnation and (ii) requires the
agency to infortn the public about the OMB Control Number's legal significance itt accordance with 5 CFR
1320.5(b)-

Tlte infomtation collected by PTOIrSS Part B is required by 37 CPR 1.3l l. The information is required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file ( and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. In and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete.
including gathering. preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form
andfor suggestions for reducing this burden, sltould he sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, PD. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. [)0 NOT
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS T0 THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box

[450. Alexandria, Virginia 223I37l 450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of [995, no persons are required to
respond to a collection of infomtation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

P rivaey Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PL. 93-579) requires that yott be given certain infonnation in connection with your
submission of the attacltcd form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (I) the general autltority for the collection of this information is
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); t2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary: and (3} the principal purpose for which
the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark Ufftce is to process andlor examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not fumish the requested information, the US. Patent and
Trademark Office they not be able to process artdlor examine your submission. which may result itt termination of
proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and die Privacy Act (5 LI.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required
by the Freedom of Information Act.

2- A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court. magistrate. or administrative tribunal. including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use. to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use. to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contracL Recipients of infonualion shall be required to
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 [l.S.C. SSZatm).

5. A record related to an lntematioual Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use. to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Orgtutization. pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record it] this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use. to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. l81) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U_S.C.
218(0).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, to the Administrator. General
Services. or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency‘s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority
of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations
goveming inspection of records for this purpose. and any other relevant (i.e.. GSA or Commerce) directive.
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

3. A record front this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use. to the public after eidtcr publication
of the application pursuant to 35 II.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 15 l. Further, a
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR I. I4. as a routine use, to the public if the
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were tertninatcd
and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public
inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, to a Federal, State. or local law
enforcement agency. if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

Li)
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Application No. Applicantis)
 14i948,927 ARLING ET AL.

Notice of Alicwabitity Egmmegflz 3333"" 33,3?“ '""°'“°"° ”'“l
No 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable. PROSECUTION ON THE MEFIITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application, If not included
herewith (or previously mailed). a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-BS) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. IE This communication is responsive to amendment filed 01/31/2017.

D A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) wasiwere filed on .

2. [I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on : the restriction
requirement and election have been Incorporated into this action

3. E The allowed claimis) isfare LB. As a result of the allowed claimis). you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information. please see
httpti/wwwuspto.govipatentsiinit_eventsfpphlindexjsp or send an inquiry to PPeredback®uspto.gov.

4. El Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(ai-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) [I All b) [I Some *c} El None of the:

1 . El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2‘ [I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. El Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received In this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 172(3)).

' Certified copies not received:

 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. I] CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as "replacement sheets") must be submitted.

El including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of
Paper No.iMaiI Date .

ldentilylng indicia such as the application number (see 31' CFFt 1.84{c}) should be written on the drawings in the tront (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheefls} should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. El DEPOSIT OF andior INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachmentis)
1. E Notice of References Cited (PTO-E392) 5. El Examiner's Amendment/Comment

2. El Information Disclosure Statements (PTOISBIOBi S. Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date

3. I] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. El Other .
of Biological Material

4- E Interview Summary (PTO-413).
Paper NoJMail Date .

iADNAN AZIZ/ iFIFiMlN BACKER/

Examiner, Art Unit 2687 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2687 
 

U 3 Patenl and Trademark Ottloe

PTOL‘37 (Rev. 08—13) Notice 01 Allowablli‘ty Part of Paper NoJl‘v‘lail Date
20170309
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Application/Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 2

Art Unit: 2687

The present application is being examined under the pre—AIA first to invent

provisions.

DETAILED ACTION

This office action is in response to the Response/Amendment filed 01/31/2017.

In the instant amendment, no claims were cancelled, added or amended. Claims

1—8 have been examined and are pending, where claim 1 is the independent claim.

Terminal Disclaimer

The terminal disclaimer filed on 10/19/2016 and 03/10/2017 disclaiming the

terminal portion of any patent granted on this application which would extend beyond

the expiration date of patent granted on Application No. 13657176 (filed on 10/22/2012,

now PAT 9,215,394), Application No. 13933877 (filed on 07/02/2013, now PAT

9,219,874), Application No. 14036449 (filed on 09/25/2013, now PAT 9,307,178), and

Application No. 14936977 (filed on 11/10/2015) has been reviewed and is accepted.

The terminal disclaimer has been recorded.

Aiiowabfe Subject Matter

Claims 1—8 are allowed.

The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

Independent claim is allowable based on the remark presented on 01/31/2017

and in view of the claim language.

None of the previously cited closest prior art(s) by Hayes, Deng, either singularly

or in combination would result in a proper rejection under 35 USC 102 or 103.
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Applicationi‘Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 3

Art Unit: 2687

Regarding independent claim 1, all of the cited prior art of record, whether

singularly or in combination, fails to disclose the feature limitation a memory device inter

alia "using an identity associated with the intended target appliance to create a listing

comprised of at least a first communication method and a second communication

method different than the first communication method for use in controlling mat

least a first functional operation and a second functional operation of the intended target

appliance".

Hayes discloses that commands transmitted from the remote control may be

prioritized for appliances [in the plural] that are determined to be in close proximity to

the remote control at any given time (Hayes, col. 8, lines 13-26). However, Hayes fails

to disclose, teach, or suggest that the identity of an appliance is used to create a listing

wherein a first communication method and a second communication method different

than the first communication method are identified for use in controlling each of a first

functional operation and a second functional operation of that identified appliance as

claimed. Further. Deng describes that a remote control may transmit communications to

any appliance using one of a low power unit or a high power unit where the one of the

low power unit or high power unit is selected based upon a characteristic of the data to

be transmitted without regard to any identity of the intended target device (Deng, para.

[0021], [0046-0048] and [0078—0079]). Therefore, Deng also fails to disclose, teach, or

suggest using an identity of an appliance to create a listing wherein a plurality of

communication methods are identified for controlling each of a plurality of functional

operations of the identified appliance as claimed.
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Applicationi‘Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 4

Art Unit: 2687

Hayes and Deng in combination with other cited prior art documents fail to teach

the inventive concept of independent claim 1 where an identity associated with an

intended target appliance is used to create a listing comprised of at least a first

communication method and a second communication method different than the first

communication method for use in controlling each of at least a first functional operation

and a second functional operation of the controllable/intended target appliance. When a

request is received from a controlling device intended to cause the intended target

appliance to perform a one of the plurality of functional operations, the identified one of

the first and second communication methods in the created listing that have been

associated with the requested one of the first and second functional operations of the

[intended] target appliance is used to transmit to the intended target appliance a

command for controlling the requested one of the first and second functional operations

of the intended target appliance.

Additional search does not yield suitable references that reasonably, either

singularly or in combination with previous cited references, would result in a proper

rejection under 35 USC 102 or 103.

Claims 2-8 depend on, and further limit independent claim 1. Therefore, claims 2-

8 are considered allowable for the same reasons as independent claim 1 above.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance."
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Application/Control Number: 14/948,927 Page 5

Art Unit: 268?

Conclusion

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Refer to PTO-892, Notice of References Cited for a listing of

analogous art.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to ADNAN AZIZ whose telephone number is (571) 270-

7536, FAX: 571-270-8536. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday

(9am - 6pm Eastern Time).

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a US PTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:f/www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, FIRMIN BACKER can be reached on 571-272-6703. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system. see http:f/pair—direct.usptogov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system. contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866—217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system. call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

IADNAN AZIZ/

Examiner, Art Unit 2687

IFIRMIN BACKER/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2687
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Application No. Applicantls)

. . . . 141948.927 AFtlJNG ET AL.
Examiner-initiated interwew Summary

  
Examiner

ADNAN AZIZ

All participants (applicant. applicant‘s representative. PTO personnel):

(1) ADNANAZIZ (3) .

(2) Gary; Jarosik. (4) .

Date 01 Interview: 10 March 2017.

Type: Telephonic I:I Video Conference
El Personal [copy given to: El applicant I:I applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: El Yes E No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed [1101 D112 [I102 [3103 [ZlOihsrs
[For each of the chm: lit-d hoxlcslahovt'. please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion}

Claim(s) discussed: 1, 2.

Identification of prior art discussed: %.

Substance of Interview
[For each issue discussed. provide a detailed description and indicate it‘ agreement was rent-had. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of LI
reference or u portion thereof. cliiim interpretation. proposed tll‘DL‘l‘lLlll‘lCnlS. arguments of any applied mt'crt‘nrcs clc...)

The Examiner contacted Appiicant‘s representatnre to discuss the need for fiiinp a TD for the coppnding Application
No. 14936977 {flied on 1 1/10/2015} in order to avoid a non-statutory obviousness 1% double patenting reiection of the
instant ciaims. An electronic Terminai Disciaimer has been iiied and accepted on 03/10/2017.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of the
substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEF‘ ?13.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification ofthe
general thmst of each argument or issue discussed. a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcome of the interview to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

III Attachment 

1A DNAN it‘uZIZill lFlRMlN BACKEFli'
Examiner. Art Unit 2637 Supervisory Patent Examiner. Art Unit 2587
 

US Patent and Trademark Otfice

PTOL-41 SB (Rev. 811112010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20110309
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ApplicationiConirol No. Applicant(5}iPatent Under
Reexamination

14194832? AHLING ET AL
Notice of References Cited Examiner Art Unit

ADNAN AZIZ 2537 Page 1 0f ‘
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

US— 2007f0225828 A1 09—2007 Huang; Steve LanPlng GDBC17I00 700“ l

 
x.

CCCCCCCCCCCC ‘P‘P‘.’"P‘P‘P‘P‘P‘P‘P‘P‘P
Document Number

Country Code~Numbei- Kind Code 
NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

include as applicable. Auihor Title Date. Publisher, Edition or Volume Pertinent Pages)

 
A mpy of this referenceIS no‘i bEIF‘Ig iurnlshed wlih 1hls Office action. (See MFEP § I’D? Ofitaii
Dates in MMWYY format are publication dates. Classliicahons may tie US or iormgn.
U S Petenl and Tradematk Oiiice

PTO-892 (Rev. 01 «2001) Noiice 0! References Cited Fan of Paper No. 201 70309
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ApplicationIControl No. Applicant(s)lPatent Under
Reexamination

Search Notes 14943927 AHLING ET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

ADNAN AZIZ 2687

CPC- SEARCHED

                           
 

Symbol Dale Examiner
60802201/20,21,33,40,41,91 04/3012014 AA

H04L12/281,282,2814,2818(2803.2809 04/3012014 AA

  
 

CFC COMBINATION SETS - SEARCHED
 

Examiner 
 

 

US CLASSIFICATION SEARCHED
 

Class Subclass Date Examiner

 
 

SEARCH NOTES
 

Search Notes Date Examiner

inventor name search (updated from parent App. No 13933877 and 10/26/2016
13657176

east search notes attached (updated from parent App No 1393387? and 1012620115
13657176

31012017

east search notes attached((updated from parent App. No 13933877 and
136571 76

_—_13657176

INTERFERENCE SEARCH

 
 

US Class!

CPC Symbol
all

US Subclass I CPC Group Date Examiner
 

AA   ACLM. limited text search of US F’GPLJBS 3f101’2017 

IA . A .f
ExaminerAfl Unit 268?

  
US Patent and Trademark (DH—Ice Part 0| Papal No 201?0309
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ApplicaticnfControl No. ApplicanflsliPatent Under

 

Reexamination

Index of Clarms 14948927 ARLING ET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

ADNAN AZIZ 2687                    
 
 

Non-Elected Appeal1/ ‘ Reiected Cancelled 
Allowed : Restricted Interference Objected  

El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant 

W“___---_
1 v’

--—-------
—-—-------

f

fl-—-------
?

8

 

 

   
 

U 5. Patent and Trademark Office Part cl Paper No. 201?0309
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EAST Search History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

Plurals gTime

§$ and ((remote adj control) (universal adj remote adj :§ . 22014f04f26;
goontrol) with (plurality multiple dillereht) with ; g15:1D ‘
ficomtnunicatlon adj method$1) with lprioritiz$3)) ‘ ' ‘ 5 ‘

333 and “communication adj melhod$1l with (prioritized ad]
list$4})

gnaw_(..mtermgat$3)._neaflo‘(targetapphanoeofitcontroloo é‘a‘i‘;}‘5£)5é;
;adjappliance$1)) = ' ‘ 5 3 ' 3

g2014/04126;
E15215 i

2gD;14/04/26

g15: 25 ~

387 and ({remote adj control) (universal adj remote adj g2o14/o4/26;
goontrol) with (plurality multiple dilierent) with 5 ' ‘ 5 g - ‘
g(oornrnunioation adj method$1) with (prioritiz$3))

DEHWENTu...“i “mummy“.m

gSB and ((Interrogat$3) nearlO {target applianoe$1) (oontrol$6- :g g2014/D4f26;
gadj appliance$1)) ; : g15:26 =

2014/04/26;15:25 =

$89 and (prioritiz$3) I I I ii 32014’04’26;
3 s - 5 i :15: 29 =
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§2014r04725§
§15:35 ‘

  
 

  
 

  
  

 
 

$812 and “universal adj remote adj control) (programmable
Eadj remote adj control) (universal adj oontrol adj engine}
HUGE” and (smart adj phone) (control$5 adj deice) and

§(applianoe or (media adj center) or (home adj theater)) and
Eprioritiz$3...............................................................................................................................4 umummmummi ...m...m...mum£ mumuummc ‘mumuumumm.‘

“(universal adj remote adj control) (programmable adj remote-E
Eadj control) (unlversal adj control adj engine) (UCE)] and
§(smart adj phone) (control$6 adj deuce) and (appliance or
(media adj center] or (home adj theater)] and prioritiz$3

§2014r04725§
315:39 ‘

   

 
  

 
 

E814 and ( codeset$1) (code-set adj data) (codeset adj :2014/04l2fii
identifier) with {command adj data)) §15:41 =

 

  

  

§i340f572-1iccb- 32014104125;
§15:43

E816 and ((remote adj control) (universal adj remote adj §2014/04/26§
Econtrol) with (plurality multiple different) with §1S:43 =
“communication adj method$1) with (prioritiz$3))
 
  

 

 
 

  

  E2014704I26§$817 and ((interrogat$3) near10 (target applianca$1) ‘
g15:44§(oontro|$6 adj appliance$1)]
 

  
  

   
  

   
   
   
   
   
  

 
  
 

§("2003007e240'I"20040203592"|"20050035846"|
§"20050138785 |”20050242167 | 4523337 | 4894789‘|
§"4950310"|"5005084 | 5101101 '5109222 | 5293357"
§| 5307055 5410326‘ 5481256 | 5552805
§"5565888"|"55?4964”|'5614906‘ ’5635989“|”5642303‘
§|'5648760" "5652613' '5671267'I'5710605
§"5724106"|"5751372"|"5761606" "5767919"|"5793430"

§|"5801787" "5828419” "583586¢'|"5830775"
§"5855006”|"5900875”|"5901386" “5910776"|
2|"5933757" "5956025” "5959?5f'|“5970206"
§"5974222"|"6002394"|"6002450" "6014092“|
§|"5020831" 6028599“ '6040029'|"509744r'

§‘6104334"|'6127941 l 6130726‘ 6133909”|
§| 6151059“ '5172674 6177931 I 5195539"
§"5211355"I"6219594"|'5225933 6255019 I
3|"62e5357' '6341374‘ '6359340'|"6403435"
§'8437835 |"e443335"| 6463483 6468971 |"5532500
§|'6563430‘ ‘8577350” 6587067'I‘B753790‘
§10774311" I"6?92323'|‘6823188 ‘6832251 I

_g"6996402nRVoR(7379770» UHHH

H E819 and ((interrogat$3) near10 (target applianca$1)
(control$6 adj appliance$1))

  $2014/04/2eg
§15 47 5

"591 5026"

"601 8372"

'61 37549"

"6278499    
 

 

 
  

m.

2014/04l26

E15318 ‘
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E2014/04126E
E15:48 =

E819 and ((remote adj control) (universal adj remote adj I _ E2014ID4/2BE
Econtrol) with (plurality multiple diiierent) with ' ‘ 5 ‘ E
E(communication adj meth0d$1} with (prioritiz$3))

E322 and ((interrogat$3) near10 {target applIance$1j E2014m4l25§
Eicontrol$5 adj appliance$1)) : E1349 ‘

;((remote adj control) (uniVersaJ adj remote adj control) with .
E(wireless adj lFi) (I H adj signal$1) with (CECadj command$1i§

;(CEC)( HDMI adj interface”(HDMI) with (transmit$4) with ‘
Eicomrn(and$1) with (target applianCE$1j (contr0|$5 ad]
applIance$1)LWWWWW. : aw;

E324 and (prioriti2$3) (highest adj prioritiz$3) ii E2014’D4’25E
g - = 5 E16204 5

E825 and (Iwirelega adj IR) (IFI adj signal$1) with (CEO adj ;§ 2014164126;
Ecommand$1j (CEO) (HDMI adj interface} (HDMIH = ‘ 5 3 ' ‘

E326 and interrogat$3

gay and prioritiz$3 :g 201224126:
: E - ‘ 5 E16: 06 ‘

(340110.1).CCIS 1i = E9014’D4’25E
g s - = E E16:12 ‘

EEQ and ((remote adj control) (universal adj remote adj E2014I’04I’26E
Econtrul) with {wireless adj IFi) (lRadj signal$1j withi(CECadjE ; E16:12 5
Ecommand$1j (CEO) (HDMI adj interface} (HDMI) with = . ‘ 5 5
E(transrnit$4) with (oomrnand$1) with (target appliance$1j

(controlflifi adj appliance$1))

: E830 and (prioritiz$3) (highest adj prioritiz$3j : E2014/04/26E
E 5 ' i E16212 ~

331andflwll’elessadjIR)(IHadJSIQnaI$1)WIth(CECadj 2014/04/26

Eoommand$1j (CEO) (HDMI adj interiace) (HDMljj : 316:13 ‘

2014/04f26E
E16:15 3
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  E833 and ((remote adj control) (universal adj remote adj :
Econtrol) with (wireless adj IR) (IR adj signal$1j with (CEC adj
Eoornrnand$1) (CEO) (HDMI adj interface) (HDMI) with
E(transr‘nit$4) with (command$1) with {target appliance$1j

2014:041st
E16:16 ‘

83E4 and (jwirelam; adj IR) (IFi adj signal$1) with (CECE adj E2014JD4/26E
Ecommand$1j (CEO) (HDMI adj interface) jHDMljj E16:16 E
  
  

 

 
 

E335 and (highest adj prioritiz$3j

355 and (prioritiz$3) 

 
 

E2014/D4f26E
E16z17 ‘ 

3 (348/ E05.095).DCIS.

E833 and ((wireless adj IR) (IFl adj Signals“) With [CEO adj E2014IO4J26E
Ecommand$1j (CEO) {HDMI adj interface) (HDMljj E15323 E 
 E 14/04/26E

E1624 ‘  
  

  
 

  5 ((universal adj remote adj control) (programmable adj remo eE
Eadj control) (universal adj Control adj engine) (UCE)) and
(smart adj phone] (contro|$6 adj deicej and (appliance or

E(media adj center) or {home adj theater)) and interrogat$3 . . . :
€33.01? Pr'or't'2$3 II II .II

“ E840 and ((wireless adj lFi‘j (lFiadj srgnal$1j with (CEC adj
Ecornmand$1j (GEO) {HDMI adj interface) (HDMljl  
 

 
 

 2014/04/26E
E15:24 5
 

E841 and (prioriti2$3)

universal adj remote adj control and appliance$1 and
Eprioritize$1

 

 
2014ro4r26EE1529 t

  20141041’26EE843 and ((wireleas adj IR) (lFi adj signal$1) with (CEO adj ‘ 16230
Eoommand$1j (CEO) (HDMI adj interlace) (HDMIj)

 

 
  ((rernote adj control) with (transmit$3) with (command$1) E2014/04I’26E

Ewith [prioritize-$1} with (appliance$1)) E1634 5
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 :(iremota adj control) with (macro adj command$1) with : E2014JD4/26:

Eimultiple adj command adj protocol$1) with (control$4) with :17:33 ‘
:(appliance$1) with (function$1) (tunctional adj operation$1) ‘ E
Ewith (prioritiz$3))
  
 

 

 
2014/ 041'26:

:17:37 E

 
 

  :((remote adj control$1j with (macro adj command$1) and
:(multiple adj command adj protocol$1))

:(608C2201/20) or (GOOC2201/21) or (GOOC2201133) or $2014’04’30E
:(GOOc2201/40) or (603(2201/41) or {G08C2201J91).cpc. :12:22 =

   
 

  201204130:
:12: 33 :  

  

 
 

:848 and (lremote adj controlSt) with (multiple plural$3
Edifferent) withicommand) (oommunication) with
:(protocol$1))

 :2014104130:84:9 and (macro near5 command$1j ‘: :12:34

 
   

 
 

:2014f04/30:12:40 E
E(H04L12/281) or ( H04L12r282) or (H04L12/2814) or
:(H04L12/2818) or (H04L12/2803) or (HD4L12!2809).cpc.
  

:2014/04/30:
:12: 4D ‘  

  

 
 

:$2 and ((remote adj control$1) with [multiple plural$3
Edifferent) withicommand) (communication) with
(protocol$1))

:853 and (macro nears command$1j E2014/04I’30E
: :12: 40 ‘  

 
 

 :854 and (prioritiz$3} E
5 :‘12:41

 

:$2 and ((remote adj control) {universal adj remote adj .

Econtrol) with (Wireless adj IF!) (I Ft adj signa|$1) with [CEC adj:
:oommand$1) (CEO) (HDMI adj intorlace) (HDMI) with
Ejtransmit$4j with icommand$1j with (target appliance$1j
(control$5 adj appllance$1))

:856 and ((bi-directional) (bi adj dIreotIonaI) near10
(communication adj protocol$1))

 
  

  
 

E2014/04r30:

E12: 41 E
  
 

 
  

  2014104130

:12: 45 =

El858 :0 :857 and ((prioritiz$5) with (list matrix protocol$1)) EUSlWPGPUB:lOFt l l2014ID4I‘30
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:2014/04I30:
:12:46 ‘

:2014/04230:
:12:50 ‘

:951 and (prioritiz$5) :i . :20‘4’04’305
- s 12:51 5

$862 and (macro nears command$1j 1: 3201410430:
: s - 3 a :12251 ‘

862 and (“emote adj controlan) with (multiple plural$3 ;: :2014104130:
:different) with((command) (communication) with ; :12;52 =
:(protocol$1)) : . : = :

£864 and ({remote adj control) (universal adj remote adj

:oontmlj with (wireless adj IR) {IR adj signa|$1) {intraredj
:with (CEC adj command$1I (CEO) (HDMI adj interface)
:(HDMI) with (transmit$4) with (command$1) with (target
Eappliance$1j (control$6 adj appliance$1j)

:865 and ((bi-directional) (bi adj directional) with
:(communication adj protocol$1))

Sfismdwnontlfis)

:86? and (macro nears command$1) :2014ID4ISOE
3 5 5 5 :13:07 =

: meow/02) or (GOSG1SJ28) or (608023104) or .: 2201:1/04/30::(G051315/o2)cpc. s - ‘ - ‘

86:9 and ({bi—directional) (bi adj directional) nearto :2014l04f30:
(communication adj protocol$1)) : 13:11 ‘
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$870 and ((remote adj oontrol$1) with (  
  
 

 

 
 
 

 

2go14/o4iaog
mm =

 

   moltiple plural$3
idifterent) with(command) (communication) with
(protocol$1))

. “m“mm mmmmmm. “mum“‘.‘u.mummm‘u..mmmm“.‘.‘mummm.u‘.‘mmmmm..u“umnmm.mmmmummme mmmum“mm“. “mm“m‘mm mmmmmc “mum“mmmuuc

s71 and (prioritiz$5) g2o14/o4i30gs g13:1 2 =

g((Brian) near2 (Barnett)).inv. 32014/1mog
$1532

 
 
 

  
  

 

i2014/11/10g(Pau|)near2(Ar|ing))inv _
2 15:52

 

§374 and ((appliance) nears (control$4)) same ((control$4
gemart portable remote) nearS (device apparatus oontrol))
gwith ((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj
idevice) (intermediate adj devioe))

 

 

  

 
  

 
 

 
 

g875 and (multiple plural$3 different appropriate) same :
g((command) (communication) near10(protocol$1 iormat$1))

    

g2o14r11/1o§
317:30 E

 
   

((appliance) nearfi (control$4)) same ((control$4 smart
gportable remote) near3 (device apparatus control)) with
((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj device)
(intermediate adj device))

  
  

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
  

..._..____..........(

ON g2014/11r10g
= g17:31 =

  
EST? and (multiple plural$3 different appropriate) same
g((command) (communication) near10(protocol$1 format$1))

32014r11r10g
g17:33 E  

  
 

 
  

  
 

USPAT;
FPRS:
EPO; JPO:

:IDEFiwavT

32014/11r1og

g1ezao 5

g2014r11r12g
g11:35 t

 ((appliance) nears (C0Ntr0l$4)) same ((control$4 smart

Eportable remote) near3 (device apparatus control)) with
§((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj device)
(intermediate adj device))
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%2 and ((interrogat$3 pol|$3 quer$3 inquir$3) near10 (targetE USFGF'UB:§OR E2014I’11I12'E
Eintended controllable) near4 (appliance$1 device$1)) same : E11 :35 5
E((command communication) near12 (protocol$1 lormat$1 ‘ ‘ 5 5 3
Ernethod$1 technique$1))

E((bridge adj devioe) (control adj engine) (relay adj device) _ E2014I11112E
Hintermediale adj device)) same((interrogat$3 po||$3 quer$3 : E11z39 ‘
Einquir$3) neariO (target intended controllable) near4 5 ‘ 5 5 3
E(app|iance$1 device$1)) same ((oommand communication)
Enear12 (proiooo|$1 lormat$1 method$1 technique$1))

((control$4 smart portable remote) near3 (device apparatus E2014/11/12E
Econtrol)) same ((interrogat$3 poll$3 quer$3 inquir$3) near10§ - ‘ - E :
(target intended controllable) near4 (appliance$1 device$1))

Esame ((command communication) near12 (protocoi$1 :

uEformat$1method$1 technique$1))

Eprotoool near2 Iist$4 same protocol near5 priority

E886 and (remote near2 control$4) E2014’r11’1zé
E 5 ‘ 5 1E724o ‘

((éunnegrzmflmgnmv . 20;5j01f§0

E8138 and ((appliance) nears (control$4)) same ((control$4
Ea'nart portable remote) nears (device apparatus control”
Ewith ((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj
Edevice) (Intermediate adj device))

E((Ramzi) nearE (Ammeri))-inv. ii E2015101/20E
E 5 - i E17:12 E

E(( Arsham) nearE (Hatambeiki)).inv. :E = E2015f01f20é
E 5 - = 5 E17:1 7 E

E%1 and ((appliance) nearB (contro|$4)) same ((control$4 E20157’01I’20E
Esmart portable remote) nearS (device apparatus control)) : 17:47 5
Ewith ((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj i ‘ = E
Edevioe) (intermediate adj device-D

E((Grai1am) near2 (Williams)).inv. = 9015/01/33
E s - 3 E17:51 E

E893 and ((appliance) nears (control$4)) same ((control$4 E2015/o1 r2oE

Earhart portable remote) nearB (device apparatus oontrol)) : 17:51 E
Ewith ((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj i ' ‘ = E
Edevice) (intermediate adj device))

E((Paul) near2 (Arling)).inv. USPGPUB:E OH = E2015/o5r22E
USPAT: E17:GB
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$201 5105122$$((Patrick) near2 (Hayes)).inv‘ ‘
s $17:17

 $896 and ((appliance) nears (control$4)) same ((oontrol$4
$5mart portable remote) near3 (device apparatus control))
Ewith ((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj

$device) (intermediate adj device) (UCE) (universal adj control
$adj engine” 5: ..........................................................................................................................................4 umummmummi ................... :1 .m..mmmm: .................... .2

"8154381“.pn.

  
 

 
  

 

 
 

 
  
 

  

  
 

$("20020009427" | "20020194596" | "20040070491" |
$"20040148632" | "20050102699" | "20060041655" j
$"20050161865" | "20070229465" | "462388?” | "4774511" |

$"4959810" | "71021316" | "7155305" j "?16?122" |

 

 
$2015/05114$
$2219 5 

 $2015f06/14E$$9 and (multiple plura|$3 different various several many ‘
$2223$appropriate) same ((command) (communication) near10

$(protocol$1 format$1 method$1)l

 

    
  ((select$4) nears (oommand$1 or operation$1)) with .

((priori$8 or priorit$3 or prefer$4) nears (protocol$1 or

Ecommunication adj protocol$1 or communication adj
method$1))

$201 5:07106$

19298220.:

2015f07f06$19:03 =

("200410255055") UFIPN.  
  
 

  
  
  
 
 

 $["2002012DB74" I "20020124094" I "20030099286" |
320030128669" | "20030204505" | "20040071101" I
$"20040255056" | "5088838" | "5375018" | "5430727" | 5
$"54Q1691" I "5887263" | "58894TU" i "6395531" I "6532229"
$| "6535504" | "6564066" | "6594715" | "6650658" |
$"5568041" | "6801570" | "6876725" j "5952430" | "8970501"

$| "6987754" | "7027405" | "7203725" | "7212536" |
$"T263174" I "7302698“ | "7359434" j "7388945" I "7391780"
$| "?413513" | "7478031" | "7584295" I "7668959" | 5
3108500)“

((bridge contro|$4 relay intermediate) nears (device engine))
$sarne ((select$4 choos$3 pick$2 elect$4) nears (command$1

$or operation$1)) with ((priori$8 or priorlt$3 or preler$4) 5
Eneare (protocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or
Ecommunication adj method$1))

((bridge control$4 relay intermediate) nears (device engine))

$sarne ((issue transmit$4 select$4) near6 (command$1 or ‘
$operation$1)) with ((priori$8 or priorit$3 or prefer$4) near6

(protoco|$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or ‘
communicatlonadimethodfiill DEFTWENTm .....-.........$

2015101021;23:02 ‘

   
 

 

 
 

  
 

 
  

 
  

 
 

 

2015/07r21é
22:47 3

 
 

 
 

$ 05 ((bridge control$4 relay intermediate) nears (device engine))
‘ $sarne ((issue transmit$4 select$4) near6 (command$1 or :

$operation$1)) with ((several plurality multiple numerous
many multitudinous multitudinal plural$3 differ$3 distinct$3 
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Evariet$3 various or divers$3 more adj than adj one varied}
Eneara (protocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or
Ecommunication adj method$1))

E3106 and ipriori$8 or priorit$3 or preter$4) E2015/D7/21E

E5106 and ((priori$8 or priorit$3 or prefer$4j nears
Eiprotoco|$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or
Ecommunication adj method$1))

((bridge control$4 relay intermediate) nearS (device engine-j)
Esame ((select$4) nearB (oommand$1 or operation$1)) with ‘
((severai Plurality multiple numerous many multitudinous

multitudinal plural$3 difler$3 distinct$3 variet$3 various or :
Edivers$3 more adj than adj one varied} near6 (protoco|$1 or
Eoommunication adj PTOtOCOI$1 or communication adj 5
method$1jj

((bridge control$4 relay intermediate) nears (device engine)) E2015707f21E
Esame (issue transmit$4 wlect$4j with ((both) neatfi (IR and : §23:21 E

RF” 5 - 5 : E

(issue transmit$4 select$4) with ((both) near6 (I F? and RFj) E2015707121E
same ((single intended) near-4 {appliance target adj = ' ‘ 5 3 ' ‘

Eappliancejj

(issue transmit$4 select$4) with ({severat plurality multiple
numerous many multitudinous multitudinal plural$3 differ$3 .

Edistinct$3 variet$3 varioua or divers$3 more adj than adj one

Evaried) near6 iprotocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 orE
Ecommunication adj method$1)) same {(single intended)

(remote adj control$4j with ((select$4) nears (command$1 orE E2015f08106E
Eoperation$1)) with ((priori$3 or priorit$3 or prefer$4j nears : §2322B ‘

(protocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or ‘ 5 5 3
Ecommunication ad] method$1)}

E((volume) nearB (lFl CEO” same ((power) near8 (FiF CEC H EEOISI'DBfO7E
EHDMljj ; 314: 5? ~

E((F‘au|j near2 (Arling)).inv. E2015H2f'31E
5 - = 5 E20: 44 =

FF'RS: i
EF’O; JPCc_i

DERWENTfi‘:
: ElBltI'LTDB . : _

E3129 and ((appliance) nears (control$4)) same ((control$4 ;i gamma/01E
Esmart portable remote) nearB (device apparatus control)) E2044 ‘
Ewith ((bridge adj device) (control adj engine) (relay adj E 3 = ‘
Edevioe) (intermediate adj devicej)

2015H2f01E
E20247 =
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EDEFlWENT: E
=|___BMTDB[mil WWWWWIWIWM

EllDan) near2 (McKayjj).in\I. E2015/12/01E
E20250 ‘

 

  

 
 
  

  
 
 

 
 
 

2016/10726E“HE i‘i‘Egli‘l‘l‘i"Eéggé‘EHAHE‘I‘i‘r“;‘gu53‘:i;;;:““u‘“n“““uu‘uu‘“““uuuuu“““uuuuu‘"““uu‘n‘hu uuuu‘TTuu‘uuuud 1‘uuu1uuu‘r‘...“.' “uuununu‘
a 1 7 :1 1

 E8141 and llbridge control$4 relay intermediate set-top set adjE .
Etop) nearfi [device engine appliance box unitj) same (lime ‘

Etransmit$4 aelect$4j nearEi lcommand$1 or operation$1))
Esame ((several plurality multiple numerous manyr ‘
multitudinous multitudinal plural$3 diiier$3 distinct$3 variet$3E

Evarioue or divers$3 more adj than adj one varied) near6 =
lprotocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or

 

$3.133]iQ‘Si‘iiiiiéiufié'éféui‘IiiiEEEjSEER;'iiESJe‘Fi‘E‘ég‘r'éEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
lFiF ca: HDMI I)

EllFiamzi) near2 (AmmeriJlJnV.

 

  

E2015/10/26Ell Arsham) near2 (Hatambeiki)).inv. .
= E17 40

i M. WW... “Name-2...-.-......-.-........¢...vavvmmavnv-vvvvvaa-“vvvwv-.-_.-Emmmnvavv—a wag-“WW. ”WWW... mam: .Wm»

E8145 and llbridge oontrol$4 relay intermediate set— top set adjE 32016/107’26E
Etop) nearB (device engine appliance box uniij) same lliacue ‘ E17I41 ‘

Etransmit$4 5e|ect$4) near6 (command$1 or operation$1)) E
Esame (laeveral plurality multiple numerous many =

multitudinous multitudinal plural$3 diifer$3 distinct$3 variet$3E
Evarious or divers$3 more adj than adj one varied) near6 ‘

Elprotocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 0r
Ecommunication adj method$1))

www.mmWWWW“WWWW\M‘WWWWWN.MHWWWWWWJ ‘ We “WWW“: .mmnfihmhfifiyw";

EllGraham) near2 (Vlfilliame)).inv. E201 SHOI‘ZBE
é E17344 E

  
  
 
  
  
  
 

  
 

   
  
  
  

  

 
 

  

E8147 and llbridge control$4 relay intermediate set—top set adji E2016/10I'26E
Etop) nears (device engine appliance box unitj) same (liseue ‘ E17t4-4 E
Etransmit$4 select$4) nearG (command$1 or operation$1))
Esame ((several plurality multiple numerous many :

multitudinoue multitudinal plural$3 diifer$3 distinct$3 variet$3E
Evarious or divers$3 more ad] than adj one Varied) nears
Elprotocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 0r
Ecommunlcatlon adj method$1))
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  E(”20030095156"|"20040163073"|"20040210933"|
E"2OOEO16851S“|”20060227032"|”20080005764"l
E“20090239587”|"20100134317"|“20100138764“l
E"20110273237”|”20110239113"|"20120242526“l
E“20120249890"|"20120274547"|"20120278693"l
3"20120291128”|"20120330943"|"20130107131"l
"20140085059"|"5529556"|"6953399'|"7379776"|

§"7519393"|“7589642“|"8373556U.FN.

" IEBHag;'3.3Hi?JEEP};a;‘a‘a‘t‘$965232;‘eiiggggt‘iig‘gggi‘gaj“““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““ gaggeagg
Etop) nearB (device engine appliance box unit)) same (issue E1922 5
Etransmit$4 aelect$4) with (both) with IFiwith FiF

 
 
 

 
 
 

  
  

  
  

 

 
  

 
   
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
  

E2018/10126E
E13:58 ‘

 
    
  

E2016111/19E
E20:oe 3

E8151 and ltoontrol$4 smart portable remote) near6 (device E201611 1119E
Eapparatus contro|)) same ((bridge adj device) (control adj E20216 ‘
Eengine) {relay adj device) (intermedia1$4 adj device) (UCE)

E(universal adj oontrol adj engine) (entertainment adj devioe)E
E(set- top adj box) (function$1 adj device)) same {(target

Econtrol$5 electronic consumer) nearB (device$1 appliance$1) )E

Eand ElHDMl same I R) acme(volume) E
E2016/11/19E
320117 3

  

 

E3153 and ((oontrol$4 smart portable remote) near6 [device
apparatus contro|)) same ((bridge adj device) {control adj

Eengine) (relay adj device) (intermediat$4 adj device) (UCE) .
E(universa| adj control adj engine) (entertainment adj device)

E(set—top adj box) (function$1 adj device)) same(((targei :
Econtrcl$5 electronic consumer) nears (device$1 appliance$1))E

   E8153 and HDMI same IR-aame volume 2EOE16H1/19
E2D:1B

E((Dan)nea:2(McKaannv

E8156 and HDMI same leame volume

 E8156 and HDMI same IR same volume 201611 1l19

E:2019
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:8156 and lloontrol$4 smart portable remote) near5 {device
:apparatus oontroi)) same [(bridge adj device) (control adj
:engine} (relay adj device) lintermediat$4 adj device) lUCE) _
:{universal adj control adj engine) (entertainment adj device)
:{set—top adj box) (function$1 adj devioell same ((target :
:contro|$5 electronic consumer) near6 (device$1 appliance$1))§
Eand (HDMI same I R) same (volume) ‘WWW: Mumuafi.wawafiw‘WWW—u- awed-w." added-WWeeeeee—v$

81 60 17601 ElH04N21l4222,42204.42208.42219.42221.42224,42225).cpc.§

 

  
 

  
 

  
  

 

 
 

:2016r11I19:
:20:19 5

 
 

   :201a11/19:
:2o:22 =

:3160 and (HDMI HDMI~CEG) same | Ft and volume

:8161 and (identify look- up look adj up database table look— up:
:adj table) same (codeset$1 IR adj codeset$1) :

 

 
  3201611019:

:20:27 5 

   

  
  

  
 

  
  
 

:201EI'11I1SEil"20010043145" | "20080231762" | "20100037264" | ‘€20230
:"20100039282" | "20100113193" | "20110018693" l
:"20120071989" | "4626846" | "4746919" | "5255313" | 5
:"5410326" | "54381325" | "5452291" l "5519457" I "5537104"
El "5552917" | "5689663" | "5726645" I "5839097" |

:"5909183" | "5949351" l "5959539" l' '5990884" | ”6133847“::
:I "6148241"| "6157319" | "6160491" I "6781518’ |
:"6791467" |'7255-3696" |'7429932" l ""7554614 I '7653212"E

El7907222 |8068184)ENQR(‘9350850) UFlPN =

:S‘i63 and lHDlVll HDMICEC HDMI adj EEC) same lFl and
:volume

  

 

 
 

  

 
 

  :2010111/19:
:20;33 E

:l"20040215616" | "20060161665" | ”20060238373" |
:"20070296552" | "20080003993" | "20080022206" |

:"20090167555" l "20100313169" l "6559666" | "726677?" |

 itiiéiiiiié:
20: 36 5

:8155 and (HDMI HDMl-CEC HDMI adj r320) same IR and :2015I11I19:
:volume :20:41 ‘ 

 

  

  

 

:2016I11r19::5155 and (HDMI HDMI-CEC HDMI adj CEO) same IF)
E2041

l:lPaul) near2 (Arling)).inv. :201 7702/1 9::20:44 =  

 
   

  
  

 

  

  $8168 and llcontrol$4 smart portable remote) near6 (device
:apparatua contro|)) same ((bridge adj device) (control adj
:engine) {relay ad] device) (intermediat$4 adj device) (UCE)
(universal adj control adj engine) {entertainment adj devioe)i

:(set- top adj box) (function$1 adj device)) same ((target :

:control35 electronic )oonsumer) nears (device$1 appliance$1)):

2017/02/19:
:20246 =

 

8170 63 (Br(Ian) near2l Barnett» Inv US PUB 2017l02f19Ffirwww—fiflrwrfif—w‘
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UESPAT; E20:48

 
  
  
  

 
  

E2017/02/19E
E20248 =
  E8170 and ((control$4 smart portable remote) nearB {device

Eapparatus contra”) same ({bridge adj device) (control adj
Eengine} {relay adj device) (intermediat$4 adj device) (UCE) .
Ejuniversal adj control adj engine) {entertainment adj device)

Eiset-top adj box) (function$1 adj device)) same ((target j
Econtrol$5 electronic consumer) nears [device$1 appliance$1))E
Eand (HDMI same I R) same (volume) =“m“.mm: u.m.uu“u.m.uu“u.mflu.m.uuflu“u.uuflu.m.uuflu.m.uuflu“u.uuflu.m.mmflumuumm..m.mm.m.m: tttttttttttttttttttttttt 4‘ .mmuuummmi mummmmfi u.mflumuufluuufi

E8170 and HDMI same IR same volume

 
 E((volume) near10 (I H CEC)) same ((power) near10 (HF CEC E2017/02119E

EHDMlii E21:03 =

 

   

  

  
2017/03!er

E21 :20 =

E201 7103/1 0E
311:25 ‘

 

 

  
Eijaul) nearz (Arling)).inv.

E8179 and ((bridge control$4 relay intermediate set-top set adjE E2017l03i10§
top) near8 (device engine appliance box unit)) same ((issue = E11:27 5
Etransmit$4 select$4) nearfi (command$1 or operation$1))
Esame ((several plurality multiple numerous many :

multitudinous multitudinal plura|$3 diifer$3 distinct$3 variet$3E
Evarious or divers$3 more ad] than adj one varied) near6

(protocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or

  
  
  
  
  

 

  
  
  

 
  
 

  2017i03/10EE8179 and {(control$4 smart portable remote) nears (device _
‘ E11230Eapparatus control)) same ((bridge adj device) (control adj
Eengine) (relay adj device) (intermediat$4 adj device) (UCE) .
(universal adj control adj engine) (entertainment adj device)

Ejeet-top adj box) (function$1 adj device)) same ((target
Econtro|$5 electronic consumer) nearEi (devioe$1 appliance$1) )E : : s E
and .i..".'.F.'M'.. same'R) same. (“o'ume'=

E((Ftamzi) near2 (Ammari)).inv. E2017/03110E
‘ 11:39 =

 

  
  

  
 

  
  
  
  

 

  

 
EFPFlS i
E:EPO JPO
EDEFiWENT;E

 
   E(( Arsharn) nearE (Hatambeiki)).inv. s

s USPAT;
FPRS:

E;EPO JPCK
DERWENTLE

EIBM_TDB

E8183 and ([bridge control$4 relay intermediate set— top set adjE E2017/03l1UE
Etop) nears (device engine appliance box unit)) same ((issue ‘ E11: 40 ‘
Etransmit$4 select$4) nears (command$1 or operation$1)) 3
Esame (iseveral plurality multiple numerous many E

multitudinous multitudinal plura|$3 ditfer$3 distinct$3 variet$3E
Evarious or divers$3 more adj than adj one varied) nears
Ejprotocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
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Eijral'Iam) near2 (WIIIiamsDIlnv. ii E2017i03’10E
i 5 ‘ 5 5 i11z41 ‘

E 85 and (( ridge control$4 re ay intermediate set—top set
Etop) nearB (device engine appliance box unltjj same ((issue
Etransmit$4 5elect$4i nearES (command$1 or operation$1))
Esame ((several plurality multiple numerous many =
Emultitudinous multitudinal plurai$3 diiier$3 distinct$3 variet$3E
Evarioua or divers$3 more adj than adj one varied) near6
Ejprotocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or

E8185 and ((control$4 smart portable remote) nearB (device E2017IDSI10E
Eapparatus controlj} same [(bridge adj device) (control adj ‘ E11z42 ‘
Eengine) (relay adj device) (intermediat$4 adj device) (UCE) - = E
(universal adj control adj engine) (entertainment adj device)

Eject—top adj box) (functionSt adj device)) same ((target
Eoontrol$5 electronic consumer) neaIS [device$1 appliance$1))§
andiHDM'smelfiisameivolumei

E8185 and HDMI same IR same volume E2017’03/10E
E s - = a $11 :43 =

Ejjvolume) near20 (mot-2(3)) same ((power) near20 (FiFGEC E2017I03I10E
EHDMI)).ab. - E1150 =

Ejjvolume) near20 (IRCEC)) same ((power) near20 (RFCEC E2017f03f10E
EHDMlj) : E12513 =

 
 
   

  
 
   
   
 

Default E
EOperatori ..............5 m..“m..“m..m“nn...,..‘...,.m..,._.,_.m.,_..m,,.n....m,_.“m_.“m_..m,,,_,,._,,,,,._,,,,,._,_,_,_,,,,_,3 ,,_,,,_,,._,,,,5: 5___5__,,__,___,__,,__‘_: ,

EIGosc2201r20) or ((30802201/21) or (608C2201f33) or
EjGOBC220i/40) or (GOBC2201I41) or (GOBC220‘l/91).cpc.
Eand ((select$4) nears (oommand$1 or operation$1 or

Efunctional adj operation$1)) with ((priori$8 or priorit$3 or
Eprefer$4) nearS (protocol$1 or communication adj

Eprotocolfiii or communication adj method$1))i ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘.~ ““““e ““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““.mmmmi __.,_.,,..,._.,.E ““““““““““““““““ ‘

E(H04L12/281} or ( H04L12/282) or (H04L12/2814) or
(H04L12Izai 3) or (H04L12f2803) or (H04L12I2809). cpc.

its ESearch Query
 

   
 

 

2015100307;00:03 =

 
 

 

,,,,,,,,,,,,E ,,,,,..,,,.,..,,,.,...,,
2EO15/OSIO7E
\OO: 05 3  

 

  
  

  

 

E8116 and ((stor$3) neariD (list$4)) same (command$1 or :
Eoperation$1 or functional adj operation$1j with (protocol$1
Eor communication adj protocol$1 or communication adj 5
imethod$1)5 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,3 .......................3 ..................I

E((stor$4) nearB (memoryj) same ((plural$3 many different . E2015/OBIO7E
Emultiple) near1D (functional adj operations or commands or EDEN? ‘

201 SIDE/07

E00 08 =
  
 

  
 
 

 

E((associated respective) nearB (protocoi$1 or communicationE
Eadj protocol$1 or communication adj method$1)). clm.

 E2015fOBiO7E
E00:1a =

Etarget adj appliancej} with ((associated respective) nearB "
ijprotocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or
icornn'lunication adj method$1))Iclm. 
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((select$4) nears (command$1 or operati0n$1)) with

:(lpriori$8 or priorit$3 or preter$4) nears (protocol$1 or
:communicaticn adj protoco|$1 or communication adj
:.method$1)) clm.......... .v ..uuum..uua.m.muuu“...m..m...m..m...m..m...m..m...m..m...m..m...m.mm..mu.m..m..- “ummmuu‘ “mummmumm mmummm‘a “um“...mmmm‘

2:0:15700/07

:0030 3

:2015/00I07:
:00: 20 :
  

 

  

 
  

   
  

  

  
 

 

::2015/08i07‘
‘0033

: :8121 and (( bridge control$4 relay intermediate) near6 _
:(devioe engine” same ((issue transmit$4 sele0t$4) nears
:(0ommand$1 or operation$1)) with ((several plurality .
:multiple numerous many multitudinous multitudinal plural$3§
:differ$3 distinct$3 variet$3 various or divers$3 more adj ‘
‘:than adj one varied) nears (protocol$1 or communication

adj protoco|$1 or communication adj method$1)).clm.. ...................... 3 ,.

S121 and ((bridge contrcl$4 relay intermediate) nearfi :2015/08/07:
:(devlce engine)) same {(select$4) nears (command$1 or 3:00:35 ‘
:operation$1)i with ((several plurality multiple numerous s 5

many multitudincus multitudinal plural$3 ditter$3 distinct$3

:variet$3 various or diver5$3 more adj than adj one varied) ‘
:near6 [protocol$1 or communication adj protocol$1 or

:communication adj method$1))clm.
.................................................................................................................................$

 
 

   
  
  
 

   

 
  

 

 

  ‘ ::S124 and ([select$4) near6 (command$1 or operation$1))
:lwithfl({priori$8 or priorit$3 or preter$4j nears (protoco|$1 or:
:ccmmunication adj protocol$1 or communication adj

3;:2015700/07

:0043 3

:8124 and ((priori$8 or priciit$3 or prefer$4) nearfi 532015103107:
(protoco|$1 or communication adj protoccl$1 or :00:44 3
  
 
 

  :8124 and (select$4) viiith ({pricri$8 or priorit$3 or preter$4)

:nearB (protoco|$1 or communicationadj protooo|$1 or
 

 

 

2015708/07:
:00:45 3  
 

 

2015712701:

:20:53 : 
 

 
  

 
 

  

 

:2015112701:
:20: 53 ‘
  :3133 and ((bridge control$4 relay intermediate) nears

(device engine)) same (tissue transmit$4 select$4) nears
(command$1 or operation$1)} with ((several plurality .
multiple numerous many multitudinous multitudinal plural$3:

:difier$3 distinct$3 variet$3 various or divers$3 more adj ‘

:than adj one varied) nears (protoocl$1 or communication
:adj protocol$1 or communication adj method$1j).clm.

:[GO8CZ201I20] or (G08C2201i21) or (G08C2201I‘33) or
:(GOSC2201/40) or (60802201741) or (G0802201l91lcpc.

 

 

 

 

   
  

 
 

 
 

  532015712701:
:20:55 3

:8135 and ((bridge contrcl$4 relay intermediate) nears 21:015/12/0
[device engine}) same ((issue transmit$4 select$4) near6 ::20 55
[command$1 or cperaticn$1}} with ((sevoral plurality ‘

multiple numerous many multitudinous multitudinal plural$3:
:difier$3 diatinct$3 variet$3 various or divers$3 more adj

:than adj one varied) nearG (protocol$1 or communication

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

  
  

:(issue transmit$4 select$4) with ((several plurality multiple
numerous manyr multitudinous multitudinal pluia|$3 differ$3§

:distinct$3 variet$3 various or divers$3 more adj than adj ‘
:one varied) near6 (protocol$1 or communication adj ;
:protocol$1 or communication adj method$1j) same ((single
Eintended) near4 (appliance target adj appliancej).clm. ‘g ..................1 \,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,3 .......................3 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1

:[issue transmrt$4 select$4j with(((several plurality multiple I :ON :2015/12/01:
numerous many multitudinoue multitudinal plural$3 diifer$3 PGPU8:: 5 521 0.2 :

:2015212701:
:2050 3
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3distincr$3 variet$3 various or diver5$3 more adj than adj USPAT

3on6 varied} nears (protocol$1 or communication adj
3protocol$1 or communication adj method$1 or transmission

Eadj medium or transmission adj method$1)) same ((single 5

 
3((volume) neaI'B (IFICEC)) same ((power) near8 (RF CEC .3 3 2015/12/01
3HDMI)).cIm. 321:05 ‘

3({volume) nears (IFi CEC)) same ((power) nears (RF CEC 3 32015/12/013
3HDMlj} 321 :00 ‘

32017102/193
3 32051 3
3target adj appliance)) with “associated respective) nears 3

(protocol$1 or communication adj protooo|$1 or
‘ ethod

32017/02/193
3 320: 52 3
distinct$3 variet$3 various or divers$3 more ad] than adj 5
one var$4j nearB (protocol$1 or communication adj 3

3protocol$1 or communication adj method$1)) same ((single

intended) near-4 (appliance tags!“adj appliance”.clm ‘
nmmmww“wnm\wwummaw....... WWW. “mmmummuumwwmm “um—“mum...

3((volume) near8 (IR CECJ) same ((power) near8 (RF CEC
:HDMI )).cim.

201 7102/ 193
231: 03 =

3((select$4) nears (command$1 or operation$1)) with 32017103/103
[(priori$8 or priorit$3 or prefer$4) nears (protocolflii or 11: 47 3

3communicatiion adj protoco|$1 or communication adj = = s 3
2017103103

3 311:49 *
distinct$3 variet$3 various or diver5$3 more adj than adj 3

gone varied) nearfi (protocol$1 or communication adj 3

3protoool$1 or communication adj method$1 or transmission
3adj medium or transmission adj method$1)) same ((single '

intended) noarfi (appllancetargotadj appllance))clm.

((VOIUme) near20 (I R 0203) same ((power) near20 (112 020: us 20i‘ii09i'103
3HDMI))c|m. 5:11:50 =

3i10f2017 7:07:46 PM

C:\. Users-A aaziz‘. Document5\ EAST\ Workspaces‘ICase56-13657176-88IM tor Optimized
Appliance Ctr|.wsp
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date: 23-Nov-2015 

Title of Il'lVEntion: SYSTEM AND MEI HOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

 

First Named InventorIApplica nt Name: Pa uI D. Arling

_Gary R. Ja rOSikjcynthia Tapia
Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155U59

Fiied as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(3) 

Sub-Total in

Descrlptlon Fee Code Quantlty Amount U5 D{Si 

Basic Filing:

 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition:

Patent-Appeais-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance—and-Post—Issuance:
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Extension-of—Time:
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Total in USD (5)

. . Sub-Total in
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Num bet: 1494892?

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: SYSTEM AND MEI HOD FOR OPTIMIZED APPLIANCE CONTROL

First Named InventorlApplicant Name: Paul D. Arling

Filer: Gary R. Ja rosik/Cynlhia Tapia 

Filer Authorized By: Gar).r R. Jarosik

Attorney Docket Number: 81230.155U59

Filing Date: 23‘NOV-2015 

Time Stamp: 11:18:23

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC l‘liia)

Payment information:

 
RAM confirmation Number 06211YINTEFSWODUIESSQSDZIIZB

The Director ofthe USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:
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File Listing: 

Document . _ . File Size[Bytesll

Number Document Description File Name Message Digest 
1033 52

81230_155U59lssueFeeTrans.

|55ue Fee Payment (PTO~85 B) pdf Et'fifioddfiiiloiflflrirfizmfli‘ MSJOHZJI'PN'

Warnings: 

Information:

Fee Worksheet ($305} feeiinfopdf eaifimsuiswnesa P51” I} Dummy. I'CIS
7:14

Warnings: 

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes] 138992 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. it serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 (FF!

1.53ledi and MPEP 506),. 3 Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54} will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DOIEOIQOB indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office
Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification ofthe International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date [Form PCTIROI 105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPA RTMEI‘T OF CONIMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

.Adtlmlis‘. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
PO. Box I450
Mn maltin. Virgini a 22513- [45“n w“ .nsplugm

 
 

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE. DATE PAIFJNT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO CONFIRNLATION ND.

| 41943.92? DWESFJOI 7‘ n? I 6853 R l 230. I 55'. 7S0 2406

34lll3 T590 tITlI’L’u’ElJl T"

GREENBERG ”IRA URIG, LLP
77 WEST WACKER DRIVE
SUITE 3100

CHICAGO, IL 60601—1732

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000')

The Patent Term Adjustment is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include

an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Infon'nation

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272—7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management
(ODM) at (571)—272—4200.

APPLICANTS) [Please see PAIR WEB site http://pairusptogov for additional applicants):

Universal Electronics Inc.. Santa Ana1 CA;
Paul D. Arling, Irvine. CA:
Ranlzi Ammari. Newport Coast. CA;
Arsham l-latmnbeiki, lrvine. CA;
Graham Williams, Corona Del Mar, CA:

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location

for business investment, innovatioa. and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tnemendous

resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA. our nation

works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about Why the USA is the best country in

the world to develop technology. manufacture products, and grow your business. visit SelectUSA.gov.

[R103 (Rev. [0109}
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Case 8:18~ov-0158G-3VS-ADS Document a, Fin-3o DEBBIE Page 1 o? 2 Page ii?) #:251
AD [2“ chv. USHUI

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING 0R DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexand ria. VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance wilh 35 U.S.(L § 290 andfor l5 lJ.S.C. § lllb you are hereby advised Ilia! a court action has been

filed in U1: US. District (.‘uun Central District oi California on Ihe following

I: Trademarks or IZPaIenls. [ D the pnlenl action involves 35 USC. § 293‘):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED LLS. DISTRICT COURT
1 B-cv-m 580 9152018 Central District oi California

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS INC.. ROKU. INC., 3 Delaware Company

a Delaware Company

cam;

[11 the above—entiljed case: the following patentislf Lrademarkisl have been included:
DATE [NCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[I Amendmenl D Answer I] Cross Bill [I Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK ND. 0R TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT 0R TRADEMARK

 

 
 ———
———
———

———

In the above onlillod case. I11: Following decision has boon ItIILIered orjudgcmenl issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK {BY} DEPUTY CLERK DATE

Copy l—ljpon initiation oi'action. mail this copy to Director Copy S—Upon termination of action. mail this copy to Director
Copy l—L‘pon filing document adding patenlisl. mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case lilo cop),r
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Case 8:18~w-0158G-3VS-ADS Document a, Filed OQIGSHB Page 2 of 2 Page HT) #:252
AD Ill} IRW. USHUI

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE
Director of the US. Patent and Trademark Office FILING 0R DETERMINATION OF AN

TO:

P.0. Box 1450 ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR

Alexand ria. VA 22313-1450 TRADEMARK 
In Compliance wilh 35 U.S.(L § 290 andfor l5 USC. ,5 me you are hereby advised Ihal a court action has been

filed in U13 US. District Courl Central District 01 California on Ihe Following

I: Trademarks or IZPaIenls. [ D the patent action involves 35 USC. § 293‘):

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED LLS. DISTRICT COURT
1 B-cv-m 580 9152018 Central District of California

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS INC.. ROKU. INC., 3 Delaware Company

a Delaware Company

can:

4 8,015,446 9lfil’2011 Universal Electronics Inc

—

It] the above—entiljed case: the following patentrslf Lrademarktsl have been included:
DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[I Amendment D Answer I] Cross Bill [I Other Pleading
PATENT OR DATE OF PATENT

TRADEMARK ND. 0R TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT 0R TRADEMARK

 

 
 ———
———
———

———

Ir! IJ‘II: above entitled case. ”It: following decision has been ItIILIered (Jrjudgen‘lonl issued:

DECISION/JUDGEMENT

 CLERK {BY} DEPUTY CLERK DATE.

Copy l—ljpon initiation ot'action. mail this copy to Director Copy 3—Upon termination of action. mail this copy to Director
Copy l—L‘pon I'Iljng document adding patenllsl. mail this copy to Director Copy 4—Case file cop),r
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